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1CHAPTER 1. OVERVIEW
1.1 Abstract
We introduce a tool for analyzing the control and diagnosis issues in discrete-event systems.
The tool, DECADA (Discrete-Event Control and Diagnosis Analyzer), consists of a program
written in C that accepts command line arguments and a GUI front end written in JAVA
that can be used to execute the command line driven program. DECADA accepts models
of underlying systems and specifications in the form of finite automata and supports various
automata-level computations as well as control and diagnosis related verification and synthesis.
We describe the way the DECADA is structured and the way it can be used.
1.2 Motivation
Application of discrete event system control theory leads to the necessity of automation.
A large amount of theoretical work has been developed and many algorithms have arisen.
Various tools exist that can be used to model DESs and/or implement many of the algo-
rithms. The following tools were recently demonstrated: Supremica [AFFM06], SimEvents
[CMC06], TCT [FW06a], Grail [RdCC06], DESUMA [RLG06], IDES [Rud06], HMI [AGL+06],
SIGALI [BMR06], MFSMTools [EART06], LabVIEW State Diagram Toolkit [Fal06], PNDe-
signer [FARJ06], SIPN [FW06b], MBP [GPT06], and Spectool [SAH06]. The work reported
in the thesis was also presented [SOKZ06]. More comparison of tools is shown in chapter 2.
DECADA is developed to provide a user friendly interface for running the basic set of
algorithms for finite state automata modeled DESs such as: augmentation, complement,
concatenation, NDFSM to DFSM, graph completion, masking, unmasking, minimization,
asynchronous/non-strict/strict synchronous composition, quotient, reachability, remove ep-
2silon transition, trim and union. It also provides more complex algorithms for determin-
ing controllability, diagnosability/co-diagnosability, normality, observability/co-observability,
supremal controllable sublanguage, and supremal normal and controllable sublanguage. The
results can be used to generate controllers as is shown with an older version of DECADA in
[CHK03].
1.3 Introduction
Discrete event systems (DESs) are event driven systems that can be modeled with finite
state automata or finite state machines (FSMs). The systems are composed of states interlinked
by transitions. Upon the occurrence of a particular event the system can transition from its
current state to another as defined by the transitions in the FSM model [RW87] [KG95]. DESs
have been used to model communication protocols, automated manufacturing processes, flight
control systems, automated traffic systems, etc [LV97] [FMS99] [YHR06].
1.3.1 Basic FSM Operations
Since finite state machines can be used to express regular languages, the same operations
can be performed on both [KG95]. Below is a list and short description of the operations
DECADA can perform:
• Augmentation: Self loops are added at each states with events specified to be augmented
to the FSM.
• Complement: The complement of an FSM results in an FSM that accepts the language
the original FSM rejects. For this operation DECADA considers the event set to be the
entire set of events available in the original FSM.
• Concatenation: The concatenation of to FSMs results in the appending of the languages
generated by the two FSMs.
• Graph Completion: Transitions in the event set that do not exist out of a state are added
to a “dump” state.
3• Minimization: Reduces the size of an FSM by combining indistinguishable states.
• Masking: Produces an FSM by replacing events with the masked event as observed by a
supervisor.
• NDFSM To DFSM (or determinization): Converts a non-deterministic finite state ma-
chine to a deterministic finite state machine.
• Quotient: The quotient or ‘/’ operator removes the suffix of one FSM from another.
• Remove Epsilon Transitions: Produces an FSM that is equivalent to the original after
epsilon transitions have been removed.
• Synchronous Composition: Generates the composition of two FSMs that run in parallel.
Strict-synchronous composition enforces that the two FSMs must transition on shared
events. Non-strict synchronous composition requires the FSMs to transition on shared
events, but they also may transition on non-shared events. Asynchronous composition
allows both FSMs to behave completely independently.
• Trim: Removes states from an FSM that are unreachable from the initial state.
• Union: Generates the union of the languages generated by two FSMs.
• Unmasking: Produces an FSM by performing the inverse of the masking function.
1.3.2 Controllability, Observability and Normality
The goal of a supervisor, or controller, is to enable or disable events so that the plant,
or system, operates according to a given overall desired behavior, or specification [BGK+90].
Synthesis of the supervisor is possible if the given specification is considered controllable with
respect to the plant. In the case where the system is uncontrollable it is useful to generate
the minimally restrictive supervisor to obtain the maximum amount of behavior possible out
of the specification. This is obtained by determining the supremal controllable sublanguage
[KGM91].
4A supervisor may also be modeled that can only observe a subset of events possible for a
plant. Such a supervisor can control the plant to a desired specification only if the desired
behavior is determined to be observable. In order to develop “maximal observable languages”
if a system is unobservable, the stronger notion of normality is used [Lin87]. In this instance
the supremal normal language is used to generate the supervisor [KGM91].
1.3.3 Co-Observability and Co-Diagnosability
Decentralized DESs model systems where multiple supervisors, or controllers, exist and
behave independently. Each supervisor has its own subset of events it can observe and control.
Given this environment the notion of “observability” has been extended to co-observability
[CDFV88] [RW92] [San91] [Oru97].
A system is considered diagnosable if a supervisor can determine if a failure has occurred in
the system within a specified number of events after the failure has occurred. Co-diagnosability
is the extension to decentralized systems. In this instance at least one supervisor must be able
to diagnose any of the failures within a finite time [SSL+96] [QK06].
1.4 Organization of Thesis
This thesis is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 shows a comparison of tools similar to DECADA.
• Chapter 3 provides a list of the many changes to DECADA since the GUI portion was
initially released [Oru97]. It also details the methodology used to understand and debug
the code.
• Chapter 4 describes how to use the GUI portion of DECADA.
• Chapter 5 provides a description of the textual input and output file formats.
• Chapter 6 provides detail of functions that can be run with DECADA along with infor-
mation useful to a developer. Examples for many of the functions are illustrated.
5• Chapter 7 describes how to install and run the software. An explanation of the software
package directory structure is also provided.
• Chapter 8 explains the underlying structures and source code files for DECADA.
• Chapter 9 summarizes the thesis and provide directions for future work.
• Chapter 10 is a listing of the source code that composes DECADA.
6CHAPTER 2. EXISTING DES TOOLS: SURVEY
DECADA falls within the set of tools that provides graphical and textual analysis and
synthesis for discrete event systems using finite state machines. The most similar tools currently
available are J-DES, Supremica, and DESUMA. A similar tool such as TCT does not provide
a GUI [Won00]. Also, The Integrated Discrete-Event Systems Tool provides only a GUI for
FSM drawing [Rud06].
2.1 Tool Comparison
The tools J-DES, Supremica, and DESUMA offer a similar set of functions that may be
performed. Besides the functions listed in Table 2.1, J-DES, Supremica, and DESUMA offer
stochastic evaluation [WRPuL03] [AFFM06] [RLG06]. Furthemore, Supremica offers hierar-
chical evalution. DESUMA is an integration of the UMDES library with a GUI called GID-
DES . This integration is very similar to DECADA. However, the DESUMA interface requires
commands to build the FSM. Also, UMDES splits each function into seperate executables.
Whereas DECADA consolidates all functions into one executable. There are advantages and
disadvantages to both approaches.
Supremica has a very nice GUI that is file based, or focuses on building the plants and
specifications. DECADA allows this methodolgy along with an approach that is focused on
the function being performed.
2.2 DECADA Advantages
• DECADA is currently open source.
• DECADA can be used across multiple platforms.
7• Provides a beginner friendly interface that can be navigated based on function to be
executed.
• Useful help information along with examples are provided.
• Provides an interface for advanced users to use based on files being manipulated.
• Provides a single command line program where parameters can be passed.
• Provides a different variety of functions. Functions co-normality and co-diagnosability
are unique for DECADA.
8Function DECADA (param) DESUMA J-DES Supremica
Accessibility internal, trim Y Y
Asynchronous composition Y (O)
Augmentation Y (s)
Complement Y (e) Y Y
Completion Y (r) Y
Concatenation Y (h) Y Y
Controllability Y (y) Y Y
Controllability & nonblocking Y
Diagnosability Y (X) Y





Minimization Y (b) Y Y
NDFSM to DFSM Y (d) Y
Parallel composition Y (O) Y Y
Nonblocking internal, supcon Y
Nonblocking cont. & obs. Y
Normality Y (W) Y





Asynch composition Y (i)
Strict synchronous composition Y (f)
Sup. cont. & norm. sublanguage Y (t) Y
Sup. cont. sublanguage Y (k) Y Y
Trim FSM Y (m) Y Y
Union Y (g) Y Y
Unmasking Y (O)
Table 2.1 Tool Comparison
9CHAPTER 3. CONTRIBUTIONS
3.1 General Changes
• Merged non-GUI and GUI archives
• Changed directory structure for software package to a more logical layout.
• Streamlined runme to compile both C and JAVA source code.
• Updated runme to package analyzer in analyzer.jar. Fixes problems many users were
seeing due to improper setup of environment variables. Also allows for easier execution
of GUI from Windows OS.
3.2 Changes to C Source Code
• Moved decada.c (previously demo.c) function calls to header files. This greatly enhances
readability of source code and aids in development.
• Added ability of passing user defined filenames to decada.c.
• Fixed many problems with memory handling.
• Updated source code to remove compiler warnings.
• Re hauled graph.c
• Added all functions dealing with partial observability (see partialobs.c).
• Added/repaired Supremal Controllable Sublanguage and Supremal Controllable and Nor-
mal Sublanguage functions.
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• Revamped composition functions to separate state names with commas. This was done
mostly for working under partial observability.
• Removed controllability information from FSM structure.
• Created structures for holding masking and controllability information.
• Revamped functions to work with new FSM structure.
• Revamped functions to work with controllability information being moved to new struc-
ture.
• Removed some functions from decada.c that a user would not use.
• Renamed some functions from decada.c to make understandable.
3.2.1 Debugging C Source Code
The original code had many issues crashing on newer versions of Linux and Windows.
Therefore, the initial task was debugging. This was performed using Insight in Cygwin and
eventually DDD (The Data Display Debugger) in both Cygwin and Linux. DDD is a graphical
front end for the GNU Project Debugger (GDB). DDD is launched in Cygwin after issuing the
command startx and subsequently ddd. Since DDD must run under X-Windows when using
Cygwin it is not as responsive as Insight or when running DDD in Linux.
Both DDD and Insight behave like most debuggers. The common method of debugging
involved stepping through the code until an error occurred. However for some memory handling
issues this does not always work correctly. The point at which an error occurs may not actually
be what is causing the problem. In this situation it is recommended to use something like the
Boehm-Demers-Weiser conservative garbage collector to determine memory issues [han07].
The following is a list of common issues found:
• Trying to free memory that wasn’t allocated
• Not freeing memory
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• Freeing memory incorrectly
• Not removing temporary files using unlink() command
• Comparing return of strcmp() with NULL instead of 0
• Setting (char *string1) = (char *string2) when intent was to use strcpy((char *string1),
(char *string2))
3.2.2 Visualizing C Code
When viewing any source code for the first time it is very beneficial to look at the call
graph. The call graph is a flow chart display of function calls made by the program. The call
graph can be generated from a static review of the code or dynamically after the program has
been run. For the C code portion of this project the call graph was generated dynamically
using two different methods. One method was to use gprof along with aiSee [cal07] [ais07].
First, decada must be compiled using the option -pg. Next, running decada A will give an
exhaustive call list that can be imported into aiSee after some formatting. The resulting graph
can be overwhelming though and it is sometimes better to run one function at a time. An
easier method was to use Intel’s VTune [vtu07]. In this situation decada was compiled using
the option -W1 -pie. VTune was used to run decada A directly. The calls were narrowed to
those that took the top 90% of running time for figure 3.1. As can be seen in the call graph, the
function Control Check calls ControlTest which calls (among other functions) ControlCheck.
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Figure 3.1 C code call graph
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3.3 Changes to JAVA Source Code
• Added JAVA source code that was missing for some class files. This removed dependency
for compiling analyzer with older versions of javac.
• Removed unused Java classes
• Updated source code to remove many of the javac compiler warnings for deprecation.
• Added FSM Manipulator and Controllability/Masking table GUI (Yana Ong)
• Added ability of GUI to read a pre-existing Controllability/Masking table
• Added ability to select user input filenames (Yana Ong)
• Enhanced FSM Analyzer to tile windows after an Application is selected.
• Enhanced FSM Analyzer to close windows when a new function is selected in beginner
mode.
• Fixed error with some windows disappearing when being dragged.
• Added refresh button.
• Moved run function from menu to button.
• Removed unnecessary buttons in help window and text file display pop-ups.
• Displaying text file from FSM Manipulator now uses the same function as for text file
pop-ups.
• Consolidated menu items to one alphabetized pull-down.
• Added user modes beginner and advanced.
• Changed FSM Manipulator pop-up menu coloring to make more readable.
• Fixed general display problems with dialog boxes.
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3.3.1 Visualizing JAVA Code
Like with the C code, call graphs were used to visualize the JAVA portion of decada. The
graphs were created statically by using the eclipse call graph plug in [ecl07]. By displaying
the hierarchy for objects it became very apparent that many were being unused by Analyzer.
Figure 3.2 displays the hierarchy before any classes have been removed. Notice the “floating”
objects on the left. Figure 3.3 displays the hierarchy after class removal. Notice that the
objects on the left are removed (along with others). The method call hierarchy is displayed by









































































CHAPTER 4. GRAPHICAL INTERFACE for FILE INPUTS/OUTPUTS
This chapter describes to the user how to use the GUI interface of DECADA (referred to
as Analyzer Interface). Instructions on using FSM Manipulator and Controllability/Masking
Table GUIs that can be launched from the Analyzer Interface are also included.
4.1 Analyzer Interface Upper Menu
File:
New: Removes the existing text displayed file from the main window and creates a blank
area for text editing.
Open: Prompts user for an input file and displays in the main window for text editing.
Save: Saves text in the main window to the file that was previously opened. Acts the same
as Save As in case the user did not previously open a file.
Save As: Prompts user for a filename. Saves text in the main window to user selected file.
Exit: Quits Analyzer Interface.
Applications:
List of applications available for execution. When a particular application is selected the
default input files along with help information for the application are displayed to the right of
the main window if the User Mode is set to Beginner. The application is not executed until
the Run button is pressed.
Draw:
State Machine: Opens a new window for creating an FSM graphically. For more information
see section Manipulating Input Files Graphically.
Controllability/Masking Table: Opens a GUI for creating the controllability and masking
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Beginner: Sets mode to Beginner. This mode enables default input files and help file to be
displayed when an Application is selected.
Advanced: Sets mode to Advanced. This mode disables default input files and help file from
displaying when an Application is selected.
The selected User Mode is retained even if Analyzer Interface is closed.
Help:
Displays Help files for user.
4.2 Analyzer Interface Button Menu
Figure 4.1 shows a screen shot of Analyzer Interface after Application Strict Synch Com-
position was selected.
Run: Runs the previously selected Application. When selected the user is prompted if they
would like to use the default input and output files. If the user selects No they user are
prompted to select the input and output files to process. Note for functions requiring the
controllability/masking file: The filename used is obtained by concatenating ” events” to the
first input file specified.
Show Graphic: Opens a new window that graphically displays the FSM of the file currently
opened in the main window. Note: If the text area has been edited it must be saved first in
order to display the changes graphically. For more information see section Manipulating
Input Files Graphically.
Refresh: Reopens the file currently displayed in the main window text area. This function is
useful when the file has been edited and saved outside from the main window.
Label Display to right of Refresh: Display the current Application selected.
Font Type: Allows user to select font style for displaying text in the main window.
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Font Size: Allows user to select size of font for displaying text in the main window.
Figure 4.1 Analyzer Interface Main Window
4.3 Manipulating Input Files Graphically
FSM Manipulator is the tool that can be used for manipulating FSM files graphically.
FSM Manipulator is the tool launched by selecting Show Graphic from Analyzer Interface. It
is also launched to display the resultant FSM after an Application is run (if in Beginner mode).
Figure 4.2 shows a screen shot of FSM Manipulator after an FSM file was opened. Figure 4.3
shows a screen shot of the controllability/masking GUI for two supervisors.
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4.3.1 FSM Manipulator Menu
File:
New: Non-Functional. Use Draw->State Machine from Analyzer Interface
Open As Text: Open a new window to manipulate a user selected file textually.
Open As Graphic: Open a user selected file to manipulate graphically in the current window.
Save: Save current FSM to filename that was opened.
Save As: Save current FSM to user specified filename.
Close: Close FSM Manipulator window.
View:
Show Text: Opens current FSM textually in a new window. If the current FSM has not been
saved the user is prompted if they would like to. Any changes will not be displayed textually
if the file is not saved first.
Table:
Controllability/Masking Table: Launches the GUI for creating a Controllability/Masking file.
Performs the same function as Analyzer Interface selection Draw->Controllability/Masking
option. However, the input plant filename is automatically selected to be the currently
opened FSM file.
Help: Display help information on using FSM Manipulator.
Figure 4.2 FSM Manipulator Window
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Figure 4.3 Controllability and Masking Table
4.3.1.1 Manipulating an FSM in FSM Manipulator
The mouse is used to draw the FSM. States of the FSM are represented as circles. Each
state has its name displayed in the center of the circle. A final or marked state is depicted with
an extra outlining circle. The initial state is denoted with a triangle pointing to it. Transitions
are depicted as lines joining two states. Each transition has a rectangle that contains the event
name and an arrow depicting the direction of the transition. When more than one event can
cause a transition the transition will have multiple event rectangles. The states can be moved
around freely for easier viewing.
Manipulating a State:
• States are created with the CENTER MOUSE BUTTON (if a three-button mouse is
available) or with SHIFT + LEFT BUTTON.
• To create a state click the center button (or shift+left button) on a clear area of the
canvas. The state is given a default name of q + current state number e.g. q1 if it’s the
initial state.
• To move a state, drag it holding the center button down (or shift+left button).
• To remove, rename, make initial, or make/unmake a state final, place the cursor within
the state, and hold the RIGHT button (or CTRL + LEFT button) down while selecting
the desired operation from the pop-up menu, then release the button.
Manipulating a Transition:
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• Transitions are created with the LEFT MOUSE BUTTON.
• To create a transition press and hold the left button within the origin state, and release it
within the destination state. A self loop is created by press and releasing the left mouse
button on a state.
• To remove a transition place the cursor within transition rectangle, press and hold the
RIGHT mouse button (or CTRL + LEFT button) while selecting remove from the pop-
up menu, then release the button.
• To edit an event name, press the left button within the rectangle to select it. Then edit
its contents using the keyboard. A lambda transition is created by simply leaving the
contents blank or typing an *.
NOTE: In the current release you are not able to move the label of a transition unless the
transition is a self loop. In this case, you can drag the label up and down using the left mouse
button.
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CHAPTER 5. TEXTUAL INPUT/OUPUT FILE FORMATS
This chapter describes the input and output file formats used by DECADA.
5.1 FSM File
The first line of the file is a number representing the total number of states in the state
machine. Next, each state of the FSM along with its transitions are specified. The initial state
is listed first while the remaining states can be entered in any order. Below is a guideline for
creating FSM files:
# of states in the FSM
Initial State Name Marked/Unmarked # of Transitions out of this State
Transition Name Resultant State Name
Transition Name Resultant State Name
... ...
State Name Marked/Unmarked # of Transitions out of this State
Transition Name Resultant State Name
... ...











The above file represents an FSM with 3 states. The initial state is p0. This state has two
transitions. Event a results in a transition to state p0. Event b results in a transition to state
p2. p2 is a final or marked state.
5.2 Controllability/Masking File
Observer and controllability related functions of this program require information which is
supplied through another input file. This file is related to the plant FSM. When calling func-
tions that require this information the Controllability/Masking file defaults to the input plant
filename with ” events” concatenated to the end e.g. input plant.data requires plant.data events
to be specified.
The first line of the file has a number representing the total number of supervisors for the
plant. Following is the number of events in the plant. Next, each event name is listed followed
by a 0 or 1 for Controllable/Uncontrollable. This boolean is followed by :: and the masked
event name. This repeats for each supervisor for each event. Below is a guideline for creating
Controllability/Masking files.
# of Supervisors # of Events
Transition Name Controllable/UnControllable::Masked Transition Name ...
Transition Name Controllable/UnControllable::Masked Transition Name ...
...





The above represents a Controllability/Masking file that defines there are two supervisors
with three events. For supervisor one, event a is controllable and is observed as event b. For
supervisor two, event a is uncontrollable and is observed as event a.
5.3 Other Files
For the completion and augmentation functions there is a different input file. This input file
contains a list of events to complete or augment the FSM with e.g. see completion events.data.
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CHAPTER 6. FUNCTION DETAILS AND EXAMPLES
In this chapter major functions of DECADA are described in detail. Examples of running
some of the functions are included as well. Each of these functions can be executed via the
command line driven program decada. The function can be run by passing its associated
character to decada. Running decada without passing an argument displays a list of the
function characters available. If only the function character is passed to decada the default
files in the data directory are used for input to the function. Results are also stored in the data
directory. Default input files have the extension data. Default output files have the extension
results. For example, to run the minimization function using default files the command for
running decada is: decada b
This runs the minimization function using default input file min.data and default output file
min.results.
To run the minimization function using specified files the command for running decada is:
decada b minFSM.x minresults.y
This runs the minimization function using input file minFSM.x and output file minresults.y.
Most of the functions can also be run from the Analyzer Interface by selecting them from
the Applications menu. The GUI allows for either using default filenames or user specified
files.
6.1 Asynchronous Composition
Returns the language resulting from operating two FSMs completely asynchronously. Even
for shared events, transitions behave completely independently.
Default Input Files: shuff prod1.data, shuff prod2.data
Default Output File: shuff prod.results
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shuff prod.results contains the resultant FSM of asynchronous composition of
shuff prod1.data FSM and shuff prod2.data FSM.
Underlying function: void fsm shuffle(FSM *fsm1 ptr,FSM *fsm2 ptr,FSM *fsm3 ptr)
Modified Parameters:
Source: ShuﬄeProduct.h, fsm operators.c
The two input FSMs are fsm1 ptr and fsm2 ptr. fsm3 ptr is a pointer to the resultant FSM.
6.1.1 Asynchronous Composition Example
Figure 6.1 shuff prod1 data Figure 6.2 shuff prod2 data
Figure 6.3 shuff prod results
Notice: Unlike the other composition functions, the state names are not currently separated
by a comma.
6.2 Augmentation
This operation is typically carried out before using the library’s synchronous composition
routine fsm sync comp. When an FSM is augmented, unshared events from the FSM with
which it is going to be composed, are added as self loops at every state in the FSM.
Default Input Files: aug.data, aug events.data
Default Output File: aug.results
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aug.results contains the aug.data FSM augmented with events listed in aug events.data.
aug events.data only contains the list of events (without controllability or masking info).
Underlying function: void AugmentFsm(FILE *fp, FSM *fsm pr)
Modified Parameters: FSM *fsm pr
Temporary Files Used: fsm.tmp
Source: Augmentation.h, augment.c
fp is the pointer to a file containing the set of events that the FSM will be augmented with.
fsm pr is the FSM to be augmented.
6.2.1 Augmentation Example
Figure 6.4 aug data Figure 6.5 aug results
Figure 6.4 was augmented with events c and d to create Figure 6.5. That is, events c and
d were added to each state as a self loop. An FSM may not be augmented with events that
exist in the FSM (events a and b in this example). Marked state information is retained.
6.3 Complement
Creates an FSM that generates a language that essentially is the opposite of the input
FSM’s language.
Default Input File : comp.data
Default Output File: comp.results
comp.results contains the complement of comp.data FSM.
Underlying function: void fsm complement(FSM *fsm ptr)
Modified Parameters: FSM *fsm ptr
Source: Complement.h, fsm operators.c
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fsm ptr is the input FSM to be complemented.
6.3.1 Complement Example
Figure 6.6 comp data Figure 6.7 comp results
Figure 6.7 is the complement of the marked language generated by Figure 6.6. This is done
be unmasking or masking original states that are masked or unmasked respectively. Transitions
in the event set that do not exist out of a state are added to the new state a00. For example,
event a was added to state q1. The new state a00 is marked and all transitions in the event
set are added as a self loop. Note: the original marked language can be described as {, a,
b, ab, ba}. The complemented language is described as {abaa*b*,abba*b*, baaa*b*, babb*a*,
aaa*b*, bba*b*}.
6.4 Concatenation
Generates a state machine which is the concatenation of the two input FSMs. Essentially
the second input FSM is appended to the first input FSM.
Default Input Files: conc1.data, conc2.data Default Output File: conc.results
conc.results contains the resultant FSM of concatenating conc1.data FSM and conc2.data
FSM.
Underlying function: void fsm concatenate(FSM *fsm1 ptr, FSM *fsm2 ptr,FSM
*fsm3 ptr) Modified Parameters: FSM *fsm3 ptr
Source: Concatenation.h, fsm operators.c
fsm1 ptr and fsm2 ptr are pointers to the input FSMs.
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fsm3 ptr is a pointer to the output FSM.
6.4.1 Concatenation Example
Figure 6.8 conc1 data Figure 6.9 conc2 data
Figure 6.10 conc results
Basically in this situation, Figure 6.9 was added to the marked state q2 of Figure 6.8.
6.5 Controllability Check
Determines controllability of a given state machine given the event controllability informa-
tion. If Σu represents the set of uncontrollable events, then HvL(G) is said to be controllable
with respect to system G, if all uncontrollable events takes the state machine G ‖ S, where S
is a generator for pr(H), to a state where the second coordinate is not a DUMP state. The
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aim of this function is to determine all uncontrollable states and mark them as bad, so that
they can be eliminated eventually during the course of controller synthesis.
Default Input Files: control plant.data, control spec.data, control plant.data events
Default Output File: control.results
control plant.data is the plant FSM.
control spec.data is the specification FSM.
control.data events contains the controllability information (masking info is ignored) of
control.data FSM.
Filename control.data events is obtained automatically by concatenating “ events” to the
first input filename.
control.data events is to be created before running this function through “Cont/Mask Info
Table” in the GUI. This function checks whether the FSM specified in control plant.data is
controllable with respect to FSM control spec.data and controllability information in
control.data events.
control.results contains either “Controllable” or “Not Controllable”.
Underlying function: int ControlTest(FILE *f1, FILE *f2, FILE *f3)
Modified Parameters: integer return
Temporary Files Used: clist0.tmp, tmplist.out
Source: ControlCheck.h, control.c, fsm operators.c
f1 is a pointer to the input plant FSM file.
f2 is a pointer to the input specification FSM file.
f3 is a pointer to the input controllability/masking information file.
Returns TRUE if input FSM is controllable, or FALSE otherwise.
6.5.1 Controllability Check Example
The same example demonstrated in Section 6.19.1 can be used for this function. This
function returns “Not Controllable” when using the original specification. However, when using
the result depicted in Figure 6.37 as the specification, this function returns “Controllable”.
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6.6 Diagnosability Check Under Partial Observation
Determines whether FSM of plant diagnosability plant.data is diagnosable under
specification diagnosability spec.data with controllability information in
diagnosability plant.data events. diagnosability.results contains either“Diagnosable” or “Not
Diagnosable”.
Default Input Files: diagnosability plant.data, diagnosability spec.data,
(diagnosability plant.data events)
Default Output File: diagnosability.results
diagnosability plant.data is the plant FSM.
diagnosability spec.data is the specification FSM.
Filename diagnosability plant.data events is obtained automatically by
concatenating“ events” to the first input filename.
diagnosability plant.data events contains the masking information (controllability info is
ignored) of diagnosability plant.data.
diagnosability plant.data events is to be created before running this function through
“Cont/Mask Info Table” in the GUI.
Underlying function: int po diagnosability(FSM *fsmIn)
Modified Parameters: FSM *fsmIn, integer return
Temporary Files Used: mmlistfiles.tmp, mlist*.tmp
Source: Diagnosability.h, partialobs.c
fsmIn is a pointer to an FSM that has been created using the specification and masking
information before the function is called. This FSM is modified in the process of determining
diagnosability. Returns TRUE if input FSM is diagnosable, or FALSE otherwise.
6.6.1 Diagnosability Check Under Partial Observation Example
If events b and c are observed as * (or unobserved) then this function returns “Not Diag-
nosable”. This is because if event b occurs the supervisor will never know it did so in a finite
number of transitions. However, if only event b is observed as * then this function returns
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Figure 6.11 diagnose plant Figure 6.12 diagnose spec
“Diagnosable”. In this instance the supervisor can observe event c and determine that a fault
has occured (the plant is not operating within specification).
6.7 Graph Completion
The completion operation makes sure each state contains the events specified in comple-
tion events.data. If there is no transition from a state in the FSM on some event, there will be
a transition added to the “dump” state. The dump state itself has all the transitions as self
loops. Original marking is retained and the dump state is marked.
Default Input Files: completion.data, completion events.data
Default Output File: completion.results
completion.results contains completion of completion.data FSM with list of events in
completion events.data
Underlying function: void CompleteGraph(FILE *fp, FSM *fsm in, FSM *fsm out)
Modified Parameters: FSM *fsm out
Temporary Files Used: tmp.out
Source: Completion.h, graph.c
fp is a pointer to the file containing the event set of the machine whose graph is to be
completed.
fsm in is a pointer to an FSM structure to be completed.
fsm out is a pointer to a FSM structure where the state machine of the completed graph is
stored.
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6.7.1 Graph Completion Example
Figure 6.13 completion data Figure 6.14 completion results
Transitions in the event set that do not exist out of a state are added to the new state
dump. For example transition del was added to state a00 in Figure 6.13.
6.8 Mask
Masks a state machine given the masking information for each event. Essentially renames
events to the new specified event name.
Default Input Files: mask.data, (mask.data events)
Default Output File: mask.results
mask.data is the FSM to be masked.
mask.data events contains the masking information (controllability info is ignored) of
mask.data.
Filename mask.data events is obtained automatically by concatenating “ events” to the first
input filename. mask.data events is to be created before running this function through
“Cont/Mask Info Table” in the GUI. Do not specify this event file as one of the input files.
Underlying function: void fsm mask(FILE *fp, FSM *fsm1 ptr, FSM* fsm2 ptr)
Modified Parameters: FSM* fsm2 ptr
Temporary Files Used: mlist0.data
Source: Mask.h, fsm general.c
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fp is a pointer to the input file containing the masking information. This file is created from
mask.data events before calling the function.
fsm1 ptr is a pointer to the FSM to be masked.
fsm2 ptr is a pointer to the resulting masked FSM.
6.8.1 Mask Example
Figure 6.15 mask data Figure 6.16 mask results
Event a is observed as a, event b as *, event c as d. Notice b was changed to * in state q1
of Figure 6.15 and event c was changed to d in state q2 etc.
6.9 Minimization
Minimizes a state machine by consolidating equivalent states.
Default Input File : min.data
Default Output File: min.results
min.results contains the minimal realization of min.data FSM
Underlying function: int fsm minimize(FSM *fsm ptr)
Modified Parameters: FSM *fsm ptr, integer return
Minimization.h, fsm operators.c
fsm ptr is a pointer to the machine to be minimized.
fsm ptr also contains the result minimal machine.
Returns integer 1 if the input machine was itself minimal, 0 otherwise.
6.9.1 Minimization Example
States a and b and states c and e were combined to result in Figure 6.18 because they are
equivalent.
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Figure 6.17 min data Figure 6.18 min results
6.10 NDFSM to DFSM
Converts the input non-deterministic FSM to a deterministic FSM. This is done by intro-
ducing new states when an event causes multiple transitions from a particular state.
Default Input File : ndfsm to dfsm.data
Default Output File: ndfsm to dfsm.results
ndfsm to dfsm.results contains the deterministic realization of non-deterministic FSM
described in ndfsm to dfsm.data
Underlying function: void fsm deterministic(FSM *fsm1 ptr,FSM *fsm2 ptr)
Modified Parameters: fsm2 ptr
Source: NDFSMtoDFSM, fsm operators.c
fsm1 ptr is a pointer to the input non-deterministic FSM.
fsm2 ptr is a pointer to the output deterministic FSM.
6.10.1 NDFSM to DFSM Example
Figure 6.19 ndfsm to dfsm data Figure 6.20 ndfsm to dfsm results
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State x1 in Figure 6.19 is non-deterministic because event a results in a transition to state
x1 or y2. Therefore this state is converted to states x1 and x1,y2 in Figure 6.20.
6.11 Non-Strict Synchronous Composition
Creates an FSM which combines the given FSM’s so that shared events occur synchronously
and unshared events occur asynchronously. The resulting state names are created by joining
the input state names with a comma separator. This state label formatting is required for
many other functions.
Default Input Files: e1.data, e2.data
Default Output File: complete sc.results
complete sc.results contains the non-strict synchronous composition of e1.data FSM and
e2.data FSM.
Non-strict synchronous is obtained by performing the following:
e1.data FSM is augmented with events only in e2.data FSM;
e2.data FSM is augmented with events only in e1.data FSM;
Strict synchronous composition of the two FSMs is then performed.
Underlying function: void complete fsm sync comp(FSM *fsm1 ptr, FSM *fsm2 ptr, FSM
*fsm3 ptr);
Modified Parameters: FSM *fsm3 ptr
Source: CompSynchComp.h, fsm operators.c
6.11.1 Non-Strict Synchronous Composition Example
Figure 6.21 e1 data Figure 6.22 e2 data
The current state of Figure 6.21 is the first state in the state label of Figure 6.19, or FSM1.
The second state after ‘,’ in the label retains the current state of Figure 6.22, or FSM2. For
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Figure 6.23 complete sc results
example, after event a FSM1 transitions from state q1 to q2 and FSM2 has no transition
and remains at state q3. If there were shared events between the FSMs they would occur
synchronously.
6.12 Normality Check Under Partial Observation
Determines whether FSM of plant normality plant.data is normal under specification nor-
mality spec.data with masking information in normality plant.data events. normality.results
contains either “Normal” or “Not Normal”.
The plant G is composed with the completion of supervisor S to obtain a new machine
called P. Supervisor S is then “mask synchronously composed” with P. The system is not
normal if a transition event pair with equivalent masked values leads from a non-dump state
to a dump state.
Default Input Files: normality plant.data, normality spec.data, (normality plant.data events)
Default Output File: normality.results
normality plant.data is the plant FSM.
normality spec.data is the specification FSM.
Filename normality plant.data events is obtained automatically by concatenating “ events”
to the first input filename.
normality plant.data events contains the masking information (controllability information is
ignored) of normality plant.data.
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normality plant.data events is to be created before running this function through
“Cont/Mask Info Table” in the GUI. Do not specify this event file as one of the input files.
This function determines whether FSM of plant po plant.data is normal under specification
Underlying function: int po normality(FSM *fsmR, MULT MASKL *mmaskL)
Modified Parameters: FSM *fsmR, integer return
Temporary Files Used: mmlistfiles.tmp, mlist*.tmp
Source: Normality.h, partialobs.c
6.12.1 Normality Check Under Partial Observation Example
The same example demonstrated in Section 6.18.1 can be used for this function. This
function returns “Not Normal” when using the original specification. However, when using the
result depicted in Figure 6.34 as the specification, this function returns “Normal”.
6.13 Observability Check Under Partial Observation
Determines observability of plant observability plant.data under specification observabil-
ity spec.data masking information in observability plant.data events. observability.results con-
tains either “Observable” or “Not Observable”.
Default Input Files: observability plant.data, observability spec.data,
(observability plant.data events)
Default Output File: observability.results
observability plant.data is the plant FSM.
observability spec.data is the specification FSM.
observability plant.data events contains the masking information (controllability info is
ignored) of observability plant.data.
Filename observability plant.data events is obtained automatically by concatenating
“ events” to the first input filename. observability plant.data events is to be created before
running this function through “Cont/Mask Info Table” in the GUI.
Underlying function: int po observability(FSM *fsmR)
Modified Parameters: FSM *fsmR, integer return
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Temporary Files Used: mmlistfiles.tmp, mlist*.tmp
Source: Observability.h, partialobs.c
fsmR is a pointer to an FSM that has been created using the specification and masking
information before the function is called. This FSM is modified in the process of determining
observability. Returns TRUE if input FSM is observable, or FALSE otherwise
6.13.1 Observability Check Under Partial Observation Example
The same example demonstrated in Section 6.18.1 can be used for this function. This
function returns “Not Observable” when using the original specification. However, when using
the result depicted in Figure 6.34 as the specification, this function returns “Observable”.
6.14 Quotient
The quotient or ‘/’ operator removes quo2.data FSM suffix from quo1.data FSM.
Default Input Files: quo1.data, quo2.data
Default Output File: quo.results
quo.results contains the resulting FSM of quotient operation between quo1.data FSM and
quo2.data FSM.
Underlying function: void fsm quotient(FSM *fsm1 ptr,FSM *fsm2 ptr,FSM *fsm3 ptr)
Modified Parameters: FSM *fsm3 ptr
Source: Quotient.h, fsm operators.c
6.14.1 Quotient Example
Figure 6.24 quo1 data Figure 6.25 quo2 data
The suffix of Figure 6.25 is removed from Figure 6.24. The resulting FSM Figure 6.26 has
language {bc} removed from language {abc}.
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Figure 6.26 quo results
6.15 Reachability
The function to compute the reach of a given state takes four arguments. The first is a
pointer to the FSM under consideration. The next argument is the name of the state whose
reach is to be computed. The third argument is either ALL if all transitions are to be considered
or the name of a single transition which is to be considered for the reachability computation.
The last argument is used to return the names of the reachable states. The function returns
an integer corresponding to the number of reachable states.
Default Input File : reach.data
Default Output File: reach.results
reach.results contains number of states and state names reachable from initial state described
in reach.data FSM
Underlying function: int fsm reachability(FSM*, char*, char*, NAME LIST**)
6.15.1 Reachability Example
Figure 6.27 reach data
After running reachability on Figure 6.27 the following is output:
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Number of states reachable from the initial state q0 is 5
These states are:
q4 q3 q1 q2 q0
State q5 is unreachable from the initial state because there are no transitions into q5.
6.16 Remove Epsilon Transitions
Removes epsilon transitions from a state machine. Note: epsilon-transitions are denoted
by the character ‘*’. The language generated by the resulting FSM is equivalent to the input.
Default Input File : epsilon.data
Default Output File: epsilon.results
epsilon.results contains resulting FSM after removing epsilon transitions from epsilon.data
FSM
Underlying function: void fsm remove epsilon(FSM *fsm1 ptr,FSM *fsm2 ptr)
Modified Parameters: FSM *fsm2 ptr
Source: RemoveEp.h, fsm operators.c
fsm1 ptr is a pointer to the input FSM
fsm2 ptr is a pointer to the output FSM.
6.16.1 Remove Epsilon Transitions Example
Figure 6.28 epsilon data Figure 6.29 epsilon results




rename.results contains the rename.data FSM with its states renamed. The states are
named in sequence with the following character strings: “a00”, “a01”, ..., “a99”, “b00”, ...,
“z00”, ..., “z99”. Useful when the names of states of a FSM get too large or awkward to read.
Also useful to remove commas from state names in order to avoid confusing some of the other
functions. The function can generate up to 2600 unique names.
Default Input File : rename.data
Default Output File: rename.results
Underlying function: void fsm rename(FSM *fsm ptr)
Modified Parameters: fsm ptr
Source: Rename.h, fsm general.c
fsm ptr is a pointer to an FSM to be renamed.
6.17.1 Rename States Example
Figure 6.30 rename data Figure 6.31 rename results
All state names have been renamed to states a00 through a02. The ordering of the new
state number is defined by the order the states are described in the input file for Figure 6.30.
6.18 Supremal Controllable and Normal Sublanguage
Generates the supremal controllable and normal sublanguage of the language G (supcon-
norm plant.data ) with respect to another language H (supconnorm spec.data), mask M (fp-
maskinfo), and controllability info C (fpuncevents).
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Default Input Files: supconnorm plant.data, supconnorm spec.data,
(supconnorm plant.data events)
Default Output File: supconnorm.results
supconnorm plant.data contains the plant FSM.
supconnorm spec.data is the specification FSM file.
sunconnorm plant.data events contains the controllability and masking info of the plant FSM.
supconnorm plant.data events is obtained automatically by concatenating “ events” to the
first input filename.
supcon plant.data events is to be created before running this function through “Cont/Mask
Info Table” in the GUI.
supconnorm.results is the supremal controllable normal sublanguage of plant.
supconnorm plant.data FSM and spec supconnorm spec.data FSM using controllability and
masking information in supconnorm plant.data events file.
Underlying function: void fsm sup cont norm sublang(FILE* fpmaskinfo,FILE*
fpuncevents, FSM* fsmG, FSM* fsmH, FSM* fsmResult)
Modified Parameters: FSM* fsmResult
Temporary Files Used: mlist0.tmp, clist0.tmp, trlist.tmp
Source: SupConNorm.h, fsm operators.c
fpmaskinfo is a file pointer containing information about the mask M. Generated from
supconnorm plant.data events before calling this function.
fpuncevents is file pointer containing information about the controllability info C Generated
from supconnorm plant.data events before calling this function.
fsmG is a pointer to the state machine which is a generator for G.
fsmH is a pointer to the state machine which is a generator for H.
fsmResult is a pointer to the resultant state machine
6.18.1 Supremal Controllable and Normal Sublanguage Example
This is the example show in Figure 1 of [BCSD95]. In this example, events d and f are
unobservable and event c is masked as b.
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Figure 6.32 sup con norm plant
Figure 6.33 sup con norm spec
Figure 6.34 sup con norm results
6.19 Supremal Controllable Sublanguage
Computes the supremal controllable sublanguage of a language K with respect to another
language L. The first argument is a pointer to the machine representing L, the second a pointer
to the machine representing K while the third argument is a pointer to the structure in which
the result is to be returned.
Default Input Files: supcon plant.data, supcon spec.data, (supcon plant.data events)
Default Output File: supcon.results
supcon plant.data corresponds to the plant FSM.
supcon spec.data is the specification FSM file.
supcon plant.data events contains the controllability info of the plant FSM (masking info
provided is ignored).
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supcon plant.data events is obtained automatically by concatenating “ events” to the first
input filename.
supcon plant.data events is to be created before running this function through “Cont/Mask
Info Table” in the GUI.
supcon.results is the supremal controllable sublanguage of plant supcon plant.data FSM and
spec supcon spec.data FSM using controllability information in supcon plant.data events file.
Underlying function: void fsm sup con sublang(FSM *fsmL,FSM *fsmK,FSM *fsmLK,
FILE *fpuncevents)
Modified Parameters: FSM *fsm3 ptr
Temporary Files Used: clist0.tmp, tmplist.out, tmpfsm.out
Source: SupremalContSubLang.h, fsm operators.c
fpuncevents is a file with list of uncontrollable events that is generated before the function
call.
6.19.1 Supremal Controllable Sublanguage Example
Figure 6.35 sup con cat mouse plant Figure 6.36 sup con cat mouse spec
This is the cat and mouse example taken from [RW89]. The plant was generated by
performing asynchronous composition of the cat and mouse generators. The spec was created
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Figure 6.37 sup con cat mouse results
by removing the illegal states (cat and mouse can not occupy the same room at once). The
results shows that the supremal controllable language allows only either the cat or mouse to
roam while the other remains in its original room.
6.20 Strict Synchronous Composition
Strict Synchronous Composition composes two input FSMs synchronously. That is, tran-
sitions only occur on shared events.
Default Input Files: strict synch comp1.data, strict synch comp2.data
Default Output File: strict synch comp.results
strict synch comp.results contains the strict synchronous composition of
strict synch comp1.data FSM and strict synch comp2.data FSM.
Underlying function: void fsm sync comp(FSM *fsm1 ptr,FSM *fsm2 ptr,FSM *fsm3 ptr)
Modified Parameters: FSM *fsm3 ptr
Source: StrictSynchComp.h, fsm operators.c
The two input FSMs are fsm1 ptr and fsm2 ptr. fsm3 ptr is a pointer to the resultant FSM.
6.20.1 Strict Synchronous Composition Example
Notice no transition occurs on events d2 or d3 at state a,x in Figure 6.40 because the events
are not shared by Figure 6.38 and Figure 6.39 at that state. State a,x is the only resulting
marked state because both states a and x are marked in the original FSMs.
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Figure 6.38 strict synch comp1 data Figure 6.39 strict synch comp2 data
Figure 6.40 strict synch comp results
6.21 Trim
The trim operation removes states that are unreachable from the initial state.
Default Input File : trim.data
Default Output File: trim.results
trim.results contains the trimmed FSM described in trim.data The trim operation removes
all states that do not lead to a final state and all states that are not reachable from the initial
state.
Underlying function: void fsm trim(FSM *fsm ptr)
Modified Parameters: fsm ptr
Source: Trim.h, fsm general.c
fsm ptr is a pointer to the FSM that is to be trimmed.
The trimmed machine is returned via fsm ptr.
6.21.1 Trim Example
States x2 and x1 are removed from Figure 6.41 because those states are not reachable from
the initial state 0.
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Figure 6.41 trim data Figure 6.42 trim results
6.22 Union
Generates the combination of the languages generated by the two input FSMs.
Default Input Files: union1.data, union2.data
Default Output File: union.results
union.results contains the union of union1.data FSM and union2.data FSM.
Underlying function: void fsm union(FSM *fsm1 ptr,FSM *fsm2 ptr,FSM *fsm3 ptr)
Modified Parameters: FSM *fsm3 ptr
Source: Union.h fsm operators.c
The two input FSMs are fsm1 ptr and fsm2 ptr.
fsm3 ptr is a pointer to the resultant machine.
6.22.1 Union Example
Figure 6.43 union1 Figure 6.44 union2
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Figure 6.45 union results
Figure 6.43 generates the marked language {121}. Figure 6.44 generates the marked lan-
guage {,123}. Figure 6.45 is the union of both languages and therefore generates the language
{,121,123}.
6.23 Unmask
Unmasks a state machine i.e. does the inverse of the mask function.
Default Input Files: unmask.data, (unmask.data events)
Default Output File: unmask.results
unmask.data events contains the masking information (controllability info is ignored) of
unmask.data.
unmask.data events is obtained automatically by concatenating “ events” to the first input
filename.
unmask.data events is to be created before running this function through “Cont/Mask Info
Table” in the GUI. Do not specify this event file as one of the input files.
Underlying function: void fsm unmask(FILE *fp, FSM *fsm1 ptr,FSM *fsm2 ptr)
Modified Parameters: FSM *fsm2 ptr
Temporary Files Used: mlist0.tmp
Source: UnMask.h, fsm general.c
fp is a pointer to the input file containing the masking information. fp is generated from
unmask.data events before calling this function.
fsm1 ptr is a pointer to the machine to be unmasked.
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fsm2 ptr is a pointer to the resultant unmasked FSM.
6.23.1 Unmask Example
Figure 6.46 unmask data Figure 6.47 unmask results
Event a is observed as a, event b as *, event c as *. Therefore events b and c are added as
self loops on each state. Transition on event b from state q0 to q1 in Figure 6.46 is removed,
along with transition on event c because the events are unobserved.
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CHAPTER 7. LAYOUT, INSTALLATION, and EXECUTION
This chapter describes how to install and run DECADA. A description of the software
package directory structure is also provided.
7.1 Installing and Running DECADA
DECADA can be run in bothWindows and Linux. For compiling and executing in Windows
it is recommended to use Cygwin (a Linux like environment in Windows) or MinGW. For both
Windows and Linux make sure the latest version of JAVA is installed. The JRE (JAVE
Runtime Environment) is required for execution. The JAVA SDK (Software Development
Kit) is necessary if the user wants to compile the GUI. Visit http://java.sun.com/ for more
information.
7.1.1 Downloading
Two versions are available. The Windows version contains a Win32 decada executable and
the Linux version contains decada compiled for Linux. The source code for DECADA can be
downloaded from http://www.eng.iastate.edu/∼rkumar.
7.1.2 Extracting
The archive can be extracted by running the following commands:
gunzip archivefilename.tar.gz
tar -xvf archivefilename.tar
This creates directory “decada” where the software package resides.
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7.1.3 Compiling
Compilation may be unnecessary to run DECADA. However, to compile the package exe-
cute command ./runme in decada. This compiles decada and analyzer.jar and places them in
the “bin” directory.
7.1.4 Execution
Execute the GUI from a Linux or Cygwin console by running command java -jar an-
alyzer.jar in the bin directory. Alternatively the GUI may be executed from Windows by
double-clicking on runanalyzer.bat from the file explorer. If desired, the commandline program













[bin] Contains the command line driven program decada and the GUI frontedanalyzer.jar.
Contains file AppSettings which contains the default user mode (Beginner or Advanced).
Contains file MenuItems which is used to generate the Applications menu in analyzer along
with default filenames for the functions and the command to be passed to decada.
[data] Contains all the default data files used by decada. Results of the decada operations
are saved here by default.
[examples] Contains some example files for new users of DECADA.
[src] Contains c and java source directories along with cleanup script used to remove files
generated during source code compilation.
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[c] Contains main decada source codedecada.c along with header files that provide a method
for calling common functions.
[algorithms] Contains algorithm C source code for decada.
[java] Contains flap and mainAnalyzer directories along with runmejava script for compiling
analyzer
[flap] Contains JAVA source files for Analyzer Interface initially from FLAP project.
[mainAnalyzer] Contains the main JAVA source files of Analyzer Interface.
[manual] Contains the postscript file for the User’s Manual of Analyzer Interface. The
manual is largely derived from this this thesis. Also contains manual split into various text
files that define specific help information to be launched from the Analyzer Interface.
[apps] Contains help text files for individual applications used by the Analyzer Interface.
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CHAPTER 8. SOURCE CODE STRUCTURE
This chapter explains the underlying structures and source code files for DECADA. The
data structures are defined in fsm.h.
8.1 Data Structures
8.1.1 Transition information







typedef struct _trlist TR_LIST;
input stores the name of the event triggering the transition. next state is a pointer to the
state to which this transition leads to. All of the transitions allowed from a particular state
are stored together in the form of a linked list. next is a pointer to the next transition in this
list.
8.1.2 State information









typedef struct _stlist ST_LIST;
name stores the name of the state. marked determines whether this state is a final state or
not. The MRKD enumeration is declared as
enum MRKD {UNMKD, MKD};
trans is a pointer to the linked list of transitions allowed from this state All of the states in an
FSM are stored together in the form of a linked list. next is a pointer to the next state in this
list.
8.1.3 FSM information




typedef struct _fsm FSM;
If future extensions of the library require more information pertaining to the FSM, additional
fields can be defined in the FSM structure.
8.1.3.1 Structure for Storing Names
Structure NAME LIST shown below is used to create a linked list of character strings. This
could be names of states or names of transitions. Currently it is only used by the reachability
function.





typedef struct _namelist NAME_LIST;
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name is a character array used to store the name of the state. MAX LENGTH is defined in
the file fsm.h and refers to the maximum length of strings to be used in the program. next is
a pointer to the next structure in this linked list.
8.1.4 Structures for Controllability and Masking information
The following structures are usually populated from information contained in the controlla-
bility/masking ( events) file. MASK LIST structure shown below is used for containing mask






typedef struct _masklist MASK_LIST;
original stores the name of the event. masked stores the name of the event as observed by
the supervisor. next is a pointer to the next structure in this linked list. Through this linked
list you can traverse through all of the events and determine their masked value.






typedef struct mult_masklists MULT_MASKL;
masklist is a pointer to a MASK LIST structure. next is a pointer to the next structure in
this linked list. Through this linked list you can traverse through all of the supervisors and
determine their masking information.








typedef struct _contlist CONT_LIST;
event stores the name of the event. TYPE signifies if the event is controllable or uncon-
trollable for this supervisor. The TYPE enumeration is declared as
enum TYPE {UNCONT, CONT};
next is a pointer to the next structure in this linked list. Through this linked list you can
traverse through all of the events and determine their controllability value.






typedef struct mult_contlists MULT_CONTL;
contlist is a pointer to a CONT LIST structure. next is a pointer to the next structure in
this linked list. Through this linked list you can traverse through all of the supervisors and
determine their controllability information.
8.2 Notes on Source
Below is a highlight of some of the main source code for DECADA. For more information
see the source code.
8.2.1 JAVA
The following files are located in folder mainAnalyzer:
• Analyzer.java - Contains definition of the main window of Analyzer Interface.
• InputFrame.java - Contains definition of window for opening text files.
• GuiIndexFrame - Contains definition of window for opening help files.
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The following files are located in folder flap:
• MainMenu.java - Contains definition of FSM Manipulator.
• ContMaskTableWindow.java - Contains definition of Controllability/Masking table GUI.
• MyFileReader.java - Contains definition for reading FSM files.
• Params.java - Contains parameters for defining windows sizes, coloring, etc.
8.2.2 C
For further information see Chapter 5, Chapter 6, and Chapter 8.
In the folder c:
• decada.c - Main source file for decada. Parses command line argument and calls functions.
In folder c/algorithms:
• fsm.h. - Defines general structures and function prototypes.
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CHAPTER 9. CONCLUSION
9.1 Summary of Thesis
Discrete-event systems theory implementation requires automation for non-trivial systems.
DECADA provides a user friendly interface for this automation. There are various applications
available that perform similar functions as DECADA. However, DECADA offers a different
set of functions along with a very friendly user interface that can be used by a true beginner
to discrete event systems. This thesis extends work performed by H. Sanghavi [San91] and B.
Orunganti [Oru97]. The JAVA GUI is enhanced to allow for easier use. FSM Manipulator and
Controllability/Masking table GUIs are added. Also, the command line portion is enhanced
to allow for manipulating systems working under partial observation. See Chapter 3 for a full
list of changes.
9.2 Future Work
Many enhancements to DECADA are possible.
• The text input file formats could be changed to use an XML format.
• More functions may be added.
• Use dynamic memory for allocating state names in the FSM structure.
• Use the C garbage collector “libgc”
Some possible changes to the Analyzer Interface GUI could be:
• Move font formatting to settings
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• Enhance the advanced user mode
• Windowing environment can be changed from AWT to Swing to promote consistency
between operating systems
• Change to multi document interface
• Group applications in the pull down menu
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CHAPTER 10. SOURCE CODE
10.1 Source Code in C Directory
void Asynch Comp(char ∗ifile1, char ∗ifile2, char ∗ifile3, int threefiles, FILE ∗f10)
{
FILE ∗f1, ∗f2, ∗f3;
FSM fsm1, fsm2, fsm3;
/∗ To form the shuﬄe product/asynchronous composition of two state machines ∗/
if(!threefiles)
{
ifile1 = “../data/asynch comp1.data”;
ifile2 = “../data/asynch comp2.data”;
ifile3 = “../data/asynch comp.results”;
}
f1 = fopen(ifile1, “r”);
f2 = fopen(ifile2, “r”);
f3 = fopen(ifile3, “w”);
fsm read(f1, &fsm1);
fsm read(f2, &fsm2);








fprintf(f10, “Asynchronous composition between fsm 1 as input file 1: \n\t %s \n”, ifile1);
fprintf(f10, “and fsm 2 as input file 2: \n\t %s \n”, ifile2);
fprintf(f10, “Asynchronous composition fsm output file: \n\t %s \n\n\n”, ifile3);
/∗end i∗/
}
void Augmentation(char ∗ifile1, char ∗ifile2, char ∗ifile3, int threefiles, FILE ∗f10)
{
FILE ∗f1, ∗f2, ∗f3;
FSM fsm1, fsm2, fsm3;




ifile2 = “../data/aug events.data”;
ifile3 = “../data/aug.results”;
}
f1 = fopen(ifile1, “r”); /∗ State machine which needs to be augmented ∗/
f2 = fopen(ifile2, “r”); /∗ The augmentatin event set for above∗/








fprintf(f10, “Fsm to be augmented in input file:\n\t %s \n”, ifile1);
fprintf(f10, “Events with which to be augmented in input file:\n\t ”);
fprintf(f10, “%s \n”, ifile2);
fprintf(f10, “Controllability information not preserved here\n”);














f1 = fopen(ifile1, “r”);







fprintf(f10, “Uncomplemented fsm as input file: \n\t %s \n”, ifile1);
fprintf(f10, “Complemented fsm as output file:\n\t %s \n\n\n”, ifile2);
/∗end e∗/
}
void Completion(char ∗ifile1, char ∗ifile2, char ∗ifile3, int threefiles, FILE ∗f10)
{
FILE ∗f1, ∗f2, ∗f3;
FSM fsm1, fsm2, fsm3;




ifile2 = “../data/completion events.data”;
ifile3 = “../data/completion.results”;
}
f1 = fopen(ifile1, “r”);
f2 = fopen(ifile2, “r”);









fprintf(f10, “Graph to be completed in input file:\n\t %s \n”, ifile1);
fprintf(f10, “Events with which to be completed in input file: \n\t ”);
fprintf(f10, “%s\n”, ifile2);
fprintf(f10, “Completed graph in output file:\n\t %s \n\n\n”, ifile3);
/∗end r∗/
}
void Comp Synch Comp(char ∗ifile1, char ∗ifile2, char ∗ifile3, int threefiles, FILE ∗f10)
{
FILE ∗f1, ∗f2, ∗f3;
FSM fsm1, fsm2, fsm3;





ifile3 = “../data/complete sc.results”;
}
f1 = fopen(ifile1, “r”);
f2 = fopen(ifile2, “r”);
f3 = fopen(ifile3, “w”);
fsm read(f1, &fsm1);
fsm read(f2, &fsm2);









fprintf(f10, “Synch. comp. between fsm 1 as input file 1: \n\t”);
fprintf(f10, “ %s \n”, ifile1);
fprintf(f10, “and fsm 2 as input file 2:\n\t %s \n”, ifile2);
fprintf(f10, “Output Complete sync. composition fsm output file:\n\t”);
fprintf(f10, “ %s \n\n\n”, ifile3);
/∗end O∗/
}
void Concatenation(char ∗ifile1, char ∗ifile2, char ∗ifile3, int threefiles, FILE ∗f10)
{
FILE ∗f1, ∗f2, ∗f3;
FSM fsm1, fsm2, fsm3;







f1 = fopen(ifile1, “r”);
f2 = fopen(ifile2, “r”);
f3 = fopen(ifile3, “w”);
fsm read(f1, &fsm1);
fsm read(f2, &fsm2);








fprintf(f10, “Concatenation between fsm 1 as input file 1:\n\t ”);
fprintf(f10, “%s \n”, ifile1);
fprintf(f10, “and fsm 2 as input file 2: \n\t %s \n”, ifile2);
fprintf(f10, “Output Concatenation fsm output file:\n\t ”);
fprintf(f10, “%s \n\n\n”, ifile3);
/∗end h∗/
}
void Control Check(char ∗ifile1, char ∗ifile2, char ∗ifile3, char ∗ifile4, int threefiles, int fourfiles, FILE ∗f10)
{
FILE ∗f1, ∗f2, ∗f3, ∗f4;
char varfname[MAX LENGTH];
/∗ Illustration of Control Checks made on a fsm. For more information
on control tests refer to the documentation. ∗/
if(!(threefiles || fourfiles))
{
ifile1 = “../data/control plant.data”;
ifile2 = “../data/control spec.data”;
ifile3 = “../data/control plant.data events”;
ifile4 = “../data/control.results”;
}
else if(threefiles){ /∗set up default file∗/





f1 = fopen(ifile1, “r”);
f2 = fopen(ifile2, “r”);
f3 = fopen(ifile3, “r”);











fprintf(f10, “Control check operation on input plant file:\n\t %s with spec input file %s\n”, ifile1, ifile2);
fprintf(f10, “Event/control information in input file:\n\t %s \n”, ifile3);
fprintf(f10, “Control check operation output file:\n\t ”);
fprintf(f10, “%s \n\n\n”, ifile4);
/∗end y∗/
}
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
File : decada.c
Author : Himanshu A. Sanghavi, (modified by Sudhir, Vigyan)
Advisor : Dr. Vijay K. Garg, (modified under Dr R.Kumar)
Date : August 1, 1991, (modified in ’95, ’98)
This file contains a program that illustrates the use of the
finite state machine library. To run this program, it is
necessary to have the various "∗.data" files that come with
this library in the same directory as this file. Results are
printed in files named "∗.results".































int no of states, no of trans;
int safe, normal;
ST LIST ∗st ptr;
TR LIST ∗tr ptr;
FILE ∗f10;
char cmd;
char ∗ifile1, ∗ifile2, ∗ifile3, ∗ifile4, ∗ifile5;
size t strlen1, strlen2; /∗for mask/cont∗/
char ∗periodptr; /∗for mask/cont∗/
int twofiles = 0, threefiles = 0, fourfiles = 0, fivefiles=0;
MASK LIST ∗mask list;
MULT MASKL ∗mmaskL;
/∗ Open a log file logOfOperations in which operations being performed
are written out∗/
f10 = fopen(“logOfOperations”, “w+”);
fprintf(f10,“\n\tOperations performed by ‘decada’ are being recorded here\n”);
fprintf(f10, “\t\t\t\t in the order of execution\n\n”);
fprintf(f10, “\t\t ------------------------------------------ \n\n\n”);
if(argc <2){









if(cmd == 'A' && argc >=3){
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puts(“Can not pass file name arguments with command A”);





puts(“Must pass at least 2 file names in argument”);




if(!((cmd >= 'a' && cmd <= 't') || cmd == 'u' || cmd == 'v' || cmd == 'y' ||
cmd == 'A'|| cmd == 'M'|| cmd == 'O' || cmd == 'G'|| (cmd >= 'V' && cmd <= 'Z')))
{
puts(“Proper usage is decada cmd where cmd is one letter pick cmd to demonstrate:\n”);
puts(“A = All functions\t\ta = Reachability\tb = Minimization”);
puts(“c = Remove Epsilon Trans.\td = NDFSM to DFSM\te = Complement”);
puts(“f = Strict Synch. Comp.\t\tg = Union”);
puts(“h = Concatenation\t\ti = Asynch Composition\tj = Quotient”);
puts(“k = Supremal Cont. Sub. Lang.\tl = Rename States\tm = Trim FSM”);
puts(“n = Masking\t\to = UnMasking”);
puts(“O = Non-Strict Synch. Comp.”);
puts(“r = Completion\t\t\ts = Augmentation\tu = Labelling Data”);
puts(“v = Relabelling\t\t\tV = Observability\tW = Normality”);






/∗ could check to make sure appropriate number of files passed for each cmd, but not necessary ∗/

















if(argc == 7) fivefiles = 1;
}
if(cmd == 'a' || cmd == 'A')
Reachability(ifile1, ifile2, twofiles, f10); /∗ see Reachability.h∗/
if(cmd == 'b' || cmd == 'A')
Minimization(ifile1, ifile2, twofiles, f10); /∗see Minimization.h∗/
if(cmd == 'c' || cmd == 'A')
Removeep(ifile1, ifile2, twofiles, f10); /∗see RemoveEp.h∗/
if(cmd == 'd' || cmd == 'A')
NDFSM to DFSM(ifile1, ifile2, twofiles, f10);/∗ see NDFSMtoDFSM.h∗/
if(cmd == 'e' || cmd == 'A')
Complement(ifile1, ifile2, twofiles, f10); /∗ see Complement.h∗/
if(cmd == 'f' || cmd == 'A')
Strict Synch Comp(ifile1, ifile2, ifile3, threefiles, f10); /∗ see StrictSynchComp.h∗/
if(cmd == 'g' || cmd == 'A')
Union(ifile1, ifile2, ifile3, threefiles, f10); /∗ see Union.h∗/
if(cmd == 'h' || cmd == 'A')
Concatenation(ifile1, ifile2, ifile3, threefiles, f10); /∗ see Concatenation.h∗/
if(cmd == 'i' || cmd == 'A')
Asynch Comp(ifile1, ifile2, ifile3, threefiles, f10); /∗ see AsynchComp.h∗/
if(cmd == 'j' || cmd == 'A')
Quotient(ifile1, ifile2, ifile3, threefiles, f10); /∗ see Quotient.h∗/
if(cmd == 'k' || cmd == 'A')
Supremal Cont Sub Lang(ifile1, ifile2, ifile3, ifile4, threefiles, fourfiles, f10); /∗ see SupremalContSubLang.h∗/
if(cmd == 'l' || cmd == 'A')
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Rename(ifile1, ifile2, twofiles, f10); /∗ see Rename.h∗/
if(cmd == 'm' || cmd == 'A')
Trim(ifile1, ifile2, twofiles, f10); /∗ see Trim.h∗/
if(cmd == 'n'|| cmd == 'A') /∗see Mask.h∗/
Mask(ifile1, ifile2, ifile3, twofiles, f10);
if(cmd == 'o'|| cmd == 'A') /∗see UnMask.h∗/
UnMask(ifile1, ifile2, ifile4, twofiles, f10);
/∗CHECK FUNCT /∗see CheckFunct.h∗/
if(cmd == 'r' || cmd == 'A')
Completion(ifile1, ifile2, ifile3, threefiles, f10); /∗ see Completion.h∗/
if(cmd == 's' || cmd == 'A')
Augmentation(ifile1, ifile2, ifile3, threefiles, f10); /∗ see Augmentation.h∗/
if(cmd == 't' || cmd == 'A')
Sup Con Norm(ifile1, ifile2, ifile3, ifile4, threefiles, fourfiles, f10); /∗see SupConNorm.h∗/
if(cmd == 'y' || cmd == 'A')
Control Check(ifile1, ifile2, ifile3, ifile4, threefiles, fourfiles, f10); /∗ see ControlCheck.h∗/
/∗MULTIF SYNCH COMP /∗if(cmd == ’M’ || cmd == ’A’) see MultifSynchComp.h∗/
if(cmd == 'O' || cmd == 'A')
Comp Synch Comp(ifile1, ifile2, ifile3, threefiles, f10); /∗ see CompSynchComp.h∗/
if(cmd == 'V' || cmd == 'A')
Observability(ifile1, ifile2, ifile3, ifile4, threefiles, fourfiles, f10); /∗ see Observability.h∗/
if(cmd == 'W' || cmd == 'A')
Normality(ifile1, ifile2, ifile3, ifile4, threefiles, fourfiles, f10); /∗ see Normality.h∗/
if(cmd == 'X' || cmd == 'A')
Diagnosability(ifile1, ifile2, ifile3, ifile4, threefiles, fourfiles, f10); /∗ see Diagnosability.h∗/
fclose(f10); /∗close log file∗/
}
void Diagnosability(char ∗ifile1, char ∗ifile2, char ∗ifile3, char ∗ifile4, int threefiles, int fourfiles, FILE ∗f10)
{
FILE ∗f1, ∗f2, ∗f3, ∗f4, ∗f5;






ifile1 = “../data/diagnosability plant.data”;
ifile2 = “../data/diagnosability spec.data”;










f1 = fopen(ifile1, “r”);
f2 = fopen(ifile2, “r”);
f3 = fopen(ifile3, “r”);
f4 = fopen(ifile4, “w”);
fsm read(f1, &fsm1); /∗read plant∗/
fsm read(f2, &fsm2); /∗read spec∗/
po extract events(f3);
f5 = fopen(“mmlistfiles.tmp”, “r”);
mmaskL = po read maskl(f5);
po graph(&fsm1, &fsm2, &fsm3, mmaskL);
//fsm print(f3, &fsm3);
po diag create pertinent fsm(&fsm3, &fsm4);



















void Mask(char ∗ifile1, char ∗ifile2, char ∗ifile3, int twofiles, FILE ∗f10)
{







ifile3 = “../data/mask.data events”;
}
else{





f1 = fopen(ifile1, “r”);
f2 = fopen(ifile2, “w”);
f3 = fopen(ifile3, “r”);
fsm read(f1, &fsm1);
po extract events(f3); /∗create mask list mmlistfiles.tmp∗/
f4 = fopen(“mlist0.tmp”, “r”); /∗open temp file, first supervisor∗/




















f1 = fopen(ifile1, “r”);







fprintf(f10, “Minimization input file:\n\t %s \n”, ifile1);
fprintf(f10, “Minimization output file:\n\t %s\n\n\n”, ifile2);
/∗end b∗/
}




/∗ To convert a non–deterministic machine to a deterministic one ∗/
if(!twofiles)
{
ifile1 = “../data/ndfsm to dfsm.data”;
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ifile2 = “../data/ndfsm to dfsm.results”;
}
f1 = fopen(ifile1, “r”);








fprintf(f10, “Non-deterministic fsm as input file:\n\t %s \n”, ifile1);
fprintf(f10, “Deterministic fsm output file:\n\t %s \n\n\n”, ifile2);
/∗end d∗/
}
void Normality(char ∗ifile1, char ∗ifile2, char ∗ifile3, char ∗ifile4, int threefiles, int fourfiles, FILE ∗f10)
{
FILE ∗f1, ∗f2, ∗f3, ∗f4, ∗f5;






ifile1 = “../data/normality plant.data”;
ifile2 = “../data/normality spec.data”;










f1 = fopen(ifile1, “r”);
f2 = fopen(ifile2, “r”);
f3 = fopen(ifile3, “r”);
f4 = fopen(ifile4, “w”);
fsm read(f1, &fsm1); /∗read plant∗/
fsm read(f2, &fsm2); /∗read spec∗/
po extract events(f3);
f5 = fopen(“mmlistfiles.tmp”, “r”);
mmaskL = po read maskl(f5);


















void Observability(char ∗ifile1, char ∗ifile2, char ∗ifile3, char ∗ifile4, int threefiles, int fourfiles, FILE ∗f10)
{
FILE ∗f1, ∗f2, ∗f3, ∗f4, ∗f5;







ifile1 = “../data/observability plant.data”;
ifile2 = “../data/observability spec.data”;










f1 = fopen(ifile1, “r”);
f2 = fopen(ifile2, “r”);
f3 = fopen(ifile3, “r”);
f4 = fopen(ifile4, “w”);
fsm read(f1, &fsm1); /∗read plant∗/
fsm read(f2, &fsm2); /∗read spec∗/
po extract events(f3);
f5 = fopen(“mmlistfiles.tmp”, “r”);
mmaskL = po read maskl(f5);


















void Quotient(char ∗ifile1, char ∗ifile2, char ∗ifile3, int threefiles, FILE ∗f10)
{
FILE ∗f1, ∗f2, ∗f3;
FSM fsm1, fsm2, fsm3;







f1 = fopen(ifile1, “r”);
f2 = fopen(ifile2, “r”);
f3 = fopen(ifile3, “w”);
fsm read(f1, &fsm1);
fsm read(f2, &fsm2);








fprintf(f10, “Quotient between fsm 1 as input file 1:\n\t %s \n”, ifile1);
fprintf(f10, “and fsm 2 as input file 2:\n\t %s \n”, ifile2);
fprintf(f10, “Output Quotient fsm output file:\n\t %s \n\n\n”, ifile3);
/∗end j∗/
}




int no of states;
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NAME LIST ∗name list = NULL, ∗name ptr;
/∗ First an illustration of the reachability function ∗/





f1 = fopen(ifile1, “r”);
f2 = fopen(ifile2, “w”);
fsm read(f1, &fsm1);
/∗ To find out all the states reachable from the initial state ∗/
no of states = fsm reachability(&fsm1, fsm1.states–>name,
“ALL”, &name list);
fprintf(f2, “Number of states reachable from the initial state %s is”, fsm1.states–>name);
fprintf(f2, “\t %d \n\n”, no of states);
fprintf(f2, “These states are: \n\n”);
name ptr = name list;
while (name ptr) {
fprintf(f2, “%s \t”, name ptr–>name);
name ptr = name ptr–>next;
}
fprintf(f2, “\n”);
/∗ delete the name list now ∗/
delete name(&name list);




fprintf(f10, “Reachability input file:\n\t %s \n”, ifile1);
fprintf(f10, “Reachability output file:\n\t %s \n\n\n”, ifile2);
/∗end a∗/
}










f1 = fopen(ifile1, “r”);
f3 = fopen(ifile2, “w”);
fsm read(f1, &fsm1);






fprintf(f10, “Fsm with Epsilon transition as input file:\n\t”);
fprintf(f10, “%s \n”, ifile1);














f1 = fopen(ifile1, “r”);





/∗ fsm delete(&fsm1); ∗/
fclose(f1);
fclose(f3);
fprintf(f10, “Rename operation on input file : \n\t %s \n”, ifile1);
fprintf(f10, “Renamed output file:\n \t %s \n\n\n”, ifile2);
/∗end l∗/
}
void Strict Synch Comp(char ∗ifile1, char ∗ifile2, char ∗ifile3, int threefiles, FILE ∗f10)
{
FILE ∗f1, ∗f2, ∗f3;
FSM fsm1, fsm2, fsm3;
/∗ To find the synchronous composition of two state machines ∗/
if(!threefiles)
{
ifile1 = “../data/strict synch comp1.data”;
ifile2 = “../data/strict synch comp2.data”;
ifile3 = “../data/strict synch comp.results”;
}
f1 = fopen(ifile1, “r”);
f2 = fopen(ifile2, “r”);
f3 = fopen(ifile3, “w”);
fsm read(f1, &fsm1);
fsm read(f2, &fsm2);








fprintf(f10, “Synch. comp. between fsm 1 as input file 1: \n\t %s \n”, ifile1);
fprintf(f10, “and fsm 2 as input file 2: \n\t %s \n”, ifile2);
fprintf(f10, “Output sync. composition fsm output file: \n\t”);
fprintf(f10, “ %s \n\n\n”, ifile3);
/∗end f∗/
}
void Sup Con Norm(char ∗ifile1, char ∗ifile2, char ∗ifile3, char ∗ifile4, int threefiles, int fourfiles, FILE ∗f10)
{
FILE ∗f1, ∗f2, ∗f3, ∗f4, ∗f5, ∗f6;
FSM fsm1, fsm2, fsm3;
char varfname[MAX LENGTH];
/∗added sup cont norm∗/
/∗ To determine the supremal controllable normal sublanguage ∗/
if(!(threefiles || fourfiles))
{
ifile1 = “../data/supconnorm plant.data”;
ifile2 = “../data/supconnorm spec.data”;
ifile3 = “../data/supconnorm plant.data events”;
ifile4 = “../data/supconnorm.results”;
}
else if(threefiles){ /∗set up default file∗/





f1 = fopen(ifile1, “r”);
f2 = fopen(ifile2, “r”);
f3 = fopen(ifile3, “r”);
f4 = fopen(ifile4, “w”);
po extract events(f3); /∗get mask. info from cont/mask info, creates mlist0.tmp∗/
f5 = fopen(“mlist0.tmp”, “r”); /∗open temp file, first supervisor∗/
f6 = fopen(“clist0.tmp”, “r”); /∗open temp file with cont. info∗/
fsm read(f1, &fsm1);
fsm read(f2, &fsm2);













fprintf(f10, “Supermal controllable normal fsm 1 as input file 1:\n\t”);
fprintf(f10, “ %s \n”, ifile1);
fprintf(f10, “and fsm 2 as input file 2:\n\t %s \n”, ifile2);
fprintf(f10, “Output supremal controllable fsm output file:\n\t”);
fprintf(f10, “ %s \n\n\n”, ifile4);
/∗end t∗/
}
void Supremal Cont Sub Lang(char ∗ifile1, char ∗ifile2, char ∗ifile3, char ∗ifile4, int threefiles, int fourfiles, FILE ∗f10)
{
FILE ∗f1, ∗f2, ∗f3, ∗f4, ∗f5;
FSM fsm1, fsm2, fsm3, fsm4;
char varfname[MAX LENGTH];
/∗ To determine the supremal controllable sublanguage ∗/
if(!(threefiles || fourfiles))
{
ifile1 = “../data/supcon plant.data”;
ifile2 = “../data/supcon spec.data”;
ifile3 = “../data/supcon plant.data events”;
ifile4 = “../data/supcon.results”;
}
else if(threefiles){ /∗set up default file∗/





f1 = fopen(ifile1, “r”);
f2 = fopen(ifile2, “r”);
f3 = fopen(ifile3, “r”);
f4 = fopen(ifile4, “w”);
po extract events(f3); /∗get cont. info from cont/mask info, creates clist.tmp∗/
f5 = fopen(“clist0.tmp”, “r”); /∗info in clist.tmp∗/
fsm read(f1, &fsm1);
fsm read(f2, &fsm2);











fprintf(f10, “Supermal controllable fsm 1 as input file 1:\n\t”);
fprintf(f10, “ %s \n”, ifile1);
fprintf(f10, “and fsm 2 as input file 2:\n\t %s \n”, ifile2);
fprintf(f10, “Output supremal controllable fsm output file:\n\t”);
fprintf(f10, “ %s \n\n\n”, ifile4);
/∗end k∗/
}










f1 = fopen(ifile1, “r”);








fprintf(f10, “Trim operation on input file :\n\t %s \n”, ifile1);
fprintf(f10, “Trim output file:\n\t %s \n\n\n”, ifile2);
/∗end m∗/
}
void Union(char ∗ifile1, char ∗ifile2, char ∗ifile3, int threefiles, FILE ∗f10)
{
FILE ∗f1, ∗f2, ∗f3;
FSM fsm1, fsm2, fsm3;







f1 = fopen(ifile1, “r”);
f2 = fopen(ifile2, “r”);
f3 = fopen(ifile3, “w”);
fsm read(f1, &fsm1);
fsm read(f2, &fsm2);








fprintf(f10, “Union between fsm 1 as input file 1: \n\t %s \n”, ifile1);
fprintf(f10, “and fsm 2 as input file 2: \n\t %s \n”, ifile2);
fprintf(f10, “Output Union fsm output file: \n\t %s \n\n\n”, ifile3);
/∗end g∗/
}
void UnMask(char ∗ifile1, char ∗ifile2, char ∗ifile3, int twofiles, FILE ∗f10)
{







ifile3 = “../data/unmask.data events”;
}
else{





f1 = fopen(ifile1, “r”);
f2 = fopen(ifile2, “w”);
f3 = fopen(ifile3, “r”);
fsm read(f1, &fsm1);
po extract events(f3); /∗create mask list mmlistfiles.tmp∗/
f4 = fopen(“mlist0.tmp”, “r”); /∗open temp file, first supervisor∗/
















Comments: This function augments a NFSM without epsilon moves so that a
strict synchronous composition can be done using the existing library
routine. It is assumed that the user has already input the event
set with which the fsm is to be augmented.
Inputs: fp – file pointer to the file containing the augmentation event set.
fsm pr – pointer to the fsm which needs to be augmented.
Note: The augmentation events and the events in the fsm which needs augment
ation must be exclusive and distinct.
Author: Sudhir Nelvagal
Advisor: Dr. Ratnesh Kumar
============================================================================∗/
void AugmentFsm(FILE ∗fp, FSM ∗fsm pr)
{
FILE ∗fp out, ∗fp fsm;
int i=0,j=0,k=0,p=0,num tran,num aug,num event,no states;
char ∗augevent[MAX LENGTH], ∗tempevent[MAX LENGTH], ∗temp[MAX LENGTH];
ST LIST ∗curr stat;
TR LIST ∗curr tran;
if(!fp)
prog abort(“AugmentFsm: Invalid file pointer”);
if(!fsm pr)
prog abort(“AugmentFsm: Null value passed as arg for FSM∗”);
for(i=0;i<MAX LENGTH;i++) {/∗not best use of MAX LENGTH∗/
augevent[i] = (char ∗)calloc(sizeof(char), MAX LENGTH);
temp[i] = (char ∗)calloc(sizeof(char), MAX LENGTH);
tempevent[i] = (char ∗)calloc(sizeof(char), MAX LENGTH);
}




no states = get NStates(fsm pr); /∗ # of states in the fsm ∗/
fprintf(fp out, “%d\n”, no states);
ﬄush(fp out);
i=0;





num event = i; /∗ num of events in the list ∗/
curr stat = fsm pr–>states; /∗ point to the initial state ∗/
curr tran = fsm pr–>states–>trans; /∗ initial trans of initial state ∗/
while(curr stat) {
num tran = get NTrans(curr stat); /∗ num of transitions ∗/
/∗Write the data to a tmp file ∗/
fprintf(fp out, “\n%s\t%d\t%d\n”, curr stat–>name,
curr stat–>marked, num event+num tran);
/∗ obtain all transitions at each state ∗/
i=0,j=k=num event; /∗ init the variables ∗/
while(num tran) { /∗ until all transitions are covered ∗/
/∗ The existing transitions are maintained ∗/
fprintf(fp out,“%s\t%s\n”,curr tran–>input,
curr tran–>next state–>name);
/∗ The list of events in the augevent list are the
actual set of events on which each state is augmented.
so include these events ∗/
/∗ Now search thru the augevent set to find if the
current transition label matches any of the events
in the augevent set. If a match is found, remove the
transition from the augevent set, else continue.
When all the transitions are stepped thru’, a list
of events, are obtained. These events are the events
which are augmented at that state by adding a self loop












∗augevent[i]='\0'; /∗ important to pad a null Greg Changed∗/
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curr tran = curr tran–>next; /∗ point to next tran ∗/
/∗ num of events is the size of the array augevent ∗/
num event = k=i;
i=0; /∗ reset i to zero ∗/
num tran––;
}
/∗ Now write this augmented trans to the FSM ∗/
for(p=0;p<num event;p++) {
fprintf(fp out, “%s\t%s\n”, augevent[p], curr stat–>name);
}
/∗ The list of events in the augevent list are the
actual set of events on which each state is augmented.
so include these events ∗/
curr stat = curr stat–>next; /∗ point to the next state ∗/
num event=j;
i=0;





/∗ reinitialize trans ptr to point to next state’s transition
as long as all the states are not covered ∗/
if(curr stat) {
curr tran = curr stat –>trans;
}
}
/∗ close the file after writing ∗/
ﬄush(fp out);
fclose(fp out);
/∗ Now read the data written in "fsm.tmp" into an FSM structure ∗/




/∗ read it into the fsm structure pointer, which was passed to
this function so that compose.c can use it in its program if needed ∗/














Comments: This function checks for the containment property of the event
labels in the service specification at the co–ordinate y and the
event labels in the composed system (x,y). If the event labels
in A are not a subset of the event labels in the composed system
then that state is declared as a bad state.
Input: LabelList – list of events in a system
ServLabelList – list of events in a service specification or
another fsm.
Output: TRUE if it is a subset, false otherwise.
Author: Sudhir Nelvagal
Advisor: Dr. Ratnesh Kumar
============================================================================∗/
int Containment(char ∗LabelList[MAX LENGTH], char ∗ServLabelList[MAX LENGTH])
{
int i=0,j=0,match found=0,match notfound=0;
/∗ If the LabelList is blank, then it means that all the transitions
are internal transitions. In which case return true for subset
as these do not matter in our case ∗/
if(∗LabelList[0] == '\0') {
return(NotSubSet);
}
/∗ Now comapre the event labels in the lists and determine whether










j++; /∗ point j to the next element∗/
}
j=0;i++; /∗ point i to the next element ∗/
}











Comments: This function ensures that uncontrollable transitions from a state
with (x, y) and y!="dump" do not lead to a bad state. If it
leads to a bad state then it is also declared bad. This function
runs through the whole fsm declaring states as bad if it fails
the control check.
Input: fsm ptr – pointer to the fsm on which a control check is to
be made.
fp = file pointer, list of uncontrollable events
Returns True if FSM is controllable, False otherwise
===========================================================================∗/
int ControlCheck(FSM ∗fsm ptr, FILE ∗fp)
{
ST LIST ∗current state;
TR LIST ∗curr trans;
NAME LIST ∗list, ∗name ptr;
int num states=0,new no bad=MAX LENGTH,old no bad=0,i=0,flag = TRUE;
char ∗uncontlist[MAX LENGTH];
if(!fp)
prog abort(“ControlCheck: Invalid file pointer”);
if(fsm ptr==NULL)
prog abort(“ControlCheck:Invalid FSM pointer”);
po read cont file2(fp, uncontlist);
/∗mark dump state as bad∗/




current state = current state–>next;
}
new no bad = BadStates(fsm ptr);
while(new no bad !=old no bad) {
old no bad = new no bad;
current state = fsm ptr–>states;
while(current state) {
/∗ (x,y) where y != "dump" or has been marked bad with "@$" ∗/
curr trans=current state–>trans;
if(strstr(current state–>name, “@$”)==NULL) {
while(curr trans) {
if(FindLabel(uncontlist, curr trans–>input)){ /∗check uncontrollable transitions∗/
if(strstr(curr trans–>next state–>name,“@$”)!=NULL) {
/∗ this is a bad transition as it leads to a bad




} /∗ if strcmp ends ∗/
curr trans = curr trans–>next;
} /∗ while curr trans ends ∗/
} /∗ if strstr ends ∗/
current state = current state–>next;
} /∗ while current ends ∗/
new no bad = BadStates(fsm ptr);




















Comments: This function ensures that only distinct labels are inserted in
tran label list and that there is no duplication.
Input: label list – list of events
label – a particular label
Output: TRUE if a match is found, FALSE otherwise.
Author: Sudhir Nelvagal
Advisor: Dr. Ratnesh Kumar
===========================================================================∗/








if(strcmp(label, label list[i])==0) {








if(count == i) {
/∗ no match has been found ∗/
return(FALSE);
}
} /∗ FindLabel ends ∗/
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
File : fsm.h
Author : Himanshu A. Sanghavi
Advisor : Dr. Vijay K. Garg
Date : August 1, 1991
This is the header file for the finite state machine library.
This file must be included in any file containing a program
that uses and of the functions of the library.
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <stdlib.h> /∗added for malloc∗/
/∗ Define constants TRUE and FALSE to aid readability ∗/
#define FALSE 0
#define TRUE 1
/∗ Define type BOOLEAN which is used for variables which are
either TRUE or FALSE ∗/
#define BOOLEAN char
/∗ Define the maximum length of any string that can occur in the
program. This parameter should be changed if strings of larger
or smaller lengths are required ∗/
#define MAX LENGTH 500
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Enumerated variables defined to aid readability
The "type" of any transition is either "controllable" or
"uncontrollable".
A state is either "marked" or "unmarked" depending upon
whether it is a final state or not.
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
enum TYPE {UNCONT, CONT};
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enum MRKD {UNMKD, MKD};






typedef struct masklist MASK LIST;
/∗list of mask lists∗/
struct mult masklists{
MASK LIST ∗masklist;
struct mult masklists ∗next;
};






typedef struct contlist CONT LIST;
/∗list of controllability lists∗/
struct mult contlists{
CONT LIST ∗contlist;
struct mult contlists ∗next;
};
typedef struct mult contlists MULT CONTL;
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
The next structure stores information about a transition
Its elements store the following information
input – name of the event triggering the transition
next state – a pointer to the resultant state
next – a pointer to the next transition of the current state
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
struct trlist {
char input[MAX LENGTH];
struct stlist ∗next state;
struct trlist ∗next;
};
typedef struct trlist TR LIST;
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
The next structure stores information about a state
Its elements store the following information
name – name of the state
marked – variable to decide whether the state is
marked or unmarked
trans – pointer to a linked list of transitions allowed in
the state
next – pointer to the next state of the state machine







typedef struct stlist ST LIST;
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
The next structure stores information about a state machine
Its elements store the following information
states – a linked list of states of the state machine





typedef struct fsm FSM;
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
The next structure is used to create a linked list of character
strings. This could be names of states or names of transitions.
Its elements store the following information.
name – name of the state
next – pointer to the next element of the list





typedef struct namelist NAME LIST;
/∗ Short forms for malloc statements which are frequently used ∗/
#define alloc state (ST LIST ∗) malloc(sizeof(ST LIST));
#define alloc trans (TR LIST ∗) malloc(sizeof(TR LIST));
/∗ Definition of all functions visible to the user of this library ∗/
/∗ If you compiler accepts function prototypes, use the declerations
that follow and comment out the declerations at the end of the
file. If your compiler does not accept function prototyping,
comment out these declerations and use the declerations without
prototypes given at the end of the file ∗/
/∗ Functions in file "fsm general.c" ∗/
void fsm read(FILE∗, FSM∗);
void fsm print(FILE∗, FSM∗);




void fsm mask(FILE∗, FSM∗, FSM∗);
void fsm unmask(FILE∗, FSM∗, FSM∗);
/∗VC input alphabet of a FSM ∗/
void list print(FILE∗, FSM∗);
void exclusive events(FSM∗, FSM∗, FILE∗);
void complete fsm sync comp(FSM∗, FSM∗, FSM∗);
void multiplefile complete fsm sync comp(FILE∗, FSM∗);
void control AugmentFsm(FILE∗, FSM∗);
void fsm trim sup cont sublang(FSM∗, FSM∗, FSM∗, FILE∗);
/∗ Functions in file "fsm operators.c" ∗/
int fsm reachability(FSM∗, char∗, char∗, NAME LIST∗∗);
int fsm minimize(FSM∗);
void fsm remove epsilon(FSM∗, FSM∗);
void fsm deterministic(FSM∗, FSM∗);
void fsm complement(FSM∗);
void fsm sync comp(FSM∗, FSM∗, FSM∗);
void fsm union(FSM∗, FSM∗, FSM∗);
void fsm concatenate(FSM∗, FSM∗, FSM∗);
void fsm shuﬄe(FSM∗, FSM∗, FSM∗);
void fsm quotient(FSM∗, FSM∗, FSM∗);
void fsm sup cont sublang(FSM∗, FSM∗, FSM∗, FILE∗);
void fsm sup norm sublang(FILE∗, FSM∗, FSM∗, FSM∗);
void fsm sup cont norm sublang(FILE∗, FILE∗, FSM∗, FSM∗, FSM∗);
/∗ Functions in file "fsm lower.c" ∗/
int get NTrans(ST LIST∗);
TR LIST∗ find trans(ST LIST∗, char∗, char∗);
TR LIST∗ insert trans(FSM∗, ST LIST∗, char∗, char∗);
void delete trans(ST LIST∗, TR LIST∗);
int get NStates(FSM∗);
int get NBadStates(FSM∗);
ST LIST∗ find state(FSM∗, char∗);
ST LIST∗ insert state(FSM∗, char∗);
void delete state(FSM∗, ST LIST∗);
int find name(NAME LIST∗, char∗);
void delete name(NAME LIST∗∗);
void prog abort(char∗);
void list print(FILE∗, FSM∗);
/∗ All the functions written by Sudhir Nelvagal, to augment the FSM
Library routines ∗/




int SafetyTest(FSM ∗, FSM ∗, FILE ∗, FILE ∗, FSM ∗);
void LabelEvents(FSM ∗, FILE ∗);
void RelabelEvents(FSM ∗, FSM ∗, FSM ∗);
int ProgressCheck(FSM ∗, FSM ∗);
int ProgressTest(FSM ∗, FSM ∗, FILE ∗, FILE ∗, FSM ∗, FILE ∗);
void MarkBadStates(FSM ∗, ST LIST ∗, TR LIST ∗);
int Containment(char ∗[], char ∗[]);
int FindLabel(char ∗[], char ∗);
int ControlCheck(FSM ∗, FILE ∗);
int ControlTest(FILE ∗, FILE ∗, FILE ∗);
int BadStates();
int NormalityCheck(FILE ∗, FILE ∗, FSM∗, FSM∗);
MASK LIST ∗po readmask(FILE ∗);
void po graph(FSM ∗, FSM ∗, FSM ∗, MULT MASKL ∗);
void po masked sync comp(FSM ∗, FSM ∗, FSM ∗, MASK LIST ∗);
int po observability(FSM ∗);
MULT MASKL ∗po read maskl(FILE ∗);
void po extract events(FILE ∗);
void po read cont file(FILE ∗, char ∗[MAX LENGTH]);
void po read cont file2(FILE ∗, char ∗[MAX LENGTH]);
void po del uncontlist(char ∗[MAX LENGTH]);
void po remove event temp files(void);
int po normality(FSM ∗, MULT MASKL ∗);
void po delete mask(MASK LIST ∗);
void po diag create pertinent fsm(FSM ∗, FSM ∗);
void po diag remove deadlock(FSM ∗);
void TEST(FSM ∗);
void TEST2(FILE ∗);
int po diagnosability(FSM ∗);
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
File : fsm general.c
Author : Himanshu A. Sanghavi
Date : August 1, 1991
This file contains a number of "support" functions for the
finite state machine library. Functions for input/output,
copying, deleting, trimming and renaming state machines are
included in this file. It also contains functions for
masking and unmasking a state machine.
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
#include “fsm.h”
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : fsm read
This function reads in a state machine from an input file
Arguments : fp – pointer to the input file
fsm ptr – pointer to the state machine
Return Type : void
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
void fsm read(FILE ∗fp, FSM ∗fsm ptr)
{
int i, j, no of states, no of trans, no read;
char name[MAX LENGTH], ip[MAX LENGTH], nxt st[MAX LENGTH], ∗tmpfname;
ST LIST ∗new state;
/∗FILE ∗fp = fopen(fname, "r");∗/
if (!fp)
prog abort(“fsm read : invalid file pointer”);
/∗ ensure that state machine is empty ∗/
fsm ptr–>states = NULL;
/∗ read in the total number of states in the state machine ∗/
no read = fscanf(fp, “%d”, &no of states);
if (no read != 1)
prog abort(“fsm read : inappropriate input file format”);
/∗ read in the states one by one and insert them in the
linked list of states ∗/
for (i = 0; i < no of states; i++) {
/∗ read in the name of the next state ∗/
no read = fscanf(fp, “%s”, name);
if (no read != 1)
prog abort(“fsm read : inappropriate input file format”);
/∗ insert the state in the linked list ∗/
new state = insert state(fsm ptr, name);
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/∗ read in information about whether the state is marked or
unmarked and the number of transitions it has ∗/
no read = fscanf(fp, “%d %d”, &new state–>marked, &no of trans);
if (no read != 2)
prog abort(“fsm read : inappropriate input file format”);
/∗ read in each transition and insert in the current state ∗/
for (j = 0; j < no of trans; j++) {
/∗CHANGE...fsm file does not contain controllability bit∗/
/∗ read in transition information from file ∗/
no read = fscanf(fp, “%s %s”, ip, nxt st);
if (no read != 2)
prog abort(“fsm read : inappropriate input file format”);
/∗ insert the transition in the current state ∗/




/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : fsm print
This function prints the finite state machine information
to an output file
Arguments : fp – pointer to the output file
fsm ptr – pointer to the state machine
Return Type : void
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/








prog abort(“fsm print : invalid file pointer”);
if (!fsm ptr)
prog abort(“fsm print : NULL pointer passed as argument for (FSM ∗)”);
/∗ find out the total number of states in this machine
and print that as the first line of the output file ∗/
no of states = get NStates(fsm ptr);
fprintf(fp, “%d\n\n”, no of states);
/∗ start with the first state and print information
corresponding to each state of the FSM ∗/
current = fsm ptr–>states;
for (i = 0; i < no of states; i++) {
/∗ find out the total number of transitions ∗/
no of trans = get NTrans(current);
/∗ print information about current state ∗/
fprintf(fp, “%s \t %d \t %d \n”, current–>name,
current–>marked, no of trans);
/∗CHANGED, not printing controllability info∗/
/∗ print information corresponding to each transition ∗/
this = current–>trans;
for(j = 0; j < no of trans; j++) {







/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : fsm copy
This function makes a copy of a given state machine.
Arguments : fsm1 ptr – pointer to the original state machine
fsm2 ptr – pointer to the copy dest
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Return Type : void
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
void fsm copy(fsm1 ptr, fsm2 ptr)
FSM ∗fsm1 ptr, ∗fsm2 ptr;
{
ST LIST ∗current, ∗st ptr;
TR LIST ∗this, ∗tr ptr;
if (!fsm1 ptr || !fsm2 ptr)
prog abort(“fsm copy : NULL pointer passed as argument for (FSM ∗)”);
/∗ ensure that fsm2 is empty ∗/
fsm2 ptr–>states = NULL;
/∗ start from the initial state of fsm1 ∗/
current = fsm1 ptr–>states;
/∗ step through the linked list of the states of fsm1 and
insert each one of them in fsm2 ∗/
while (current) {
st ptr = insert state(fsm2 ptr, current–>name);
st ptr–>marked = current–>marked;
/∗ insert all the transitions of the current state in the copy ∗/
tr ptr = current–>trans;
while (tr ptr) {
insert trans(fsm2 ptr, st ptr, tr ptr–>input, tr ptr–>next state–>name);





/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : fsm delete
This function deletes a state machine. The memory used to
store the machine is returned to the operating system.
Arguments : fsm ptr – pointer to the state machine to be
deleted
Return Type : void
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
void fsm delete(fsm ptr)
FSM ∗fsm ptr;
{
ST LIST ∗current, ∗st ptr;
TR LIST ∗this, ∗tr ptr;
if (!fsm ptr)
prog abort(“fsm delete : NULL pointer passed as argument for (FSM ∗)”);
/∗ start from the initial state of the state machine ∗/
current = fsm ptr–>states;
/∗ step through the linked list of states and delete each
state one by one ∗/
while (current) {
/∗ remember the pointer to the next state before deleting
the current state ∗/
st ptr = current–>next;




/∗ remember the pointer to the next transition before
deleting this transition ∗/
tr ptr = this–>next;
/∗free(this–>input);/∗static now∗/
free(this); /∗ delete transition ∗/
this = tr ptr;
}
/∗free(current–>name);/∗static now∗/
free(current); /∗ delete state ∗/
current = st ptr;
}
fsm ptr–>states = NULL;
}
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/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : fsm trim
This function trims the input state machine
Arguments : fsm ptr – pointer to the input state machine
Return Type : void
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
void fsm trim(fsm ptr)
FSM ∗fsm ptr;
{
ST LIST ∗current, ∗next st, ∗st ptr;
TR LIST ∗this;




prog abort(“fsm trim : NULL pointer passed as argument for (FSM ∗)”);
/∗ first find out all the state reachable from the initial state ∗/
fsm reachability(fsm ptr, fsm ptr–>states–>name, “ALL”, &name list);
/∗ now step through all the states of the state machine and if
any of them is not in the list of reachable states then
delete that state ∗/
current = fsm ptr–>states–>next;
while (current) {
/∗ remember pointer to the next state in case the current
state has to be deleted ∗/
next st = current–>next;
/∗ check if the current state is in the list ∗/
exists = find name(name list, current–>name);
/∗ if it is not, delete the current state ∗/
if (!exists)
delete state(fsm ptr, current);
current = next st;
}
/∗ free the storage used to store the name list ∗/
delete name(&name list);
/∗ ensure that temporary fsm used is empty ∗/
fsm inverse.states = NULL;
/∗ Generate the inverse of fsm ptr. If there is a transition
labeled ‘a’ in fsm ptr from state ‘q’ to state ‘p’, then
there is a transition labeled ‘a’ from state ‘p’ to state
‘q’ in its inverse ∗/
current = fsm ptr–>states;
while (current) {
/∗ insert the current state in fsm inverse ∗/
st ptr = insert state(&fsm inverse, current–>name);
st ptr–>marked = current–>marked;
/∗ step through the transitions of the current state of fsm ptr ∗/
this = current–>trans;
while (this) {
/∗ insert the inverse transition in fsm inverse ∗/
st ptr = insert state(&fsm inverse, this–>next state–>name);





/∗ insert a new state called "dead" in the inverse machine ∗/
st ptr = insert state(&fsm inverse, “dead”);
/∗ insert a epsilon transition from the "dead" state to every
marked state of fsm inverse ∗/
current = fsm inverse.states;
while (current) {
if (current–>marked)
insert trans(&fsm inverse, st ptr, “∗”, current–>name);
current = current–>next;
}
/∗ now compute the set of states reachable from the "dead" state ∗/
fsm reachability(&fsm inverse, “dead”, “ALL”, &name list);
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/∗ Step through the states of fsm ptr. If any of them is not
on the list of states reachable from the dead state, delete
that state ∗/
current = fsm ptr–>states;
while (current) {
/∗ remember the pointer to the next state ∗/
next st = current–>next;
/∗ check if this state exists in the list of reachable states ∗/
exists = find name(name list, current–>name);
/∗ if not, then remove the state from the state machine ∗/
if (!exists)
delete state(fsm ptr, current);
current = next st;
}
/∗ free the storage used by the temporary fsm ∗/
fsm delete(&fsm inverse);
}
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : fsm rename
This function renames the states of a state machine. This is
to be used when the names of a particular state machine get too
complicated (with a lot of concatenation). This routine can
handle a FSM with a maximum of 2600 states.
Arguments : fsm ptr – pointer to the state machine
Return Type : void
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/





/∗ Start with the name "a00" ∗/
strcpy(new name, “a00”);
/∗ start with the first state of the FSM and step through
each state ∗/
current = fsm ptr–>states;
while (current) {
/∗ rename the current state ∗/
/∗ free(current–>name);
current–>name = (char ∗) malloc(8);/∗static now∗/
strcpy(current–>name, new name);
/∗ Now generate the name for the next state ∗/
/∗ first increment the units digit, if it is not 9 ∗/
if (new name[2] != '9')
++new name[2];
/∗ if the units digit is 9, but the tens digit is not, set
the units digit to 0 and increment the tens digit ∗/
else if (new name[1] != '9') {
new name[2] = '0';
++new name[1];
}
/∗ if both the units and tens digit are 9s, but the hundreds
digit (alphabet) is not z, set the units and tens digits
to zeros and set the hundreds digit to the next alphabet ∗/
else if (new name[0] != 'z') {
new name[2] = new name[1] = '0';
++new name[0];
}
/∗ if reached "z99", you cannot go any further, hence abort ∗/
else




/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : fsm mask
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This function masks the events of a given state machine. The
resulting state machine is the observers view of the original
state machine.
Arguments : fp – pointer to the file containing masking information
fsm1 ptr – pointer to the machine to be masked
fsm2 ptr – pointer to the resultant machine
Return Type : void
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
void fsm mask(fp, fsm1 ptr, fsm2 ptr)
FILE ∗fp;
FSM ∗fsm1 ptr, ∗fsm2 ptr;
{
ST LIST ∗current1, ∗current2;
TR LIST ∗this;
MASK LIST ∗mask list, ∗mask ptr, ∗tmp, ∗∗anchor;
char st1[MAX LENGTH], st2[MAX LENGTH];
if (!fp)
prog abort(“fsm mask : Invalid file pointer”);
if (!fsm1 ptr || !fsm2 ptr)
prog abort(“fsm mask : NULL pointer passed as argument for (FSM ∗)”);
/∗ go to the beginning of the input file ∗/
rewind(fp);
/∗ ensure that fsm2 is empty ∗/
fsm2 ptr–>states = NULL;
/∗ Read in the masking information from the input file into
mask list. anchor is used to insert elements in the list ∗/
anchor = &mask list;
/∗ read in information corresponding to pair of "original"
and "masked" names from the input file ∗/
while(fscanf(fp, “%s %s”, st1, st2) == 2) {
/∗ allocate space for a new element of mask list ∗/
tmp = (MASK LIST ∗) malloc(sizeof(MASK LIST));
/∗ copy information corresponding to the original and
masked names of the current event ∗/
strcpy(tmp–>original, st1);
strcpy(tmp–>masked, st2);





/∗ start with the first state of the state machine and step
through each state ∗/
current1 = fsm1 ptr–>states;
while (current1) {
/∗ insert this state in fsm2 ∗/
current2 = insert state(fsm2 ptr, current1–>name);
current2–>marked = current1–>marked;
/∗ step through each transition of the current state of fsm1 ∗/
this = current1–>trans;
while (this) {
mask ptr = mask list;
while (mask ptr) {
/∗ search for the element in mask list which contains
information about this transition ∗/
if (strcmp(this–>input, mask ptr–>original) == 0) {
/∗ insert transition in the state of fsm2 but
with its name changed to the masked name ∗/
insert trans(fsm2 ptr, current2, mask ptr–>masked,
this–>next state–>name);
/∗ break from loop because this transition has been
renamed and hence we need not search further ∗/
break;
}







/∗ free the storage used for storing the masking information ∗/
while (mask list) {
mask ptr = mask list–>next;
free(mask list);
mask list = mask ptr;
}
}
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : fsm unmask
This function unmasks a state machine i.e. does the inverse
operation of mask.
Arguments : fp – pointer to the file containing masking information
fsm1 ptr – pointer to the machine to be unmasked
fsm2 ptr – pointer to the resultant machine
Return Type : void
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
void fsm unmask(fp, fsm1 ptr, fsm2 ptr)
FILE ∗fp;
FSM ∗fsm1 ptr, ∗fsm2 ptr;
{
ST LIST ∗current1, ∗current2;
TR LIST ∗this;
MASK LIST ∗mask list, ∗mask ptr, ∗tmp, ∗∗anchor;
char st1[MAX LENGTH], st2[MAX LENGTH];
if (!fp)
prog abort(“fsm unmask : invalid file pointer”);
if (!fsm1 ptr || !fsm2 ptr)
prog abort(“fsm unmask : NULL pointer passed as argument for (FSM ∗)”);
/∗ go to the begining of the input file ∗/
rewind(fp);
/∗ ensure that fsm2 is empty ∗/
fsm2 ptr–>states = NULL;
/∗ Read in the masking information from the input file into
mask list. anchor is used to insert elements in the list ∗/
anchor = &mask list;
/∗ read in information corresponding to pair of "original"
and "masked" names from the input file ∗/
while(fscanf(fp, “%s %s”, st1, st2) == 2) {
/∗ allocate space for a new element of mask list ∗/
tmp = (MASK LIST ∗) malloc(sizeof(MASK LIST));
/∗ copy information corresponding to the original and masked
names of the current event ∗/
strcpy(tmp–>original, st1);
strcpy(tmp–>masked, st2);





/∗ Step through the states of fsm1 and insert corresponding states
in fsm2. In fsm2, the transitions are "unmasked" i.e. the
masked names of transitions of fsm1 are replaced by their
unmasked equivalents ∗/
current1 = fsm1 ptr–>states;
while (current1) {
/∗ insert the current state in fsm2 ∗/
current2 = insert state(fsm2 ptr, current1–>name);
current2–>marked = current1–>marked;
/∗ Step through the transitions of current1 and insert each one
of them in current2. Note that there may be more there one
unmasked transition corresponding to one masked name ∗/
this = current1–>trans;
while (this) {
mask ptr = mask list;
while (mask ptr) {
if (strcmp(this–>input, mask ptr–>masked) == 0)
insert trans(fsm2 ptr, current2, mask ptr–>original,
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this–>next state–>name);
mask ptr = mask ptr–>next;
}
/∗Greg added need to retain ∗ transitions that aren’t self loops∗/
if (strcmp(this–>input, “∗”) == 0 && strcmp(current1–>name, this–>next state–>name) != 0)






/∗ Find out all transitions, which when masked result in an epsilon
transition. Insert self loops in every state of fsm2 on such
transitions. The self loops are uncontrollable. ∗/
mask ptr = mask list;
while (mask ptr) {
if (strcmp(mask ptr–>masked, “∗”) == 0) {
current2 = fsm2 ptr–>states;
while (current2) {





mask ptr = mask ptr–>next;
}
/∗ free the storage used for storing the masking information ∗/
while (mask list) {
mask ptr = mask list–>next;
free(mask list);
mask list = mask ptr;
}
}
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
File : fsm lower.c
Author : Himanshu A. Sanghavi
Advisor : Dr. Vijay K. Garg
Date : August 1, 1991
This file contains the lower level function of the finite state
machine library. Most of these functions are for manipulating
individual states and transitions of a state machine.
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
#include “fsm.h”
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : get NTrans
This function counts the number of transitions going
out of a given state of a state machine
Arguments : st ptr – pointer to the state
Return Type : int – the number of transitions
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
int get NTrans(st ptr)
ST LIST ∗st ptr;
{
int no of trans = 0;
TR LIST ∗this;
if (!st ptr)
prog abort(“get NTrans : NULL pointer passed as argument for (ST LIST ∗)”);
this = st ptr–>trans; /∗ start with the first transition ∗/






/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : find trans
This function finds out if a particular transition exists in
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a given state of a state machine
Arguments : st ptr – pointer to the state whose transition
list is to be checked
ip – name of the transition being searched for
nxt st – name of the state that the transition
leads to
Return Type : (TR LIST ∗) returns a pointer to the transition
if it exists – a NULL pointer otherwise
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
TR LIST∗ find trans(st ptr, ip, nxt st)
ST LIST ∗st ptr;




prog abort(“find trans : NULL pointer passed as argument for (ST LIST ∗)”);
/∗ Start with the first transition and check all the transitions
of the given state ∗/
this = st ptr–>trans;
while (this) {
/∗ If the input symbol of this transition is the one being
searched for and the transition leads to the desired next
state then the required transition has been found ∗/
if (strcmp(this–>input, ip) == 0 &&
strcmp(this–>next state–>name, nxt st) == 0) break;
this = this–>next;
}
/∗ If the transition exists, "this" points to it otherwise it
is a NULL pointer ∗/
return(this);
}
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : insert trans
This function inserts a transition in a given state of a
finite state machine.
Arguments : fsm ptr – pointer to the finite state machine
st ptr – pointer to the state in which the
transition is to be inserted
ip – input triggering the transition
nxt st – new state after the transition
Return Type : (TR LIST ∗) – pointer to the inserted state
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
TR LIST∗ insert trans(fsm ptr, st ptr, ip, nxt st)
FSM ∗fsm ptr;




ST LIST ∗new state;
TR LIST ∗tmp;
if (!fsm ptr)
prog abort(“insert trans : NULL pointer given as argument for (FSM ∗)”);
if (!st ptr)
prog abort(“insert trans : NULL pointer given as argument for (ST LIST ∗)”);
/∗ first check if the transition already exists ∗/
tmp = find trans(st ptr, ip, nxt st);
/∗ if it does not exist, insert it ∗/
if (!tmp) {
/∗ allocate storage space ∗/
tmp = alloc trans;
/∗ tmp–>input = (char ∗) malloc(strlen(ip) + 4);/∗static now∗/
strcpy(tmp–>input, ip); /∗ name of the transition ∗/
/∗ resultant state after the transition occurs ∗/
tmp–>next state = insert state(fsm ptr, nxt st);
/∗ Insert the transition as the first element of the
linked list of transitions ∗/
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tmp–>next = st ptr–>trans;




/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : delete trans
This function removes a transition from a state of a finite
state machine
Arguments : st ptr – pointer to the state from which the
transition is to be removed
tr ptr – pointer to the transition which is to
be removed
Return Type : void
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
void delete trans(st ptr, tr ptr)
ST LIST ∗st ptr;
TR LIST ∗tr ptr;
{
TR LIST ∗this, ∗∗anchor;
if (!st ptr)
prog abort(“delete trans : NULL pointer passed as argument for (ST LIST ∗)”);
if (!tr ptr)
prog abort(“delete trans : NULL pointer passed as argument for (TR LIST ∗)”);
/∗ Start with the first transition of the given state and check
each transition. "anchor" is used to complete the pointer
linkage when the transition to be deleted is found and removed
from the linked list ∗/
anchor = &st ptr–>trans;
this = st ptr–>trans;
while (this) {
if (this == tr ptr) {











/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : get NStates
This function finds out the number of states in a given
finite state machine
Arguments : fsm ptr – pointer to the state machine
Return Type : int – the number of states
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
int get NStates(fsm ptr)
FSM ∗fsm ptr;
{
int no of states = 0;
ST LIST ∗current;
if (!fsm ptr)
prog abort(“get NStates : NULL pointer passed as argument for (FSM ∗)”);
current = fsm ptr–>states; /∗ start with the first state ∗/






/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : get NBadStates GREG ADDED
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This function finds out the number of bad states in a given
finite state machine
Arguments : fsm ptr – pointer to the state machine
Return Type : int – the number of states
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
int get NBadStates(fsm ptr)
FSM ∗fsm ptr;
{
int no of states = 0;
ST LIST ∗current;
if (!fsm ptr)
prog abort(“get NStates : NULL pointer passed as argument for (FSM ∗)”);
current = fsm ptr–>states; /∗ start with the first state ∗/
while (current) { /∗ count till you reach the last state ∗/






/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : find state(fsm ptr, name)
This function finds a state (if it exists) in a given
finite state machine.
Arguments : fsm ptr – pointer to the state machine
name – name of the state being searched for
Return Type : (ST LIST ∗) – Returns a pointer to the state
if it exists – a NULL pointer otherwise
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/






prog abort(“find state : NULL state machine pointer given as argument”);
current = fsm ptr–>states; /∗ start with the first state ∗/
while(current) { /∗ step through the states ∗/
/∗ stop if the required state is found ∗/
if (strcmp(current–>name, name) == 0) break;
current = current–>next;
}
/∗ Return a pointer to the required state if it exists or
return a NULL pointer if it does not exist ∗/
return(current);
}
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : insert state
This function inserts a state into a given finite state machine.
A new state is inserted only if it does not already exist
This routine does not read in any transition or other
information corresponding to the state. It only creates
an entry in the linked list storing the states. If the
state machine does not contain any states, the inserted
state is assumed to be the initial state. This routine
sets the marked status to "unmarked".
Arguments : fsm ptr – pointer to the given state machine
name – name of the state to be inserted
Return Type : (ST LIST ∗) – returns a pointer to the
inserted state
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/





ST LIST ∗new state, ∗current, ∗∗anchor;
if (!fsm ptr)
prog abort(“insert state : NULL pointer given as argument for (FSM ∗)”);
/∗ first check if the state already exists ∗/
new state = find state(fsm ptr, name);
if (!new state) { /∗ if it does not exist ∗/
/∗ allocate storage space ∗/
new state = alloc state;
/∗ new state–>name = (char ∗) malloc(strlen(name) + 8); /∗static now∗/
/∗ + 4 to accomodate marking states with @$ (bad) ..Sudhir ∗/
/∗ assign appropriate values to all the fields ∗/
strcpy(new state–>name, name);
new state–>trans = NULL;
/∗ make the state unmarked ∗/
new state–>marked = UNMKD;
/∗ insert the new state in the linked list of states ∗/
if (fsm ptr–>states) {
/∗ insert the new state as the second element of the
linked list of states since the initial state exists ∗/
new state–>next = fsm ptr–>states–>next;
fsm ptr–>states–>next = new state;
}
else {
/∗ Insert the new state as the first element of the
linked list of states since this is the initial state ∗/
fsm ptr–>states = new state;





/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : delete state
This function removes a state from a finite state machine.
All transitions (controllable or uncontrollable) which
lead to this state are also removed from their respective
states
Arguments : fsm ptr – pointer to the state machine
st ptr – pointer to the state to be removed
Return Type : void
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
void delete state(fsm ptr, st ptr)
FSM ∗fsm ptr;
ST LIST ∗st ptr;
{
ST LIST ∗current, ∗∗st anchor;
TR LIST ∗this, ∗next trans, ∗∗tr anchor;
if (!fsm ptr)
prog abort(“delete state : NULL pointer passed as argument for (FSM ∗)”);
if (!st ptr)
prog abort(“delete state : NULL pointer passed as argument for (ST LIST ∗)”);
/∗ First locate the state to be deleted by stepping through the
list. While doing so remember the address of the pointer
pointing to the state to be deleted so that the pointer
linkage can be complete after the state is deleted ∗/
current = fsm ptr–>states;
st anchor = &fsm ptr–>states;
while (current) {
if (current == st ptr) break;
st anchor = &current–>next;
current = current–>next;
}
/∗ if the state does not exist, do nothing ∗/
if (!current) return;
/∗ remove the state from the pointer linkage ∗/
∗st anchor = current–>next;
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/∗ Now examine each transition of the state machine and if the
transition leads to the deleted state, remove it ∗/




/∗ Remember the pointer to the next transition in case
the current transition is to be deleted ∗/
next trans = this–>next;
/∗ If this transition leads to the deleted state,
delete the transition ∗/
if (this–>next state == st ptr)
delete trans(current, this);




/∗ Now free the storage space utilized by the transitions of
the deleted state ∗/
this = st ptr–>trans;
while (this) {
next trans = this–>next;
/∗free(this–>input);/∗static now∗/
free(this);
this = next trans;
}




/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : find name
This function checks if a character string (representing some
name) exists in the given name list.
Argument : name list – the list which is to be searched
name – name of the state to be searched for
Return Type : int – returns 1 if the name exists in the list
returns 0 if it does not
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
int find name(name list, name)
NAME LIST ∗name list;
char ∗name;
{
/∗ step through the list and search for the name ∗/
while(name list) {
/∗ if found, return 1 ∗/
if (strcmp(name list–>name, name) == 0) return(1);
name list = name list–>next;
}
/∗ if the name is not found, return 0 ∗/
return(0);
}
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : delete name
This functions deletes the linked list of names given to it as
argument. It is used to free the memeory used to store the
list of names of states created by the reachability function.
Arguments : list – pointer to pointer to name list
Return Type : void
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
void delete name(list ptr)
NAME LIST ∗∗list ptr;
{
NAME LIST ∗name list, ∗name ptr;
name list = ∗list ptr;
while (name list) {
name ptr = name list–>next;
free(name list);
name list = name ptr;
}
∗list ptr = NULL;
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}
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : prog abort
This function is called whenever the program has to be aborted
due to an error. It prints an error message and aborts the
program.
Arguments : message – the error message to be printed
Return Type – void




fprintf(stderr, “%s \n\n”, message);
exit(1);
}
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
File : fsm operators.c
Author : Himanshu A. Sanghavi
Advisor : Dr. Vijay K. Garg
Date : August 1, 1991
This file contains functions for performing most of the
operations on finite state machines.
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
#include “fsm.h”
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
This file contains the definition of some data structures and
code for some functions which are to be hidden from the user.
Hence these data structures are defined in this file and not
in the file "fsm.h". Similarly the functions to be hidden are
defined as static functions. These functions and data
structures will never required by the user directly – they are
only to be used by the top level functions.
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/








typedef struct statepairslist ST PAIRS LIST;
void insert stpair(ST PAIRS LIST ∗∗pairin, char ∗xin, char ∗yin)
{
ST PAIRS LIST ∗newpair = (ST PAIRS LIST ∗) malloc(sizeof(ST PAIRS LIST));
strcpy(newpair–>xname, xin);
strcpy(newpair–>yname, yin);




void free stpair(ST PAIRS LIST ∗∗pairin)
{










int compare stpairs(ST PAIRS LIST ∗pair1, ST PAIRS LIST ∗pair2)
{
int this pair match = 0, allmatched = 1;






















{ /∗there was a match so check next state pair∗/





/∗all states in pair1 were matched, how about pair2?∗/
currentpair2 = pair2;
while(currentpair2 && allmatched) /∗allmatched starts as 1∗/
{








void parse stpair(char ∗statestring, ST PAIRS LIST ∗∗pair1)
{
char ∗ptrcomma, Z[MAX LENGTH∗2], ∗statenobad, ∗result, x[MAX LENGTH∗2], y[MAX LENGTH∗2];
ptrcomma = strstr(statestring, “,”); /∗x,y,Z∗/
ptrcomma = strstr((ptrcomma+1), “,”);/∗now points to ,Z∗/
strcpy(Z, ptrcomma+1);




result = strtok( Z, “,”);
while(result !=NULL){
strcpy(x,result);
result = strtok( NULL, “,” );
if(result !=NULL){
strcpy(y, result);
result = strtok( NULL, “,” );
insert stpair(pair1, x, y);
}





/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
This is a data structure to store pairs of states which
are candidates for equivalence. The information contained
in its fields is:
first – pointer to the first state of the pair
second – pointer to the second state of the pair
dependent – pointer to the list of state pairs dependent
on this pair
next – pointer to the next pair of the list








typedef struct equivlist EQUIV LIST;
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
This is a data structure used to store the dependent list of
of a given pair of states. It stores pointers to all pairs
dependent on the current pair. The information contained in
it is:
pair – pointer to a dependent pair
next – pointer to the next element of the dependent list





typedef struct deplist DEP LIST;
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
This is a data structure to store a list of state pointers.
It is used to store the pointers to states that are reachable
from a given state.
The information stored in the two fields is
st ptr – pointer to a reachable state
next – pointer to the next entry in the list
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
struct stptrlist {
ST LIST ∗st ptr;
struct stptrlist ∗next;
};
typedef struct stptrlist ST PTR LIST;
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Data structure for storing a linked list of transition input
symbol names and their type (i.e controllable or uncontrollable).
Such a linked list is used by the fsm find sigma function to
store the list of all input symbols for the state machine
Its elements store the following information:
input : character string which stores the input symbol
type : stores the type of the transition
next : pointer to the next element of the linked list





typedef struct translist TRANS LIST;
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
This structure is used to store a linked list of states
which are the resultant states of a particular transition from a
given set of states.
st list – linked list of resultant states
name – name of the aggregate state formed by combining all
the above states
next – pointer to the next entry of this list
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
struct liststlist {




typedef struct liststlist LIST ST LIST;
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : find pair
This function finds out if a state pair exists in the linked
list storing such pairs. This function is defined to be static.
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Arguments : list – pointer to the linked list of pairs
st1 ptr – pointer to the first state of the pair
st2 ptr – pointer to the second state of the pair
Return Type : EQUIV LIST ∗ – returns a pointer to the entry
containing the state pair if it exists. If not,
it returns a NULL pointer
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
static EQUIV LIST∗ find pair(list, st1 ptr, st2 ptr)
EQUIV LIST ∗list;
ST LIST ∗st1 ptr, ∗st2 ptr;
{
/∗ step through each entry of the list and check if it is
the required entry ∗/
while (list) {
/∗ if this is the pair that we are looking for then stop
the search by breaking from the loop ∗/
if ((list–>first == st1 ptr && list–>second == st2 ptr) ||








/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : insert pair
This function inserts a pair of states into the linked list
storing such pairs. This function is defined to be static.
Arguments : list ptr – pointer to pointer to the list
st1 ptr – pointer to the first state of the pair
st2 ptr – pointer to the second state of the pair
Return Type : EQUIV LIST ∗ – returns a pointer to the inserted pair
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
static EQUIV LIST∗ insert pair(list ptr, st1 ptr, st2 ptr)
EQUIV LIST ∗∗list ptr;
ST LIST ∗st1 ptr, ∗st2 ptr;
{
EQUIV LIST ∗exists, ∗tmp, ∗current, ∗∗anchor;
/∗ first check if the pair already exists ∗/
exists = find pair(∗list ptr, st1 ptr, st2 ptr);
/∗ if it does not exist, insert it ∗/
if (!exists) {
/∗ allocat storage and set the various field appropriately ∗/
tmp = (EQUIV LIST ∗) malloc(sizeof(EQUIV LIST));
tmp–>first = st1 ptr;
tmp–>second = st2 ptr;
tmp–>dependent = NULL;
tmp–>next = NULL;
/∗ anchor is used to insert the new entry in the list ∗/
anchor = list ptr;
/∗ step through the list till you come to the last entry ∗/









/∗ return a pointer to the required entry ∗/
return(exists);
}
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
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Function : delete pair
This function deletes an entry from the linked list of state
pairs. It also deletes all state pairs that are dependent on
it. This function is defined to be static.
Arguments : list ptr – pointer to pointer to the list
pair ptr – pointer to the pair to be deleted
Return Type : void
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
static void delete pair(list ptr, pair ptr)
EQUIV LIST ∗∗list ptr, ∗pair ptr;
{
EQUIV LIST ∗this, ∗∗anchor;
DEP LIST ∗dep, ∗ptr1, ∗ptr2;
/∗ anchor is used to complete the pointer linkage after an entry
is removed from the linked list ∗/
anchor = list ptr;
/∗ start with the first entry of the list and step through
each entry to check if this is the entry to be deleted ∗/
this = ∗list ptr;
while (this) {
/∗ if this is the pair to be deleted, stop the search ∗/
if (this == pair ptr) break;
/∗ else try the next element of the list ∗/
anchor = &this–>next;
this = this–>next; /∗ not this one, try the next one ∗/
}
/∗ if the pair does not exist in the list, do nothing ∗/
if (!this) return;
/∗ Remove the entry from the linked list ∗/
∗anchor = this–>next;
/∗ Now check if there are any entries in the dependent list ∗/
dep = this–>dependent;
while (dep) { /∗ delete each entry in the dependent list ∗/
delete pair(list ptr, dep–>pair);
dep = dep–>next;
}







free(this); /∗ free the space used to store the state pair ∗/
}
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : insert dep
This function inserts a entry in the "dependent" list of
a state pair. This function is defined to be static.
Arguments : list – list of state pairs
base pair – pair in which the dependency is to
be inserted
dependent pair – the pair which is dependent on
the base pair
Return Type : void
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
static void insert dep(list, base pair, dependent pair)
EQUIV LIST ∗list, ∗base pair, ∗dependent pair;
{
DEP LIST ∗tmp;
/∗ create the entry to be inserted ∗/
tmp = (DEP LIST ∗) malloc(sizeof(DEP LIST));
tmp–>pair = dependent pair;
/∗ insert the entry in the dependent list ∗/
tmp–>next = base pair–>dependent;
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base pair–>dependent = tmp;
}
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : insert stptr
This function inserts an entry into the linked list of state
pointers. The entry is inserted only if it does not already
exist. This function is defined to be static.
Argument : list ptr – pointer to pointer to list
state – pointer to the state to be inserted
Return Type : int – returns 1 if the entry already exists
0 if it did not exist and was inserted
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
static int insert stptr(list ptr, state)
ST PTR LIST ∗∗list ptr;
ST LIST ∗state;
{
ST PTR LIST ∗current, ∗tmp;
int flag;
current = ∗list ptr;
/∗ first check if the entry already exists ∗/
while (current) {
if (current–>st ptr == state) break;
current = current–>next;
}
/∗ if the entry exists, current will not be NULL and
hence return a 1 ∗/
if (current) return(1);
/∗ The entry does not exist so insert it ∗/
tmp = (ST PTR LIST ∗) malloc(sizeof(ST PTR LIST));
tmp–>st ptr = state;
/∗ it is inserted as the first element in the list ∗/
tmp–>next = ∗list ptr;
∗list ptr = tmp;
/∗ return 0 since the entry did not exist and was inserted ∗/
return(0);
}
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : insert ord stptr
This function inserts an entry into an ordered list of elements
which are pointers to the states of a fsm. The routine is
similar to the function "insert stptr", the difference being
that the former does not maintain an ordered list. This
function is also static.
Arguments : stptr list – pointer to pointer to the ordered list
st ptr – pointer to the state to be inserted
Return Type : void
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
static void insert ord stptr(stptr list, st ptr)
ST PTR LIST ∗∗stptr list;
ST LIST ∗st ptr;
{
ST PTR LIST ∗ptr1, ∗tmp, ∗∗anchor;
int flag;
/∗ anchor is used to insert the entry when the appropriate
place in the ordered list is found ∗/
anchor = stptr list;
/∗ start with the first entry of the list and search for the
place where the new entry is to be inserted ∗/
ptr1 = ∗stptr list;
while (ptr1) {
/∗ compare the name of the current state and the name of the
new state to be inserted ∗/
flag = strcmp(st ptr–>name, ptr1–>st ptr–>name);
/∗ if they are the same, the entry already exists so do
nothing and return ∗/
if (flag == 0) return;
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/∗ if the name of the new state to be inserted is greater than
the name of the current state of the list, check the next
entry ∗/




/∗ if the name of the new state to be inserted is less than
the name of the current state of the list, this is where
the new entry has to be inserted ∗/
else break;
}
/∗ allocate space and insert the new entry into the list ∗/
tmp = (ST PTR LIST ∗) malloc(sizeof(ST PTR LIST));




/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : find trans list
This function checks if a particular transition exists in the
linked list of transitions. This function is static.
Arguments : list – pointer to the linked list
name – input symbol of the transition
Return Type : int – returns 1 if the symbol exists, 0 otherwise
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/




/∗ step through the linked list ∗/
while (list) {
/∗ if the symbol is found, return 1 ∗/
if (strcmp(list–>input, name) == 0) return(1);
list = list–>next;
}
/∗ return 0 since the symbol was not found in the list ∗/
return(0);
}
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : insert trans list
This function inserts an entry in the linked list of
transitions. This function is static.
Arguments : list ptr – pointer to pointer to the list
name – name of the input symbol to be inserted
type – type of the transition
Return Type : void
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
static void insert trans list(list ptr, name)




/∗ first check if the entry already exists in the list ∗/
tmp = ∗list ptr;
while (tmp) {
if(strcmp(tmp–>input, name) == 0) break;
tmp = tmp–>next;
}
/∗ you need to insert only if the entry does not exist ∗/
if (!tmp) {
/∗ allocate space for new entry and assign the appropriate
values to its fields ∗/
tmp = (TRANS LIST ∗) malloc(sizeof(TRANS LIST));
strcpy(tmp–>input, name);
/∗ insert the entry into the linked list as the first
element of the list ∗/
tmp–>next = ∗list ptr;




/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : fsm find sigma
This function finds out the input alphabet (i.e. sigma) for
a given state machine. This function is static.
Arguments : fsm ptr – pointer to the state machine
list – linked list in which the input alphabet is
returned
Return Type : void
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/







/∗ start with the initial state ∗/
current = fsm ptr–>states;
while (current) { /∗ step through each state ∗/
this = current–>trans;
while (this) { /∗ step through each transition ∗/
/∗ maintain a list of all input symbols encountered so far ∗/






/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗ END OF STATIC FUNCTIONS AND DATA STRUCTURES ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
/∗VC new printing routine for files ∗/
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : list print
This function prints the list information of a fsm
to an output file
Arguments : fsm ptr – pointer to the state machine
list – linked list in which the input alphabet is
returned
Return Type : void
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/




TRANS LIST ∗list = NULL, ∗list ptr;
int sigma count = 0;
/∗ first find out the input alphabet i.e sigma of this machine ∗/
fsm find sigma(fsm ptr, &list);
list ptr = list;
while (list ptr != NULL){
/∗ fprintf(fp, "%d\n", list ptr–>type); ∗/
fprintf(fp, “%s\n”, list ptr–>input);
list ptr = list ptr–>next;
++sigma count;
}
fprintf(fp, “\n\nThe fsm has %d number of events\n”, sigma count);
}
/∗VC new printing routine for files ∗/
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : exclusive events
This function prints the list information of a fsm
to an output file
Arguments : fsm ptr – pointer to the state machine
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list – linked list in which the input alphabet is
returned
Return Type : void
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
void exclusive events(fsm ptr1, fsm ptr2, fp3)
FSM ∗fsm ptr1, ∗fsm ptr2;
FILE ∗fp3;
{
TRANS LIST ∗list2 = NULL, ∗list ptr2;
TRANS LIST ∗list1 = NULL, ∗list ptr1;
fsm find sigma(fsm ptr1, &list1);
list ptr1 = list1;
fsm find sigma(fsm ptr2, &list2);
list ptr2 = list2;
while (list ptr1 != NULL){
list ptr2 = list2;
while (list ptr2 != NULL){
if( ( strcmp(list ptr1–>input, list ptr2–>input)) != 0){
list ptr2 = list ptr2–>next;
if (list ptr2 == NULL){








list ptr1 = list ptr1–>next;
}
}
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : fsm reachability
This function finds out all the states that, through a particular
transition, are reachable from a given initial state. The names
of all the reachable states are returned in the form of a linked
list of names. If the states which can be reached through a
particular transition only are to be computed, the argument
"trans name" contains the name of this transition. If the
states which are reachable through ANY transition are to be
computed, this argumet is the reserved word "ALL".
Arguments : fsm ptr – pointer to the state machine
state name – name of the state whose reach is to
be computed
trans name – name of the input transition
name list – pointer to name list in which the names
of the reachable states are returned
Return Type : int – number of states that are reachable
from the starting state
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
int fsm reachability(fsm ptr, state name, trans name, name list)
FSM ∗fsm ptr;
char ∗state name, ∗trans name;
NAME LIST ∗∗name list;
{
ST LIST ∗st ptr, ∗agg st1, ∗agg st2;
TR LIST ∗this, ∗tmp, ∗tr1, ∗tr2, ∗∗anchor;
ST PTR LIST ∗lst ptr, ∗list = NULL;
NAME LIST ∗∗name ptr;
int i, exists, count = 0;
/∗ first check the arguments for NULL pointers ∗/
if (!fsm ptr)
prog abort(“fsm reachability : NULL pointer passed as argument for (FSM ∗)”);
if (!name list)
prog abort(“fsm reachability : NULL pointer passed as argument for (NAME LIST ∗∗)”);
st ptr = find state(fsm ptr, state name);
if (!st ptr)
prog abort(“fsm reachability : state whose reach is to be computed does not exist in the machine”);
/∗ a state is always reachable from itself so insert its
name as the first entry in the reachability list ∗/
insert stptr(&list, st ptr);
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++count; /∗ count keeps track of the number of reachable states ∗/
/∗ Allocate space for two "aggregate states". agg st1 is used
to store all the transitions comming out of the current
aggregate state while agg st2 is used to build the new
aggregate state for the next iteration. The aggregate state
for the next iteration is a state which is a combination of all
states reachable via a single transition from the current
aggregate state ∗/
agg st1 = alloc state;
agg st2 = alloc state;
agg st1–>trans = agg st2–>trans = NULL;
/∗ to begin with, the starting state whose reach is to be
computed is the first aggregate state so copy the transition
information of the starting state into agg st1 ∗/
this = st ptr–>trans;
anchor = &agg st1–>trans;
while (this) {
if (strcmp(trans name, “ALL”) == 0 ||
strcmp(trans name, this–>input) == 0) {
/∗ self loops are to be avoided so transitions that
lead back to the initial state are omitted ∗/
if (this–>next state != st ptr) {
tmp = alloc trans;
/∗tmp–>input = (char ∗) malloc(strlen(this–>input) + 4);/∗now static memory∗/
strcpy(tmp–>input, this–>input);








/∗ anchor is used to insert transitions in the new aggregate
state under construction ∗/
anchor = &agg st2–>trans;
do {
this = agg st1–>trans;
while (this) {
/∗ the state to which this transition leads to is reachable
from the start state so insert its name in the list of
reachable states ∗/
exists = insert stptr(&list, this–>next state);
/∗ if the state already existed in the list, it has been
processed before so it need not be processed again ∗/
if (!exists) {
/∗ process only those states which did not already exist
in the list of reachable states ∗/
++count;
st ptr = this–>next state;
tr1 = st ptr–>trans;
/∗ all the transitions of the state are inserted as
transitions of the new aggregate state under
construction ∗/
while (tr1) {
if (strcmp(trans name, “ALL”) == 0 ||
strcmp(trans name, tr1–>input) == 0) {
tmp = alloc trans; /∗now static memory∗/
/∗tmp–>input = (char ∗) malloc(strlen(tr1–>input) + 4);/∗now static memory∗/
strcpy(tmp–>input, tr1–>input);










/∗ all the transitions of the current aggregate state have
been processed so release the memory reserved for its use ∗/







/∗ At this point the new aggregate state is complete in the
sense that it contains all the transitions going out of
the various states that were inserted in the reachability
list in this iteration. Hence make this new aggregate state
as the current aggregregate state for the next iteration
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and set the new aggregate state for the next iteration to
have zero transitions ∗/
agg st1–>trans = agg st2–>trans;
agg st2–>trans = NULL;
/∗ If agg st1 has no transitions it means that no new states
can be reached from the current aggregate state. Thus all
reachable states have been covered ∗/
} while (agg st1–>trans);
/∗ form a list of the names of all the reachable states
free the storage used for storing the list of pointers to
these states ∗/
name ptr = name list;
while (list) {
/∗ remember pointer to the next entry of the list of
state pointers since this entry will be deleted ∗/
lst ptr = list–>next;
/∗ allocate storage for next element of the name list and
assign appropriate values to its fields ∗/
∗name ptr = (NAME LIST ∗) malloc(sizeof(NAME LIST));
strcpy((∗name ptr)–>name, list–>st ptr–>name);
(∗name ptr)–>next = NULL;
/∗ insert the new element as the last element of the name list ∗/
name ptr = &((∗name ptr)–>next);
/∗ free the storage used for storing the current entry of the
list of state pointers ∗/
free(list);/∗???∗/
list = lst ptr;
}
#ifdef X








/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : fsm minimize
This function minimizes a given state machine. If the given
machine is not minimal, the equivalent states are combined
together to produce a minimal state machine.
Arguments : fsm ptr – pointer to the state machine to be
minimized
Return Type : int – returns 1 if the the machine is minimal,
0 if it is not
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
int fsm minimize(fsm ptr)
FSM ∗fsm ptr;
{
int match1, match2, match3, match4;
char name[MAX LENGTH];
BOOLEAN remove flag, exists flag;
ST LIST ∗st ptr, ∗current, ∗st1, ∗st2;
TR LIST ∗tr1, ∗tr2;
EQUIV LIST ∗st pair, ∗nxt pair, ∗pair ptr, ∗exists, ∗base pair,
∗list = NULL;
NAME LIST ∗name list = NULL, ∗name ptr;
if (!fsm ptr)
prog abort(“fsm minimize : NULL pointer passed as argument for (FSM ∗)”);
/∗ First create pairs of states that can be equivalent – pairs
with both states marked or both states unmarked. These
pairs are stored in a linked list. ∗/
st ptr = fsm ptr–>states; /∗ start with the first state ∗/
while (st ptr) { /∗ check for each pair ∗/
/∗ compare this state with every other state which follows it ∗/
current = st ptr–>next;
while (current) {
/∗ check if the current state and the base state form
a pair which is a candidate for equivalence ∗/
if (st ptr–>marked == current–>marked &&
get NTrans(st ptr) == get NTrans(current))




st ptr = st ptr–>next;
}
/∗ For each pair of states which are possible candidates for
equivalent states, see if they can be distinguished between
by a particular transition ∗/
st pair = list;
while (st pair) { /∗ check each pair of the list ∗/
nxt pair = st pair–>next;
remove flag = FALSE;
tr1 = st pair–>first–>trans; tr2 = st pair–>second–>trans;
while (tr1) {
exists flag = FALSE;
while (tr2) {
/∗ see if the current transitions of both the states are
triggered by the same input ∗/
if (strcmp(tr1–>input, tr2–>input) == 0) {
exists flag = TRUE;
/∗ if the same transition occurs in both states, see
if the pair of new states (on occurance of the
transition) is a candidate for equivalence ∗/
exists = find pair(list, tr1–>next state,
tr2–>next state);
if (!exists) {
/∗ if not then check if both the transitions lead
to the same state ∗/
if (tr1–>next state != tr2–>next state) {
/∗ if not, then delete the current pair from
the list of pairs which hold possibly
equivalent states ∗/
delete pair(&list, st pair);
/∗ since one transition can distinguish between
the two states under consideration, we need not
check for the other transitions of the same
states ∗/





if (exists flag) break;
tr2 = tr2–>next;
}
/∗ the current pair has to be removed either if remove flag
is set to TRUE or exists flag is FALSE ∗/
if (!exists flag) {
delete pair(&list, st pair);
remove flag = TRUE;
}
if (remove flag) break;
tr1 = tr1–>next; tr2 = st pair–>second–>trans;
}
/∗ if it was not possible to distinguish between the states
under consideration then check for dependencies to be
considered ∗/
if (!remove flag) {
tr1 = st pair–>first–>trans; tr2 = st pair–>second–>trans;
while (tr1) {
while (tr2) {
/∗ dependency arises if a common transition exists for
the two states and the transition leads to different
states for the two cases ∗/
if (strcmp(tr1–>input, tr2–>input) == 0 &&
tr1–>next state != tr2–>next state) {
base pair = find pair(list, tr1–>next state,
tr2–>next state);




/∗ check for the next transition of st1 ∗/
tr1 = tr1–>next;
/∗ tr2 reset to first state of st2 ∗/
tr2 = st pair–>second–>trans;
}
}
/∗ the next pair to be considered is stored in the pointer
nxt pair ∗/
st pair = nxt pair;
}
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/∗ if the list of equivalent pairs is empty, the state machine
as given is minimal ∗/
if (!list) return(1);
/∗ if the list of equivalent pairs is not empty, scan the list
of state machines and combine all two equivalent states
into one so as to minimize the state machine ∗/
st pair = list;
while (st pair) {
/∗ name of the equivalent state is the concatenation of the
names of the two individual states ∗/
strcpy(name, st pair–>first–>name);
/∗ before concatenating the strings ensure that its length
does not exceed the maximum limit ∗/
if (strlen(name) + strlen(st pair–>second–>name) >= MAX LENGTH)
prog abort(“fsm minimize : length of a string exceeds MAX LENGTH”);
strcat(name, st pair–>second–>name);
/∗free(st pair–>first–>name);
st pair–>first–>name = (char ∗) malloc(strlen(name) + 1);/∗now static memory∗/
strcpy(st pair–>first–>name, name);
/∗ scan all the remaining entries in the list and if any
of the pointers point to the second state of the current
pair, make the pointer point to the first state of the
current pair ∗/
pair ptr = st pair–>next;
while (pair ptr) {
nxt pair = pair ptr–>next;
match1 = (pair ptr–>first == st pair–>first);
match2 = (pair ptr–>second == st pair–>first);
match3 = (pair ptr–>first == st pair–>second);
match4 = (pair ptr–>second == st pair–>second);
if ((match1 && match4) || (match2 && match3))
delete pair(&list, pair ptr);
else if (match3)
pair ptr–>first = st pair–>first;
else if (match4)
pair ptr–>second = st pair–>first;
pair ptr = nxt pair;
}
/∗ scan the state machine and if any transition leads to the
second state of the equivalent pair, make the transition lead
to the new equivalent state so that the second state can be
deleted from the state machine ∗/




if (tr1–>next state == st pair–>second)
/∗ this transition points to the state to be deleted
so make it point to the new aggregate state ∗/





/∗ remove the state which was second in the pair of
equivalent states from the pointer linkage of the
states of the machine ∗/
delete state(fsm ptr, st pair–>second);
/∗ process the next pair of equivalent states ∗/
st pair = st pair–>next;
}
/∗ free the storage used for storing the list of state pairs ∗/
while (list) {
st pair = list–>next;
free(list);
list = st pair;
}
/∗ now find out if there are any states that are unreachable
from the initial state ∗/
fsm reachability(fsm ptr, fsm ptr–>states–>name, “ALL”, &name list);
/∗ step through the states of the state machine and if any
unreachable state is encountered, delete it ∗/
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current = fsm ptr–>states;
while (current) {
st ptr = current–>next;
if (!find name(name list, current–>name))
delete state(fsm ptr, current);
current = st ptr;
}
/∗ now free the storage used for the linked list of names ∗/
delete name(&name list);
/∗ return zero since the original machine was not minimal ∗/
return(0);
}
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : fsm remove epsilon
This function converts a machine with epsilon transitions to
a machine without epsilon transitions. The resultant machine
is likely to be non–deterministic.
Arguments : fsm1 ptr – the input machine with epsilon transitions
fsm2 ptr – the output machine without epsilon
transitions
Return Type : void
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
void fsm remove epsilon(fsm1 ptr, fsm2 ptr)
FSM ∗fsm1 ptr, ∗fsm2 ptr;
{
ST LIST ∗current1, ∗current2, ∗st ptr;
TR LIST ∗this, ∗tr1;
TRANS LIST ∗sigma = NULL, ∗sigma ptr, ∗∗anchor;
NAME LIST ∗epsilon closure = NULL, ∗state names = NULL, ∗name ptr;
ST PTR LIST ∗state set = NULL, ∗list ptr, ∗next ptr;
if (!fsm1 ptr || !fsm2 ptr)
prog abort(“fsm remove epsilon : NULL pointer passed as argument for (FSM ∗)”);
/∗ first find out the input alphabet i.e sigma of this machine ∗/
fsm find sigma(fsm1 ptr, &sigma);
/∗ remove the epsilon transition from this alphabet
anchor is used to complete the pointer linkage after
the entry corresponding to "∗" is removed from the list ∗/
anchor = &sigma;
sigma ptr = sigma;
while (sigma ptr) {
if (strcmp(sigma ptr–>input, “∗”) == 0) {
/∗ the epsilon transition has been detected ∗/




anchor = &sigma ptr–>next;
sigma ptr = sigma ptr–>next;
}
/∗ ensure that fsm2 is empty, start from the first state of fsm1
and step through all its states one by one ∗/
fsm2 ptr–>states = NULL;
current1 = fsm1 ptr–>states;
while (current1) {
/∗ insert the current state of fsm1 in fsm2 ∗/
current2 = insert state(fsm2 ptr, current1–>name);
current2–>marked = current1–>marked;
/∗ compute the epsilon closure of the current state of fsm1 ∗/
fsm reachability(fsm1 ptr, current1–>name, “∗”, &epsilon closure);
/∗ if the current state of fsm1 is unmarked but its epsilon
closure includes at least one state which is marked, then
the current state of fsm2 is to be marked ∗/
if (!current1–>marked) {
/∗ step through the list of states belonging to the
epsilon closure of state current1 ∗/
name ptr = epsilon closure;
while (name ptr) {
st ptr = find state(fsm1 ptr, name ptr–>name);
if (st ptr–>marked) {
/∗ a marked state is detected so mark state current2 ∗/
current2–>marked = MKD;
/∗ no need to check the remaining states of the
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epsilon closure of current1 ∗/
break;
}
name ptr = name ptr–>next;
}
}
/∗ Next, for each element "a" of the input alphabet, compute
the set of states reachable through a sigle transition
labelled "a" from any of the states belonging to the
epsilon closure of current1 ∗/
/∗ start with the first element of the input alphabet and
check each element one by one ∗/
sigma ptr = sigma;
while (sigma ptr) {
/∗ check each state of the set of states belonging to the
epsilon closure of current1 to see if the transition
under consideration is allowed in that state ∗/
name ptr = epsilon closure;
while (name ptr) {
/∗ check each transition of this state ∗/
st ptr = find state(fsm1 ptr, name ptr–>name);
tr1 = st ptr–>trans;
while (tr1) {
if (strcmp(tr1–>input, sigma ptr–>input) == 0)
/∗ transition is allowed so insert the next state
of this transition i.e. the state that this
transition leads to in the list "state set" ∗/
insert stptr(&state set, tr1–>next state);
tr1 = tr1–>next;
}
name ptr = name ptr–>next;
}
st ptr = insert state(fsm1 ptr, “dead”);
list ptr = state set;
while (list ptr) {
next ptr = list ptr–>next;
insert trans(fsm1 ptr, st ptr, “∗”,
list ptr–>st ptr–>name);
this = list ptr–>st ptr–>trans;
while (this) {





list ptr = next ptr;
}
state set = NULL;
fsm reachability(fsm1 ptr, “dead”, “∗”, &state names);
delete state(fsm1 ptr, st ptr);
/∗ The list target state contains all the state that are
reachable through transition "a" or epsilon from the
current1 in fsm1 – this corresponds to all the states
reachable on transition "a" from current2 in fsm2 hence
insert the corresponding transitions in fsm2
also free the space used to store the list target set
since it is no longer required ∗/
while (state names) {
name ptr = state names–>next;
if (strcmp(state names–>name, “dead”) != 0)
insert trans(fsm2 ptr, current2, sigma ptr–>input,
state names–>name);
free(state names);/∗instead of deleting entire list, just one at a time∗/
state names = name ptr;
}
/∗ now process the next element of the list containing the
input alphabet of the given state machine ∗/
sigma ptr = sigma ptr–>next;
}
/∗ since current1 has been completely processed, the list
containing its epsilon closure is no longer required so
free the corresponding space ∗/
while (epsilon closure) {
name ptr = epsilon closure–>next;
free(epsilon closure);
epsilon closure = name ptr;
}
epsilon closure = NULL;




/∗ all the states of fsm1 have been processd so the list
containing the input alphabet of fsm1 is no longer required
do free the corresponding storage ∗/
while (sigma) {
sigma ptr = sigma–>next;
free(sigma);
sigma = sigma ptr;
}
}
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : fsm deterministic
This function converts a non–deterministic state machine into
an equivalent deterministic state machine
Arguments : fsm1 ptr – the non–deterministic state machine
fsm2 ptr – the equivalent deterministic state machine
Return Type : void
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
void fsm deterministic(fsm1 ptr, fsm2 ptr)
FSM ∗fsm1 ptr, ∗fsm2 ptr;
{
ST LIST ∗current1, ∗current2, ∗exists;
TR LIST ∗this, ∗tr1, ∗tr2;
LIST ST LIST ∗state set list, ∗stlist ptr, ∗∗anchor, ∗tmp;
ST PTR LIST ∗stptr list = NULL, ∗ptr1, ∗ptr2, ∗ptr3;
char nxt st[MAX LENGTH];
if (!fsm1 ptr || !fsm2 ptr)
prog abort(“fsm deterministic : NULL pointer passed as argument for (FSM ∗)”);
/∗ ensure that fsm2 is empty ∗/
fsm2 ptr–>states = NULL;
/∗ anchor is used to insert entries into the list state set list
this list keeps track of the new aggregrate states inserted
in fsm2 ∗/
anchor = &state set list;
/∗ insert the initial state of fsm1 as the first entry of
state set list as this will also be the initial state of fsm2 ∗/
/∗ allocat space for element of state set list ∗/
tmp = (LIST ST LIST ∗) malloc(sizeof(LIST ST LIST));
tmp–>next = NULL;
/∗ allocate space for element of state list which is one of
the fields of state set list ∗/
tmp–>st list = (ST PTR LIST ∗) malloc(sizeof(ST PTR LIST));
tmp–>st list–>next = NULL;
/∗ copy the name of the initial state state of fsm1 into the
appropriate field of state list and make the pointer point
the this initial state ∗/
strcpy(tmp–>name, fsm1 ptr–>states–>name);
tmp–>st list–>st ptr = fsm1 ptr–>states;
/∗ insert the entry in state set list ∗/
∗anchor = tmp;
anchor = &tmp–>next;
/∗ we insert the initial state of fsm2, which as mentioned
earlier, is the same as the initial state of fsm1 ∗/
insert state(fsm2 ptr, fsm1 ptr–>states–>name);
/∗ Now step through all the entries of state set list – the
list which contains all the states that exist in fsm2.
Note that new states keep getting added as we traverse
through the list but since all new states are added at the
end of the list, they will all be eventually processed.
Many of the states inserted in fsm2 are "aggregrate" states
of some of the states of fsm1. We need to computed the
transitions allowed from each of these states inserted in fsm2.
A transition that is allowed in any of the states of fsm1
that combine to form an aggregate state of fsm2 is allowed in
the aggregate state. The next state that this transition
leads to in the aggregate state is the union of all the states
that this transition leads to from all the states that combine
to form this aggregrate state ∗/
/∗ start with the first entry of the aggregate state list ∗/
stlist ptr = state set list;
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while (stlist ptr) {
/∗ get a pointer to the corresponding state in fsm2 ∗/
current2 = find state(fsm2 ptr, stlist ptr–>name);
/∗ initially assume that this state is unmarked ∗/
current2–>marked = UNMKD;
/∗ start with the first state and process all states combining
together to form this aggregrate state ∗/
ptr1 = stlist ptr–>st list;
while (ptr1) {
/∗ current2 is marked if any of its component states
in fsm1 is marked ∗/
current2–>marked = current2–>marked || ptr1–>st ptr–>marked;
/∗ process all the transitions allowed in ptr1 ∗/
this = ptr1–>st ptr–>trans;
while (this) {
/∗ first check if this transition has already been
inserted in the current state of fsm2 ∗/
tr2 = current2–>trans;
while (tr2) {
if (strcmp(tr2–>input, this–>input) == 0) break;
tr2 = tr2–>next;
}
/∗ process the transition only if it has not already
been inserted ∗/
if (!tr2) {
/∗ we need to identify all the states that can be
reached through this transition from any of the
states that combine together to form the current
aggregate state ∗/
/∗ first insert the next state of this transition
in the list to store all reachable states ∗/
insert ord stptr(&stptr list, this–>next state);
/∗ now check if there are any other transitions
labelled with the same input either in this
state or in the other states which combine to
form the current aggregate state ∗/
ptr2 = ptr1;
while (ptr2) {
if (ptr2 == ptr1)
/∗ if processing the transitions of ptr1, we
need to check only those transitions that
have not yet been processed ∗/
tr2 = this–>next;
else
/∗ if processing the transitions of another
state, all the transitions need to be
checked because none of them have been
processed as yet ∗/
tr2 = ptr2–>st ptr–>trans;
while (tr2) {
if (strcmp(tr2–>input, this–>input) == 0)
/∗ there is another transition with
the same input symbol so insert the state
that it leads to in the list used to
store the reachable states ∗/




/∗ process the next state of the set of states
which combine to form the aggregrate state ∗/
ptr2 = ptr2–>next;
}
/∗ Now determine the name of the next state that
this transition leads to from the current state
of fsm2. This name is determined as the
concatenation of all the states that are stored in
the list "stptr list" ∗/
strcpy(nxt st, stptr list–>st ptr–>name);
ptr3 = stptr list–>next;
while (ptr3) {
/∗ first check if the length of the string will
exceed the maximum allowed ∗/
if (strlen(nxt st) + strlen(ptr3–>st ptr–>name) +1
>= MAX LENGTH)
prog abort(“fsm deterministic : length of string exceeds MAX LENGTH”);
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strcat(nxt st, “,”); /∗GREG changed∗/
strcat(nxt st, ptr3–>st ptr–>name);
ptr3 = ptr3–>next;
}
/∗ check if the next state already exists in fsm2 ∗/
exists = find state(fsm2 ptr, nxt st);
/∗ if it does not then a new aggregate state is
being added to fsm2 hence add a corresponding
entry in the list "state set list" used to
keep track of such newly added states ∗/
if (!exists) {
tmp = (LIST ST LIST ∗) malloc(sizeof(LIST ST LIST));
tmp–>st list = stptr list;






/∗ if the state already exists in fsm2, it need not
be added to "state set list" and the storage
used of the list of states can be freed ∗/
else {
while (stptr list) {
ptr2 = stptr list–>next;
free(stptr list);
stptr list = ptr2;
}
stptr list = NULL;
}
/∗ now insert the transition in fsm2 ∗/
insert trans(fsm2 ptr, current2, this–>input,
nxt st);
}
/∗ process the next transition of the current state ∗/
this = this–>next;
}
/∗ process the next state of the current list of states ∗/
ptr1 = ptr1–>next;
}
/∗ process the next entry of the list of list of states ∗/
stlist ptr = stlist ptr–>next;
}
/∗ now that state set list is no longer required, free the
storage reserved for it ∗/
while (state set list) {
/∗ first free the storage used by the linked list of states ∗/






/∗ now delete this entry of state set list ∗/
stlist ptr = state set list–>next;
free(state set list);
state set list = stlist ptr;
}
}
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : fsm complement
This function complements a given state machine. This means
that the language accepted by the new state machine will be
the complement of the language accepted by the original state
machine.
Arguments: fsm ptr – pointer to the original state machine
Return Type : void
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
void fsm complement(fsm ptr)
FSM ∗fsm ptr;
{
ST LIST ∗current, ∗exists;
TR LIST ∗this;





prog abort(“fsm complement : NULL pointer passed as argument for (FSM ∗)”);
/∗ first determine the input alphabet (sigma) of the given
state machine ∗/
fsm find sigma(fsm ptr, &list);
/∗ Now step through each state and see if it allows all the
transitions in the input alphabet sigma. If not, then insert
transitions which were previously not allowed in this state.
All these transitions lead to the "dead" state ∗/
/∗ first generate a unique name for the dead state ∗/
strcpy(new name, “a00”);
name found = FALSE;
while (!name found) {
exists = find state(fsm ptr, new name);
/∗ if a state with this name already exists, generate another
name – upto a maximum of 2600 names ∗/
if (exists) {
/∗ first increment the units digit, if it is not 9 ∗/
if (new name[2] != '9')
++new name[2];
/∗ if the units digit is 9, but the tens digit is not, set
the units digit to 0 and increment the tens digit ∗/
else if (new name[1] != '9') {
new name[2] = '0';
++new name[1];
}
/∗ if both the units and tens digit are 9s, but the
hundreds digit (alphabet) is not z, set the units and
tens digits to zeros and set the hundreds digit to the
next alphabet ∗/
else if (new name[0] != 'z') {
new name[2] = new name[1] = '0';
++new name[0];
}
/∗ if reached "z99", you cannot go any further ∗/
else
prog abort(“fsm complement: cannot generate unique name for state”);
}
else
name found = TRUE;
}
current = fsm ptr–>states;
while (current) { /∗ step through each state ∗/
list ptr = list;
/∗ step through each entry of the linked list of input
symbols to check if this transition is allowed in the
current state ∗/
while (list ptr) {
this = current–>trans;
while (this) {
/∗ if the transition exists, no need to step further ∗/
if (strcmp(this–>input, list ptr–>input) == 0) break;
this = this–>next;
}
/∗ if the transition does not exist, insert it and make
it lead to the "dead" state ∗/
if (!this)
insert trans(fsm ptr, current, list ptr–>input,
new name);
list ptr = list ptr–>next;
}
/∗ if the current state is marked, it becomes unmarked in the




/∗ check if the "dead" state was inserted – the only case in
which it would not have been inserted is when every state of
the original state machine allowed all the transitions ∗/
current = find state(fsm ptr, new name);
/∗ if the dead state has been inserted, check if all the
transitions have been inserted in this state ∗/
if (current) {
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/∗ the dead state is always marked ∗/
current–>marked = MKD;
if (!current–>trans) {
/∗ transitions have not been inserted in the "dead" state
so insert all transitions ∗/
list ptr = list;
while (list ptr) {
insert trans(fsm ptr, current, list ptr–>input,
new name);





/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : multiplefile complete fsm sync comp
This function constructs a state machine which is the
synchronous composition of two given state machines.
The resultant state machine accepts the language which is
the intersection of the languages accepted by the two input
state machines.
Arguments :
fp1 – file pointer to the file containing the input
names files for the sync comp operation
fsm ptr3 – file pointer to the file containing the
resultant fsm after the sync comp operation
Return Type : void
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
void multiplefile complete fsm sync comp( fp1, fsm ptr3 )
FILE ∗fp1 ;
FSM ∗fsm ptr3 ;
{
FSM fsm ptr1, fsm ptr2 ;
FILE ∗f1, ∗f2 ;
char file line string[100] ;
char input file scrolling[200] ;
char input file[200] ;
while(1){
/∗Read in first file name after removing leading blank lines or space∗/
if( fgets(file line string, sizeof(file line string), fp1) != NULL ){
file line string[strlen(file line string) – 1] = '\0';
/∗check for blank line being ∗/




/∗leading blank space before the %s handles any white space∗/
sscanf(file line string,“ %s”, input file scrolling) ;
strcpy(input file, input file scrolling) ;
/∗this array now houses the first file name being opened ∗/
f1 = fopen( input file ,“r”);





prog abort(“Multiple synch. operation: No data in file list”);
}
while(1){
/∗Read in second file name after removing leading blank lines or space∗/
if(fgets(file line string, sizeof(file line string), fp1) != NULL){
file line string[strlen(file line string) – 1] = '\0';




sscanf(file line string,“ %s”, input file scrolling) ;
strcpy(input file, input file scrolling) ;
/∗the array houses the second file name being opened now∗/
f1 = fopen( input file ,“r”);






prog abort(“Multiple synch. operation: Only 1 file in file list”);
}
/∗ Perform the complete sync operation ∗/
complete fsm sync comp(&fsm ptr1, &fsm ptr2, fsm ptr3) ;
f2 = fopen( “output file.temp” ,“w+”);
/∗writing the temporary / final result to file∗/
fsm print(f2, fsm ptr3) ;
/∗read–writes on same file should alternate with rewind or flush operation∗/
rewind(f2);
fsm read(f2, &fsm ptr2) ;
/∗ Reading in additonal files from list until end of list encountered∗/
while (fgets(file line string, sizeof(file line string), fp1) != NULL){
file line string[strlen(file line string) – 1] = '\0';




sscanf(file line string,“ %s”, input file scrolling) ;
strcpy(input file, input file scrolling) ;
f1 = fopen( input file ,“r”);
fsm read(f1, &fsm ptr1) ;
}
complete fsm sync comp(&fsm ptr1, &fsm ptr2, fsm ptr3) ;
f2 = fopen( “output file.temp” ,“w+”);
fsm print(f2, fsm ptr3) ;
rewind(f2);








/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : complete fsm sync comp
VC
This function constructs a state machine which is the
non–strict synchronous composition of two given state machines.
The resultant state machine accepts the language which is
the intersection of the languages accepted by the two input
state machines.
Arguments : fsm1 ptr – pointer to the first state machine
fsm2 ptr – pointer to the second state machine
fsm3 ptr – pointer to the resultant state machine
Return Type : void
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
void complete fsm sync comp(fsm1 ptr, fsm2 ptr, fsm3 ptr)
FSM ∗fsm1 ptr, ∗fsm2 ptr, ∗fsm3 ptr;
{
FILE ∗f3, ∗f4, ∗f5, ∗f6;
f3 = fopen(“alpha I-II.temp”, “w+”);
f4 = fopen(“alpha II-I.temp”, “w+”);
f5 = fopen(“scc1 pad.temp”, “w+”);
f6 = fopen(“scc2 pad.temp”, “w+”);
exclusive events(fsm1 ptr, fsm2 ptr, f3);
exclusive events(fsm2 ptr, fsm1 ptr, f4);
rewind(f3);
rewind(f4) ;
/∗ Events in only second mc augmented on first fsm ∗/
AugmentFsm(f4, fsm1 ptr);
fsm print(f5, fsm1 ptr);
/∗ Events in only first mc augmented on second fsm ∗/
AugmentFsm(f3, fsm2 ptr);














/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : fsm sync comp
This function constructs a state machine which is the
synchronous composition of two given state machines.
The resultant state machine accepts the language which is
the intersection of the languages accepted by the two input
state machines.
Arguments : fsm1 ptr – pointer to the first state machine
fsm2 ptr – pointer to the second state machine
fsm3 ptr – pointer to the resultant state machine
Return Type : void
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
void fsm sync comp(fsm1 ptr, fsm2 ptr, fsm3 ptr)
FSM ∗fsm1 ptr, ∗fsm2 ptr, ∗fsm3 ptr;
{
char name[MAX LENGTH];
ST LIST ∗st1, ∗st2, ∗st3, ∗tmp;
TR LIST ∗tr1, ∗tr2, ∗tmptr1,∗tmptr2;
EQUIV LIST ∗list = NULL, ∗current pair;
int epstran1 = 0, epstran2 = 0; /∗keep track of epsilon transitions∗/
if (!fsm1 ptr || !fsm2 ptr || !fsm3 ptr)
prog abort(“fsm sync comp : NULL pointer passed as argument for (FSM ∗)”);
/∗ initialize pointers to point to the first state of each
of the two input state machines ∗/
st1 = fsm1 ptr–>states; st2 = fsm2 ptr–>states;
/∗ insert the initial state of the resultant state machine
which is a concatenation of the initial states of the
two input state machines ∗/
strcpy(name, st1–>name);
strcat(name, “,”); /∗add comma between state names∗/
/∗ check if the concatenation will result in a string which is
of length greater than the maximum allowed ∗/
if (strlen(name) + strlen(st2–>name) >= MAX LENGTH)
prog abort(“fsm sync comp : length of string exceeds MAX LENGTH”);
strcat(name, st2–>name);
fsm3 ptr–>states = alloc state;
/∗fsm3 ptr–>states–>name = (char ∗) malloc(strlen(name) + 1);/∗now static memory∗/
strcpy(fsm3 ptr–>states–>name, name);
fsm3 ptr–>states–>marked = st1–>marked && st2–>marked;
/∗ no other states in this machine as yet ∗/
fsm3 ptr–>states–>next = NULL;
/∗ no transitions in this state as yet ∗/
fsm3 ptr–>states–>trans = NULL;
/∗ keep a list of the states inserted in the resultant
state machine ∗/
insert pair(&list, st1, st2);
/∗ Start from this initial state of the resultant state
machine and see if any other states need to be inserted
in the synchronous composition state machine. If such states
are found, they are also inserted in the resultant state
machine and then checked to see if they lead to other states
which need to be included. The routine ends when all the
candidate states have been processed and at that time, the
machine fsm3 contains the synchronous composition of fsm1
and fsm2 ∗/
current pair = list;
while (current pair) {
st1 = current pair–>first;
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st2 = current pair–>second; /∗ the two states of the pair ∗/
tr1 = st1–>trans;




/∗ Handle epsilon transitions in the first state machine∗/
if (∗(tr1–>input) == '∗')
{





/∗ first check if the length of the string exceeds the
maximum allowed ∗/
if (strlen(name) + strlen(st2–>name) >= MAX LENGTH)
prog abort(“fsm sync comp : length of string exceeds MAX LENGTH”);
strcat(name, st2–>name);
st3 = find state(fsm3 ptr, name);
}
/∗ Determine the name of the state which is the
resultant state for this transition in fsm3.
It is the concatenation of the names of the
resultant states in fsm1 and fsm2 ∗/
strcpy(name, tr1–>next state–>name);
strcat(name, “,”);
/∗ check length of string ∗/
if (strlen(name) + strlen(st2–>name) >= MAX LENGTH)
prog abort(“fsm sync comp : length of string exceeds MAX LENGTH”);
strcat(name, st2–>name);
/∗ insert this state in fsm3 ∗/
tmp = insert state(fsm3 ptr, name);
tmp–>marked = tr1–>next state–>marked && st2–>marked;
/∗ insert the transition from the current state to the new state ∗/
insert trans(fsm3 ptr, st3, tr1–>input, name);
/∗ since a new state has been inserted in the resultant
state machine, insert the corresponding pair in the
linked list used to keep track of the various states
of the resultant state machine ∗/
insert pair(&list, tr1–>next state, st2);
/∗break;∗/
}
/∗ Handle epsilon transitions in the second state machine∗/
if (∗(tr2–>input) == '∗')
{





/∗ first check if the length of the string exceeds the
maximum allowed ∗/
if (strlen(name) + strlen(st2–>name) >= MAX LENGTH)
prog abort(“fsm sync comp : length of string exceeds MAX LENGTH”);
strcat(name, st2–>name);
st3 = find state(fsm3 ptr, name);
}
/∗ Determine the name of the state which is the
resultant state for this transition in fsm3.
It is the concatenation of the names of the
resultant states in fsm1 and fsm2 ∗/
strcpy(name, st1–>name);
strcat(name, “,”);
/∗ check length of string ∗/
if (strlen(name) + strlen(tr2–>next state–>name) >= MAX LENGTH)
prog abort(“fsm sync comp : length of string exceeds MAX LENGTH”);
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strcat(name, tr2–>next state–>name);
/∗ insert this state in fsm3 ∗/
tmp = insert state(fsm3 ptr, name);
tmp–>marked = st1–>marked && tr2–>next state–>marked;
/∗ insert the transition from the current state to the new state ∗/
insert trans(fsm3 ptr, st3, tr2–>input, name);
/∗ since a new state has been inserted in the resultant
state machine, insert the corresponding pair in the
linked list used to keep track of the various states
of the resultant state machine ∗/
insert pair(&list, st1, tr2–>next state);
/∗break;∗/
}
/∗add transition when both states have the same transition∗/
if ((strcmp(tr1–>input, tr2–>input) == 0) && ∗(tr1–>input) !='∗' && ∗(tr2–>input) !='∗') {
epstran1 = epstran2 = 0;




/∗ first check if the length of the string exceeds the
maximum allowed ∗/
if (strlen(name) + strlen(st2–>name) >= MAX LENGTH)
prog abort(“fsm sync comp : length of string exceeds MAX LENGTH”);
strcat(name, st2–>name);
st3 = find state(fsm3 ptr, name);
}
/∗ Determine the name of the state which is the
resultant state for this transition in fsm3.
It is the concatenation of the names of the
resultant states in fsm1 and fsm2 ∗/
strcpy(name, tr1–>next state–>name);
strcat(name, “,”);
/∗ check length of string ∗/
if (strlen(name) + strlen(tr2–>next state–>name)
>= MAX LENGTH)
prog abort(“fsm sync comp : length of string exceeds MAX LENGTH”);
strcat(name, tr2–>next state–>name);
/∗ insert this state in fsm3 ∗/
tmp = insert state(fsm3 ptr, name);
tmp–>marked = tr1–>next state–>marked &&
tr2–>next state–>marked;
/∗ insert the transition from the current state to
the new state ∗/
insert trans(fsm3 ptr, st3, tr1–>input, name);
/∗ since a new state has been inserted in the resultant
state machine, insert the corresponding pair in the
linked list used to keep track of the various states
of the resultant state machine ∗/
insert pair(&list, tr1–>next state, tr2–>next state);
/∗break;∗/
}








/∗ check all the pairs of states ∗/
current pair = current pair–>next;
}
/∗repeat1∗/
current pair = list;
while (current pair) {
st1 = current pair–>first;
st2 = current pair–>second; /∗ the two states of the pair ∗/
tr1 = st1–>trans;
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tr2 = st2–>trans; /∗ transitions allowed from these states ∗/
st3 = NULL;
while(tr1){
/∗ Handle epsilon transitions in the first state machine∗/
if (∗(tr1–>input) == '∗')
{





/∗ first check if the length of the string exceeds the
maximum allowed ∗/
if (strlen(name) + strlen(st2–>name) >= MAX LENGTH)
prog abort(“fsm sync comp : length of string exceeds MAX LENGTH”);
strcat(name, st2–>name);
st3 = find state(fsm3 ptr, name);
}
/∗ Determine the name of the state which is the
resultant state for this transition in fsm3.
It is the concatenation of the names of the
resultant states in fsm1 and fsm2 ∗/
strcpy(name, tr1–>next state–>name);
strcat(name, “,”);
/∗ check length of string ∗/
if (strlen(name) + strlen(st2–>name) >= MAX LENGTH)
prog abort(“fsm sync comp : length of string exceeds MAX LENGTH”);
strcat(name, st2–>name);
/∗ insert this state in fsm3 ∗/
tmp = insert state(fsm3 ptr, name);
tmp–>marked = tr1–>next state–>marked && st2–>marked;
/∗ insert the transition from the current state to the new state ∗/
insert trans(fsm3 ptr, st3, tr1–>input, name);
/∗ since a new state has been inserted in the resultant
state machine, insert the corresponding pair in the
linked list used to keep track of the various states
of the resultant state machine ∗/





current pair = current pair–>next;
}
/∗repeat2∗/
current pair = list;
while (current pair) {
st1 = current pair–>first;
st2 = current pair–>second; /∗ the two states of the pair ∗/
tr1 = st1–>trans;
tr2 = st2–>trans; /∗ transitions allowed from these states ∗/
st3 = NULL;
while(tr2){
/∗ Handle epsilon transitions in the second state machine∗/
if (∗(tr2–>input) == '∗')
{





/∗ first check if the length of the string exceeds the
maximum allowed ∗/
if (strlen(name) + strlen(st2–>name) >= MAX LENGTH)
prog abort(“fsm sync comp : length of string exceeds MAX LENGTH”);
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strcat(name, st2–>name);
st3 = find state(fsm3 ptr, name);
}
/∗ Determine the name of the state which is the
resultant state for this transition in fsm3.
It is the concatenation of the names of the
resultant states in fsm1 and fsm2 ∗/
strcpy(name, st1–>name);
strcat(name, “,”);
/∗ check length of string ∗/
if (strlen(name) + strlen(tr2–>next state–>name) >= MAX LENGTH)
prog abort(“fsm sync comp : length of string exceeds MAX LENGTH”);
strcat(name, tr2–>next state–>name);
/∗ insert this state in fsm3 ∗/
tmp = insert state(fsm3 ptr, name);
tmp–>marked = st1–>marked && tr2–>next state–>marked;
/∗ insert the transition from the current state to the new state ∗/
insert trans(fsm3 ptr, st3, tr2–>input, name);
/∗ since a new state has been inserted in the resultant
state machine, insert the corresponding pair in the
linked list used to keep track of the various states
of the resultant state machine ∗/





current pair = current pair–>next;
}
/∗ free the storage used to store the linked list of pairs
of states ∗/
while (list) {
current pair = list–>next;
free (list);
list = current pair;
}
}
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : fsm union
This function generates a state machine which accepts the
union of the languages accepted by the two input state
machines
Arguments : fsm1 ptr – pointer to first input state machine
fsm2 ptr – pointer to second input state machine
fsm3 ptr – pointer to the resultant machine
Return Type : void
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
void fsm union(fsm1 ptr, fsm2 ptr, fsm3 ptr)
FSM ∗fsm1 ptr, ∗fsm2 ptr, ∗fsm3 ptr;
{
ST LIST ∗current, ∗st ptr, ∗tmp, ∗exists;
TR LIST ∗this;
FSM fsm tmp;
BOOLEAN found, name found;
char new name[4];
if (!fsm1 ptr || !fsm2 ptr || !fsm3 ptr)
prog abort(“fsm union : NULL pointer passed as argument for (FSM ∗)”);
/∗ first copy fsm1 into fsm3 ∗/
fsm copy(fsm1 ptr, fsm3 ptr);
/∗ Now copy fsm2 into fsm3 – note that after this all the states of
both fsm1 and fsm2 will be present in fsm3. The function fsm copy
cannot be used because that will result in only the states of
fsm2 being copied into fsm3 ∗/
current = fsm2 ptr–>states;
while (current) {
/∗ insert current state of fsm2 in fsm3 ∗/
st ptr = insert state(fsm3 ptr, current–>name);
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st ptr–>marked = current–>marked;
/∗ insert all the transitions of the current state of fsm2 in
the corresponding state of fsm3 ∗/
this = current–>trans;
while (this) {






/∗ now insert a new initial state for fsm3 ∗/
tmp = alloc state;
/∗ generate a unique name for this new state ∗/
strcpy(new name, “a00”);
name found = FALSE;
while (!name found) {
exists = find state(fsm3 ptr, new name);
/∗ if a state with this name already exists, generate another
name – upto a maximum of 2600 names ∗/
if (exists) {
/∗ first increment the units digit, if it is not 9 ∗/
if (new name[2] != '9')
++new name[2];
/∗ if the units digit is 9, but the tens digit is not, set
the units digit to 0 and increment the tens digit ∗/
else if (new name[1] != '9') {
new name[2] = '0';
++new name[1];
}
/∗ if both the units and tens digit are 9s, but the
hundreds digit (alphabet) is not z, set the units and
tens digits to zeros and set the hundreds digit to the
next alphabet ∗/
else if (new name[0] != 'z') {
new name[2] = new name[1] = '0';
++new name[0];
}
/∗ if reached "z99", you cannot go any further ∗/
else
prog abort(“fsm rename : cannot generate unique name for state”);
}
else {
/∗tmp–>name = (char ∗) malloc(4);/∗now static memory∗/
strcpy(tmp–>name, new name);
name found = TRUE;
}
}
/∗ now set the other fields of the new state ∗/
tmp–>marked = UNMKD;
tmp–>trans = NULL;
tmp–>next = fsm3 ptr–>states;
fsm3 ptr–>states = tmp;
/∗ insert two epsilon transition is this initial state, one
each leading to the initial states of fsm1 and fsm2
respectively ∗/
insert trans(fsm3 ptr, tmp, “∗”, fsm1 ptr–>states–>name);
insert trans(fsm3 ptr, tmp, “∗”, fsm2 ptr–>states–>name);
/∗ now convert the existing fsm3 into an equivalent machine
which does not have any epsilon transitions and is
deterministic ∗/
fsm remove epsilon(fsm3 ptr, &fsm tmp);
fsm delete(fsm3 ptr);
fsm deterministic(&fsm tmp, fsm3 ptr);
fsm delete(&fsm tmp);
}
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : fsm concatenate
This function generates a state machine which accepts a
language which is the concatenation of the languages accepted
by the two input state machines.
Arguments : fsm1 ptr – pointer to the first input state machine
fsm2 ptr – pointer to the second input machine
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fsm3 ptr – pointer to the resultant output machine
Return Type : void
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
void fsm concatenate(fsm1 ptr, fsm2 ptr, fsm3 ptr)
FSM ∗fsm1 ptr, ∗fsm2 ptr, ∗fsm3 ptr;
{
ST LIST ∗tmp, ∗current;
TR LIST ∗this;
FSM fsm tmp;
if (!fsm1 ptr || !fsm2 ptr || !fsm3 ptr)
prog abort(“fsm concatenate : NULL pointer passed as argument of (FSM ∗)”);
/∗ first coppy fsm2 into fsm3 ∗/
fsm copy(fsm2 ptr, fsm3 ptr);
/∗ now insert the initial state of fsm1 as the initial state
of fsm3 ∗/
tmp = alloc state;




tmp–>next = fsm3 ptr–>states;
fsm3 ptr–>states = tmp;
/∗ insert all the transitions of the initial state of fsm1 into
this newly inserted state of fsm3 ∗/
this = fsm1 ptr–>states–>trans;
while (this) {




/∗ if this state of fsm1 is marked, insert an epsilon transition
from the corresponding state of fsm3 to the initial state
of fsm2 ∗/
if (fsm1 ptr–>states–>marked)
insert trans(fsm3 ptr, tmp, “∗”, fsm2 ptr–>states–>name);
/∗ now insert the remaining states of fsm1 into fsm3 in a similar
fashion
the first state was treated separately because it was to be
added as the initial state of fsm3 ∗/
current = fsm1 ptr–>states–>next;
while (current) {









insert trans(fsm3 ptr, tmp, “∗”, fsm2 ptr–>states–>name);
current = current–>next;
}
/∗ now convert fsm3 into an equivalent machine which does not
have epsilon transitions and is deterministic ∗/
fsm remove epsilon(fsm3 ptr, &fsm tmp);
fsm delete(fsm3 ptr);
fsm deterministic(&fsm tmp, fsm3 ptr);
fsm delete(&fsm tmp);
}
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : fsm shuﬄe
This function finds the shuﬄe product/asynchronous
composition of two finite state machines
Arguments : fsm1 ptr – pointer to first state machine
fsm2 ptr – pointer to second state machine
fsm3 ptr – pointer to the resultant state
machine
Return Type : void
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
void fsm shuﬄe(fsm1 ptr, fsm2 ptr, fsm3 ptr)
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FSM ∗fsm1 ptr, ∗fsm2 ptr, ∗fsm3 ptr;
{
char name[MAX LENGTH], nxt st[MAX LENGTH];
ST LIST ∗st1, ∗st2, ∗st3;
TR LIST ∗tr1, ∗tr2;
if (!fsm1 ptr || !fsm2 ptr || !fsm3 ptr)
prog abort(“fsm shuffle : NULL pointer passed as argument for (FSM ∗)”);
/∗ ensure that fsm3 is empty ∗/
fsm3 ptr–>states = NULL;
/∗ initialize pointers to the first states of the two
input state machines ∗/
st1 = fsm1 ptr–>states; st2 = fsm2 ptr–>states;
/∗ step through the states of fsm1 and fsm2 and insert states
in fsm3 which correspond to the concatenation of all the
states of fsm1 with all the states of fsm2 ∗/
while (st1) { /∗ for each state of machine 1 ∗/
while (st2) { /∗ for each state of machine 2 ∗/
/∗ add a state to state machine 3 with name
st1–>name concatenated with st2–>name ∗/
strcpy(name, st1–>name);
/∗ check length of the string ∗/
if (strlen(name) + strlen(st2–>name) >= MAX LENGTH)
prog abort(“fsm shuffle : length of string exceeds MAX LENGTH”);
strcat(name, st2–>name);
st3 = insert state(fsm3 ptr, name);
/∗ the new state is marked if either one of the component
states is marked ∗/
st3–>marked = st1–>marked || st2–>marked;
/∗ initialize pointers to the first transitions of
the states of st1 and st2 ∗/
tr1 = st1–>trans; tr2 = st2–>trans;
while (tr2) { /∗ for each transition of st2 ∗/
/∗ Insert a transition in st3 with the same name as the
transition of st2. The resultant state of this
transition is a state with name st1–>name concatenated
with tr2–>next state–>name ∗/
strcpy(nxt st, st1–>name);
/∗ check length of string ∗/
if (strlen(nxt st) + strlen(tr2–>next state–>name)
>= MAX LENGTH)
prog abort(“fsm shuffle : length of string exceeds MAX LENGTH”);
strcat(nxt st, tr2–>next state–>name);
insert trans(fsm3 ptr, st3, tr2–>input, nxt st);
tr2 = tr2–>next;
}
while (tr1) { /∗ for each transition of of st1 ∗/
/∗ Insert a transition in st3 with the same name as the
transition of st1. The resultant state of this
transition is a state with name tr1–>next state–>name
concatenated with st2–>name ∗/
strcpy(nxt st, tr1–>next state–>name);
/∗ check for length of the string ∗/
if (strlen(nxt st) + strlen(st2–>name) >= MAX LENGTH)
prog abort(“fsm shuffle : length of string exceeds MAX LENGTH”);
strcat(nxt st, st2–>name);
insert trans(fsm3 ptr, st3, tr1–>input, nxt st);
tr1 = tr1–>next;
}
/∗ repeat for all the states of fsm2 ∗/
st2 = st2–>next;
}
/∗ repeat for all the states of fsm1 ∗/
st1 = st1–>next;
st2 = fsm2 ptr–>states;
}
}
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : fsm quotient
This function computes the quotient of the two input state
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machines i.e. it generates a state machine which accepts the
language which is the quotient of the languages accepted by the
two input state machines.
Arguments : fsm1 ptr – pointer to first input state machine
fsm2 ptr – pointer to second input state machine
fsm3 ptr – pointer to the output state machine
Return Type : void
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
void fsm quotient(fsm1 ptr, fsm2 ptr, fsm3 ptr)
FSM ∗fsm1 ptr, ∗fsm2 ptr, ∗fsm3 ptr;
{
ST LIST ∗current, ∗st ptr, ∗st1, ∗st2, ∗st3, ∗tmp;
TR LIST ∗this, ∗tr1, ∗tr2;
char name[MAX LENGTH];
EQUIV LIST ∗list = NULL, ∗current pair, ∗next pair;
NAME LIST ∗name list = NULL, ∗name ptr;
FSM fsm tmp, fsm tmp inverse;
int exists;
if (!fsm1 ptr || !fsm2 ptr || !fsm3 ptr)
prog abort(“fsm quotient : NULL pointer passed as argument for (FSM ∗)”);
/∗ first ensure that the temporary fsm’s defined in this function
are empty ∗/
fsm tmp.states = fsm tmp inverse.states = fsm3 ptr–>states = NULL;
/∗ The quotient of fsm1 and fsm2 is a machine similar to fsm1 but
with a different marking. Hence, first copy fsm1 into fsm3 and
make all states of fsm3 as unmarked. ∗/
fsm copy(fsm1 ptr, fsm3 ptr);
current = fsm3 ptr–>states;
while (current) {
current–>marked = UNMKD; /∗ all states of fsm3 unmarked ∗/
current = current–>next;
}
/∗ We want to take the synchronous composition of fsm1 with fsm2, but
a slightly modified manner. Instead of starting with the initial
state of fsm1 and fsm2, we would like to start with all states of
fsm1 combined with the initial states of fsm2. This gives us one
big synchronous composition machine. Starting with this is more
optimal than taking ‘n’ different synchronous compositions, one
with each of the initial states of fsm1. To do this, combine the
initial state of fsm2 with each of the initial states of fsm1 ∗/
current = fsm1 ptr–>states;
while (current) {
strcpy(name, current–>name);
if (strlen(name) + strlen(fsm2 ptr–>states–>name) >= MAX LENGTH)
prog abort(“fsm quotient : length of string exceeds MAX LENGTH”);
strcat(name, fsm2 ptr–>states–>name);
/∗ concatenation of the current state of fsm1 and the initial state
of fsm2 is inserted as a state of fsm tmp ∗/
st ptr = insert state(&fsm tmp, name);
st ptr–>marked = current–>marked && fsm2 ptr–>states–>marked;
/∗ This state is stored in the list of states of fsm tmp. The
list is used to check if al the states of fsm tmp have been
processed and its function is similar to the list used in the
fsm sync comp routine. ∗/
insert pair(&list, current, fsm2 ptr–>states);
current = current–>next;
}
/∗ Now that all the "initial" states have been identified, we step
through the list of these states to see if any new states have
to be added to the synchronous composition states machine. This
part of the code is again similar to the fsm sync comp routine. ∗/
current pair = list;
while (current pair) {
st1 = current pair–>first;
st2 = current pair–>second; /∗ the two states of the pair ∗/
tr1 = st1–>trans;




/∗ if the a particular transition is allowed in the
corresponding states of both fsm1 and fsm2 then the
transition is allowed in the composite state of
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fsm tmp ∗/
if (strcmp(tr1–>input, tr2–>input) == 0) {




st3 = find state(&fsm tmp, name);
}
/∗ Determine the name of the state which is the
resultant state for this transition in fsm tmp
It is the concatenation of the names of the resultant
states in fsm1 and fsm2 ∗/
strcpy(name, tr1–>next state–>name);
/∗ check length of string ∗/
if (strlen(name) + strlen(tr2–>next state–>name)
>= MAX LENGTH)
prog abort(“fsm sync comp : length of string exceeds MAX LENGTH”);
strcat(name, tr2–>next state–>name);
/∗ insert this state in fsm3 ∗/
tmp = insert state(&fsm tmp, name);
tmp–>marked = tr1–>next state–>marked &&
tr2–>next state–>marked;
/∗ insert the transition from the current state to
the new state ∗/
insert trans(&fsm tmp, st3, tr1–>input, name);
/∗ since a new state has been inserted in the resultant
state machine, insert the corresponding pair in the
linked list used to keep track of the various states
of the resultant state machine ∗/
insert pair(&list, tr1–>next state, tr2–>next state);
break;
}
/∗ compare current transition of st1 with all
transitions of st2 ∗/
tr2 = tr2–>next;
}




/∗ check all the pairs of states ∗/
current pair = current pair–>next;
}
/∗ Generate the inverse of fsm tmp. If there is a transition
labeled ‘a’ in fsm tmp from state ‘q’ to state ‘p’, then there
is a transition labeled ‘a’ from state ‘p’ to state ‘q’ in
its inverse ∗/
/∗ step through all the states of fsm tmp ∗/
current = fsm tmp.states;
while (current) {
/∗ insert the current state in fsm tmp inverse ∗/
st1 = insert state(&fsm tmp inverse, current–>name);
st1–>marked = current–>marked;
/∗ step through the transitions of the current state of fsm tmp ∗/
this = current–>trans;
while (this) {
/∗ insert the inverse transition in fsm1 inverse ∗/
st1 = insert state(&fsm tmp inverse, this–>next state–>name);






/∗ insert a new states called "dead" in the inverse machine ∗/
st ptr = insert state(&fsm tmp inverse, “dead”);
/∗ insert a epsilon transition from the "dead" state to every marked
state of fsm tmp inverse ∗/








/∗ now compute the set of states reachable from the "dead" state ∗/
fsm reachability(&fsm tmp inverse, “dead”, “ALL”, &name list);
/∗ step through the list of states in the synchronous composition
of fsm1 and fsm2 ∗/
while (list) {
/∗ remember pointer to the next entry of the list ∗/
next pair = list–>next;
/∗ Check if this pair corresponds to one of the "initial" states
of the synchronous composition. If the second state of the
pair is the initial state of fsm2, then this pair corresponds
to an initial state ∗/
if (list–>second == fsm2 ptr–>states) {
/∗ Determine the name of the corresponding initial state as




/∗ check if this initial state is in the list of states
reachable from the dead states ∗/
exists = find name(name list, name);
/∗ if it is, then the first state of the pair (which is a
state in fsm1 and fsm3) is marked in fsm3 ∗/
if (exists) {
st ptr = find state(fsm3 ptr, list–>first–>name);
st ptr–>marked = MKD;
}
}
/∗ free the storage used to store this entry of the list ∗/
free(list);
list = next pair;
}
/∗ free the storage used to store the name list ∗/
delete name(&name list);
/∗ free the storage used to store the temporary state machines ∗/
fsm delete(&fsm tmp);
fsm delete(&fsm tmp inverse);
/∗ trim the resultant machine before returning it ∗/
fsm trim(fsm3 ptr);
}
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : fsm trim sup cont sublang
VC
This function generates the supremal controllable sublanguage
of a given language L with respect to a desired language K.
The languages K and L are given as input in the form of state
machines and the sup(K) language is also output in the form
of a state machine. It is required that both the languages
L and K be closed.
Arguments : fsm L – pointer to state machine corresponding to L
fsm K – pointer to state machine corresponding to K
fsm LK – pointer to state machine in which the
resultant state machine is output
Return Type : void
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
void fsm trim sup cont sublang(fsm1 ptr, fsm2 ptr, fsm3 ptr, fpuncevents)
FSM ∗fsm1 ptr, ∗fsm2 ptr, ∗fsm3 ptr;
FILE ∗fpuncevents;
{
fsm sup cont sublang(fsm1 ptr, fsm2 ptr, fsm3 ptr, fpuncevents);




/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : fsm sup cont sublang
This function generates the supremal controllable sublanguage
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of a given language L with respect to a desired language K.
The languages K and L are given as input in the form of state
machines and the sup(K) language is also output in the form
of a state machine. It is required that both the languages
L and K be closed.
Arguments : fsm L – pointer to state machine corresponding to L
fsm K – pointer to state machine corresponding to K
fsm LK – pointer to state machine in which the
resultant state machine is output
Return Type : void
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
void fsm sup cont sublang(fsmL, fsmK, fsmLK, fpuncevents)
FSM ∗fsmL, ∗fsmK, ∗fsmLK;
FILE ∗fpuncevents;
{
FSM fsmKC, fsmLKC, fsmLKCcopy;
ST LIST ∗stateL, ∗st ptr, ∗st tomark, ∗stateLnext;
TR LIST ∗transitionL;
char transnames[MAX LENGTH];
int transtypes[MAX LENGTH], i, reachgood, num states1, num states2;
TRANS LIST ∗listL = NULL;
FILE ∗fpeventset, ∗fptmp2;
NAME LIST ∗name list, ∗ptrname list;
/∗ generate a list of events from the plant ∗/
fpeventset = fopen(“tmplist.out”, “w+”);
fsm find sigma(fsmL, &listL); /∗extract set of events from fsmL∗/
while(listL) /∗create file to store event set∗/
{




fpeventset = fopen(“tmplist.out”, “r”);
fptmp2 = fopen(“tmpfsm.out”, “w+”);
/∗ complete spec with list of events ∗/
CompleteGraph(fpeventset, fsmK, &fsmKC);
/∗ fsmLKC = sync. comp. of plant and completed specification ∗/
fsm sync comp(fsmL, &fsmKC, &fsmLKC);
do{
num states1 = BadStates(&fsmLKC); /∗looks for marked or dump∗/
/∗ do controllability check, mark bad states including dump state with "@$" ∗/
ControlCheck(&fsmLKC, fpuncevents);
/∗should split out some functionality, do not need to remark dump states∗/
/∗count number of marked bad states∗/








num states2 = num states1;
∗/
/∗stateL = fsmLKC.states;∗/





if(strstr(stateL–>name, “@$”) != NULL)
{












i = fsm reachability(&fsmLKCcopy, stateL–>name, “ALL”, &name list); /∗reachability returns self too∗/
/∗ find if one of the states reached is marked∗/
ptrname list = name list;
while(ptrname list && !reachgood)
{
st ptr = find state(&fsmLKCcopy, ptrname list–>name);
if(st ptr–>marked == MKD)
reachgood = 1;
ptrname list = ptrname list–>next;
}
if(!reachgood){ /∗ doesn’t reach a good marked state, therefore mark state as bad ∗/
st tomark = find state(&fsmLKC, stateL–>name);
MarkBadState(&fsmLKC, st tomark);





num states2 = BadStates(&fsmLKC);
}while(num states1 != num states2); /∗ Continue until no more states are removed ∗/




if(strstr(stateL–>name, “@$”) != NULL)
{









fptmp2 = fopen(“tmpfsm.out”, “r”); /∗use fsm copy instead of temp file?∗/
fsm read(fptmp2, fsmLK); /∗ result is stored to fsmLK (passed in function arg.) ∗/
fclose(fpeventset);
/∗fclose(fpuncevents); shouldn’t close file being passed as argument, maybe closed later∗/
rewind(fpuncevents);
fclose(fptmp2);
/∗ remove generated temporary files∗/
unlink(“tmplist.out”);
unlink(“tmpfsm.out”);




/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : fsm sup norm sublang
This functions generates the supremal normal sublanguage of
the language K with respect to another language L and mask M.
Arguments – fp – file pointer containing information about
the mask M
fsmL – pointer to the state machine which is a
generator for L
fsmK – pointer to the state machine which is a
generator for K
fsmN – pointer to the resultant state machine
Return Type : void
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
void fsm sup norm sublang(fp, fsmL, fsmK, fsmN)
FILE ∗fp;
FSM ∗fsmL, ∗fsmK, ∗fsmN;
{
FSM fsmK comp, fsmLK, fsmLK masked, fsmLK tmp, fsmLK det;
char st1[MAX LENGTH], st2[MAX LENGTH];
if (!fsmL || !fsmK || !fsmN)
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prog abort(“fsm sup norm sublang : NULL pointer passed as argument for (FSM ∗)”);
/∗ Construct a generator for L – K. This is done by taking the
synchronous composition of L with K complement ∗/
fsm copy(fsmK, &fsmK comp);
fsm complement(&fsmK comp);
fsm sync comp(fsmL, &fsmK comp, &fsmLK);
/∗ Now mask the FSM representing L – K ∗/
fsm mask(fp, &fsmLK, &fsmLK masked);
fsm delete(&fsmLK);
/∗ Remove the epsilon transitions from the above machine and
make it deterministic ∗/
fsm remove epsilon(&fsmLK masked, &fsmLK tmp);
fsm deterministic(&fsmLK tmp, &fsmLK det);
/∗ Now unmask the machine ∗/
fsm unmask(fp, &fsmLK det, &fsmLK);
/∗ Now construct the generator for K – LK ∗/
fsm complement(&fsmLK);
fsm sync comp(fsmK, &fsmLK, fsmN);







/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : fsm sup cont norm sublang
This functions generates the supremal controllable and normal
sublanguage of the language G with respect to another
language H , mask M, controllability info C.
Arguments –
fpmaskinfo – file pointer containing information
about the mask M
fpuncevents – file pointer containing information
about the controllability info C
fsmG – pointer to the state machine which is a
generator for G
fsmH – pointer to the state machine which is a
generator for H
fsmResult – pointer to the resultant state machine
Return Type : void
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
void fsm sup cont norm sublang(fpmaskinfo, fpuncevents, fsmG, fsmH, fsmResult)
FILE ∗fpmaskinfo, ∗fpuncevents;
FSM ∗fsmG, ∗fsmH, ∗fsmResult;
{
ST LIST ∗st ptr;
int i, reachgood, num states1, num states2;
NAME LIST ∗name list, ∗ptrname list;
FSM fsmH bar, fsmP, fsmPmasked, fsmPmaskedun, fsmPmaskedunnoep, fsmQ, fsmR, fsmRtmp;
TRANS LIST ∗tr ptr = NULL;
FILE ∗fptmpeventset;
char ∗uncontlist[MAX LENGTH];
char x[MAX LENGTH], y[MAX LENGTH], Z[MAX LENGTH], Z2[MAX LENGTH];
size t strlen1, strlen2;
char ∗ptrcomma, ∗ptrcommasecond, ∗ptrcommathird;
ST LIST ∗current state, ∗search state, ∗foundstate, ∗next state;
TR LIST ∗curr trans;
ST PAIRS LIST ∗searchpair=NULL, ∗searchpair2 = NULL;
fptmpeventset = fopen(“trlist.tmp”,“w+”);
fsm find sigma(fsmG, &tr ptr); /∗get list of events∗/
while(tr ptr) /∗write event set to file∗/
{
fprintf(fptmpeventset, “%s\n”, tr ptr–>input);




CompleteGraph(fptmpeventset, fsmH, &fsmH bar);
fsm sync comp(fsmG, &fsmH bar, &fsmP); /∗P = G||Hbar∗/
fsm mask(fpmaskinfo, &fsmP, &fsmPmasked); /∗file is mlist0.tmp see demo "n"∗/
fsm unmask(fpmaskinfo, &fsmPmasked, &fsmPmaskedun);
fsm remove epsilon(&fsmPmaskedun, &fsmPmaskedunnoep);
fsm deterministic(&fsmPmaskedunnoep, &fsmQ);
fsm sync comp(&fsmP, &fsmQ, &fsmR); /∗R = P||Q∗/
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/∗a state (x,y,Z) is marked if x & y are marked (Z is multiple states)∗/
/∗taken care of by sync comp∗/
po read cont file2(fpuncevents, uncontlist);
current state = fsmR.states;
/∗state (x,y,Z) is bad if y = dump∗/
while(current state)
{
strlen1 = strlen(current state–>name);
ptrcomma = strstr(current state–>name, “,”); /∗states listed as x,y,Z∗/
strncpy(x, current state–>name, strlen1–strlen(ptrcomma)); /∗x = first state∗/
ptrcommasecond = strstr((ptrcomma+1), “,”); /∗point to 2nd comma∗/
/∗strncpy(y, (ptrcomma+1), strlen(ptrcomma+1)–strlen(ptrcommasecond)); /∗y = second state∗/
/∗y not being padded with ’/0’?∗/
strcpy(y, ptrcomma+1);
∗(y + strlen(ptrcomma+1)–strlen(ptrcommasecond)) = '\0';
if(strstr(y, “dump”)!=NULL) /∗strstr nec.?, bad iff y = dump∗/
MarkBadState(&fsmR, current state);
current state = current state–>next;
}
do{
num states1 = get NBadStates(&fsmR); /∗ calculate numbers of states in FSM ∗/
/∗state is bad if there is an uncontrollable transition to a bad state∗/




if(strstr(current state–>name, “@$”)==NULL) { /∗if not already marked bad∗/
while(curr trans) {
if(FindLabel(uncontlist, curr trans–>input)){ /∗check uncontrollable transitions∗/
if(strstr(curr trans–>next state–>name,“@$”)!=NULL) {
/∗ this is a bad transition as it leads to a bad
state..so mark it bad ∗/
MarkBadState(&fsmR,current state);
}
} /∗ if strcmp ends ∗/
curr trans = curr trans–>next;
} /∗ while curr trans ends ∗/
} /∗ if strstr ends ∗/
current state = current state–>next;
}
/∗find matched states, mark if bad∗/
current state = fsmR.states;
while(current state)
{
if(strstr(current state–>name, “@$”)==NULL) { /∗if not already marked bad∗/
search state = fsmR.states;
while(search state)
{
/∗don’t compare a state to itself
looking if a matching BAD state @$∗/













search state = search state–>next;
}
} /∗ if strstr ends ∗/
current state = current state–>next;
}
fsm copy(&fsmR, &fsmRtmp); /∗temporarily remove bad states for next step∗/
/∗remove bad states∗/




next state = current state–>next; /∗in case need to delete∗/
delete state(&fsmRtmp, current state);




current state = current state–>next;
}
/∗mark bad if can’t reach marked state∗/




i = fsm reachability(&fsmRtmp, current state–>name, “ALL”, &name list); /∗ever dealloc namelist?∗/
/∗ find if one of the states reached is marked and good ∗/
ptrname list = name list;
while(ptrname list && !reachgood)
{
/∗ determine if state is marked, if so reachgood = 1 ∗/
st ptr = find state(&fsmRtmp, ptrname list–>name); /∗find in fsmR, use ptr for below?∗/
if(st ptr–>marked == MKD)
reachgood = 1;
ptrname list = ptrname list–>next;
}
if(!reachgood) /∗ doesn’t reach a good marked state, therefore mark state as bad ∗/
{
foundstate = find state(&fsmR, current state–>name);
MarkBadState(&fsmR, foundstate);/∗mark bad state in complete fsm∗/
/∗ delete state(&fsmRtmp, current state); /∗delete state since it is bad∗/
MarkBadState(&fsmRtmp, current state);/∗mark bad state in temp fsm∗/
}
current state = current state–>next;
delete name(&name list);
}
fsm delete(&fsmRtmp); /∗delete fsm created for above step∗/
num states2 = get NBadStates(&fsmR); /∗ Find new number of bad states in FSM ∗/
/∗
Stop if no new good state converted to bad state, or no good
states remaining. Output automata restricted to good states.
∗/
}while(num states2 != num states1);
/ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
/∗remove bad states∗/




next state = current state–>next; /∗in case need to delete∗/
delete state(&fsmR, current state);
current state = next state;
}
else
















/ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗CONTROL TEST ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
int ControlTest(FILE ∗f1, FILE ∗f2, FILE ∗f3)
{
FILE ∗f4, ∗fpeventset;
FSM fsm1, fsm2, fsm3, fsm4;
TRANS LIST ∗listL = NULL;
int flag;




f4 = fopen(“clist0.tmp”, “r”); /∗info in clist.tmp∗/
/∗ generate a list of events from the plant ∗/
fpeventset = fopen(“tmplist.out”, “w+”);
fsm find sigma(&fsm1, &listL); /∗extract set of events from plant fsm∗/
while(listL) /∗create file to store event set∗/
{




fpeventset = fopen(“tmplist.out”, “r”);
/∗ complete spec with list of events ∗/
CompleteGraph(fpeventset, &fsm2, &fsm3);
/∗ fsm4 = sync. comp. of plant and completed specification ∗/
fsm sync comp(&fsm1, &fsm3, &fsm4);
fclose(fpeventset);
unlink(“tmplist.out”);













Comments: This function builds a complete graph of the service specification
provided, by introducing a dump state and then labelling all the
transitions to the dump state.
Inputs: fsm in – the state machine which needs to be completed.
fsm out – the completed graph of the input state machine (result).
fp – the file pointer to the event set of the state machine.
Author: Sudhir Nelvagal. (Almost completely rewritten by Greg Stamp ’04)
Advisor: Dr. Ratnesh Kumar.
==========================================================================∗/
void CompleteGraph(FILE ∗fp, FSM ∗fsm in, FSM ∗fsm out)
{
FILE ∗fp out;
int i = 0; /∗ count integer ∗/
int num states=0, new num trans=0, num trans=0, num events=0, trantodumpindex[MAX LENGTH];
ST LIST ∗curr state;
TR LIST ∗curr trans, ∗begin trans;
char ∗eventlist[MAX LENGTH];
if(!fp)
prog abort(“CompleteGraph: Invalid file pointer”);
if(!fsm in)
prog abort(“CompleteGraph: Null pointer passed for FSM ∗”);
if(!fsm out)
prog abort(“CompleteGraph: Null pointer passed for FSM ∗”);
/∗ Allocating memory for the variables ∗/
for(i = 0; i < MAX LENGTH; i++)/∗not exactly appropriate place for MAX LENGTH∗/
eventlist[i] = (char ∗)calloc(sizeof(char), MAX LENGTH);
fp out = fopen(“tmp.out”, “w+”); /∗ temp file to hold completed FSM ∗/
/∗ read the event set into a buffer ∗/
for(i = 0; fscanf(fp, “%s”, eventlist[i]) == 1; i++);
num events = i;
/∗ Get the number of states from the fsm ∗/
num states = get NStates(fsm in);
/∗ write the new num of states value to the output file ∗/
fprintf(fp out, “%d\n\n”, ++num states); /∗ num states + dump state ∗/
curr state = NULL;
curr state = fsm in–>states; /∗ point to initial state ∗/
curr trans = fsm in–>states–>trans; /∗ initial trans of initial state ∗/
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while(curr state) { /∗ repeat until all states are covered ∗/
begin trans = curr trans; /∗ keep pointer to initial transition ∗/
num trans = get NTrans(curr state);
for(i = 0; i < num events; i++) /∗ initialize index values to 1 ∗/
trantodumpindex[i] = 1;
/∗ if there is a transition in the eventlist, won’t add this transition to dump state ∗/
while(curr trans){
for(i = 0; i < num events; i++){
if(strcmp(curr trans–>input, eventlist[i]) == 0)
trantodumpindex[i] = 0;
}
curr trans = curr trans–>next; /∗ check next transition ∗/
}
/∗ if transition in eventlist does not exist in this state, add a transition to dump ∗/
new num trans = num trans;




/∗ write the new fsm state data to the temp file ∗/
fprintf(fp out, “\n%s\t%d\t%d\n”, curr state–>name,
curr state–>marked, new num trans);
/∗ The existing transitions are maintained as it is ∗/
while(begin trans){
fprintf(fp out,“%s\t%s\n”, begin trans–>input,
begin trans–>next state–>name);
begin trans = begin trans–>next;
}
/∗ Write new transitions to dump in temp file ∗/
for(i = 0; i < num events; i++) {
if(trantodumpindex[i])
fprintf(fp out, “%s\t%s\n”, eventlist[i],“dump”);
}
curr state = curr state–>next; /∗ point to next state ∗/
/∗ reinitialize trans ptr to point to next state’s transition
as long as all the states are not covered ∗/
if(curr state)
curr trans = curr state–>trans;
}
/∗ The dump state has to be added to the fsm ∗/
fprintf(fp out, “\n%s\t%d\t%d\n”, “dump”, MKD, num events);
/∗ The dump state contains all the transitions defined in the event set
to itself ∗/
for(i=0 ; i < num events; i++)
fprintf(fp out, “%s\t%s\n”, eventlist[i], “dump”);
/∗ read the result into the fsm out structure ∗/
rewind(fp out);











/ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function: LabelEvents()
Comments: This function replaces all the internal transitions and marks
them as internal events or transitions.
Input: fsm pr – this is the state machine which needs to be labelled
fp – file pointer to the event set which should NOT be labelled
differently from what it already is. i.e events not present in
the file are labelled as internal events.
NOTE: VERY IMPORTANT––––IN case there are different events which are
labelled as "∗" and they happen to lead to the same state, then
using any library routines will result in an error as it will
detect them as duplicates and delete all but one of them. So
use this routine with caution, and if possible don’t use underlying
library calls like fsm print and fsm read until and after you have
relabelled all the transitions back to it its original labels.
Author: Sudhir Nelvagal
Advisor: Dr. Ratnesh Kumar
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
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void LabelEvents(FSM ∗fsm pr, FILE ∗fpr)
{
char ∗buffer[MAX LENGTH];
int i=0,count=0,j=0, k=0,ext hit=0, ext miss=0, no trans=0;
int no of states=0;
ST LIST ∗current;
TR LIST ∗current tr;
if(!fsm pr)
prog abort(“LabelEvents: Null pointer passed as arg for FSM∗ ”);
if(!fpr)
prog abort(“LabelEvents: Invalid file pointer”);
for(i=0;i<MAX LENGTH;i++) { /∗not best use of MAX LENGTH∗/
buffer[i] = (char ∗)calloc(sizeof(char),LENGTH);
}
i=0;
/∗ read the events from events.data into the buffer ∗/




/∗ Initialize all the pointers to point ot the first state and tran ∗/
current = fsm pr–>states;
current tr = fsm pr–>states–>trans;
while(current) {
no trans = get NTrans(current);
while(no trans) {
/∗ if (x,y) such that y !=dump ∗/
if(strstr(current–>name, “dump”)==NULL) {
ext hit=0; ext miss=0;
for(j=0;j<count;j++) {
if(strcmp(current tr–>input,buffer[j])==0){
ext hit++; /∗event was ext event ∗/
}
else {




/∗ Then the event was an internal event ∗/
strcpy(current tr–>input, “∗”);
}
} /∗ if strstr ∗/
current tr = current tr–>next; /∗ Next transition ∗/
no trans––;
} /∗ while no trans ∗/
current=current–>next; /∗ Next state ∗/
/∗ reinitialize trans ptr to point to next state’s transition
as long as all the states are not covered ∗/
if(current) {
current tr = current–>trans;
}









Comments: This function marks the appropriate state as bad, and also goes
and marks this same state which appear in the next state column
too. This is vital so that subsequent iterations can mark states




void MarkBadState(FSM ∗fsm mark, ST LIST ∗curr state)
{
ST LIST ∗temp pr;
TR LIST ∗temp trans;
char state name[MAX LENGTH];
if(!fsm mark)
prog abort(“MarkBadState: Null pointer passed as arg for FSM∗”);
if(!curr state)
prog abort(“MarkBadState: Invalid ST LIST∗ ”);
strcpy(state name, curr state–>name);
/∗ Mark the state bad if not already∗/
if(strstr(curr state–>name, “@$”) ==NULL)
strcat(curr state–>name, “@$”);
/∗ Now locate the above state at all the places in the next state
column so that these can be marked bad. as any transition which
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leads to this state is also bad ∗/
temp pr = fsm mark–>states;
temp trans = temp pr–>trans;
while(temp pr) {
while(temp trans) {
if(strcmp(state name, temp trans–>next state–>name)==0 &&
strstr(temp trans–>next state–>name, “@$”)==NULL) {
strcat(temp trans–>next state–>name, “@$”);
} /∗ if ends ∗/
temp trans=temp trans–>next;
} /∗ while temp trans ends ∗/
temp pr = temp pr–>next;
} /∗ while temp pr ends ∗/
} /∗ EOF ∗/
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
File : partialobs.c
Author : Greg Stamp
Date : Jan, 2004
Functions for dealing with partial observation.
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
#include “fsm operators.c” /∗not the best way to do this fsm operators.o file not being created in makefile∗/
char ∗M(char ∗, MASK LIST ∗);
/∗GLOBAL characters for po extract/remove∗/
int GL numsup, GL Read Del=–1;
/∗stack of state list pointers∗/
struct stack stptr{
ST LIST ∗st ptr; /∗state pointers in LIFO order∗/
struct stack stptr ∗next;
};
typedef struct stack stptr STACKSTPTR;
/∗list of transition names∗/
struct tr namelist{
char name[MAX LENGTH];
struct tr namelist ∗next;
};
typedef struct tr namelist TR NAMEL;
/∗fp contains list of file names∗/
MULT MASKL ∗po read maskl(FILE ∗fp)
{




anchor = &mult maskL;
while(fscanf(fp, “%s”, filename) == 1) /∗read filename∗/
{
fpfromlist = fopen(filename, “r”);
if(!fpfromlist)
prog abort(“po read maskl : Could not read file”);
maskL = po readmask(fpfromlist);
tmp mmaskL = (MULT MASKL ∗)malloc(sizeof(MULT MASKL));
tmp mmaskL–>masklist = maskL;
tmp mmaskL–>next = NULL;
∗anchor = tmp mmaskL;





void po delete maskl(MULT MASKL ∗mult maskL)
{
MULT MASKL ∗mmask ptr;
/∗ free mask list ∗/
while (mult maskL) {
mmask ptr = mult maskL–>next;
po delete mask(mult maskL–>masklist);
free (mult maskL);




/∗READ CONTROLLABILITY FILES SIMILAR TO MASKED FILES∗/
/∗fcont contains list of uncontrollable events∗/
void po read cont file2(FILE ∗fcont, char ∗uncontlist[MAX LENGTH])
{




fscanreturn = fscanf(fcont, “%s%d”, tmpename, &contbit);
while(fscanreturn == 2) /∗should check for max length also∗/
{
if(!contbit){




fscanreturn = fscanf(fcont, “%s%d”, tmpename, &contbit);
}
uncontlist[i] = (char ∗)calloc(sizeof(char), MAX LENGTH);
∗(uncontlist[i]) = '\0'; /∗last value should be NULL∗/
}








/ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
/ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
/∗Read new file format, create temporary files in old format∗/
void po extract events(FILE ∗fp)
{
FILE ∗mmlistfile, ∗mclistfile, ∗fpclist, ∗fpmlist, ∗fptempremove;
int supcnt, eventcnt, numsup, numevents;
int etype; /∗etype for cont info∗/
char ∗maskname; /∗M(event)∗/
char varfname[MAX LENGTH], eventname[MAX LENGTH], type mask[MAX LENGTH], aetype[3] = “0”;
if(GL Read Del!= 1)
{
fscanf(fp, “%d%d”, &numsup, &numevents); /∗read first two values of file∗/
GL numsup = numsup; /∗need to remember number of temp files created to del later∗/
if(numsup > 100)
{





puts(“Something is wrong with the .data events file? There are more than 10000 events”);
exit(0);
}
if(numsup !=0) /∗more than one supervisor so create multiple files∗/
{
mmlistfile = fopen(“mmlistfiles.tmp”, “w”);
mclistfile = fopen(“mclistfiles.tmp”, “w”);
for(supcnt = 0; supcnt < numsup; supcnt++)
{
fprintf(mmlistfile, “mlist%d.tmp\n”, supcnt); /∗create temp file with current # appended to name∗/
sprintf(varfname, “mlist%d.tmp”, supcnt);




fptempremove = fopen((const char∗)varfname, “w+”);/∗to avoid problems with appending to preexisting file∗/
fclose(fptempremove);
}
/∗no masking info if numsup = 0∗/
fclose(mmlistfile);
fclose(mclistfile);
for(eventcnt = 0; eventcnt < numevents; eventcnt++)
{
for(supcnt = 0; supcnt < numsup; supcnt++)
{
sprintf(varfname, “clist%d.tmp”, supcnt); /∗open new temp file∗/
fpclist = fopen((const char∗)varfname, “a+”);
sprintf(varfname, “mlist%d.tmp”, supcnt); /∗open new temp file∗/
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fpmlist = fopen((const char∗)varfname, “a+”);
if(supcnt == 0) /∗first val is event name∗/
fscanf(fp, “%s”, eventname);
fscanf(fp, “%s”, type mask); /∗ read sting ie: 1::∗ ∗/
strncpy(aetype, type mask, 1);
etype = atoi(aetype); /∗first val is 0 or 1∗/
maskname = &type mask[3]; /∗3rd offset is start of mask name of event∗/
fprintf(fpclist, “%s\t%d\n”, eventname, etype); /∗print event name and cont/uncont val∗/





} /∗only one controllability file and no mask file???∗/
else
{
for(eventcnt = 0; eventcnt < numevents; eventcnt++)
{
fpclist = fopen(“clist.tmp”, “a+”);
fscanf(fp, “%s%d”, eventname, &etype); /∗read event name and cont. bit∗/
/∗added because controlcheck only has list of UNcontrol. events∗/
if(!etype)
fprintf(fpclist, “%s\n”, eventname);




GL Read Del = 1; /∗have created tmp files, must delete before doing again∗/
} /∗if file not read, haven’t deleted previos temp files yet∗/
else
{








if(GL Read Del == 1)
{








for(supcnt = 0; supcnt < GL numsup; supcnt++)
{
sprintf(varfname, “clist%d.tmp”, supcnt); /∗temp file∗/
unlink(varfname);












TR NAMEL ∗po read tr nameL(char ∗input)
{
TR NAMEL ∗tr namelist, ∗tmp namelist, ∗∗anchor;
size t length1, length2;
char ∗commaptr, trname[MAX LENGTH], tmpinput[MAX LENGTH];
anchor = &tr namelist;
strcpy(tmpinput, input);
do{
commaptr = strchr(tmpinput, (int)',');
tmp namelist = (TR NAMEL ∗)malloc(sizeof(TR NAMEL));










strcpy(tmp namelist–>name, tmpinput); /∗last event∗/
tmp namelist–>next = NULL;
∗anchor = tmp namelist;




void po delete tr nameL(TR NAMEL ∗trnameL)
{
TR NAMEL ∗trnameLptr;







void po push(STACKSTPTR ∗∗topPtr, ST LIST ∗newstptr)
{
STACKSTPTR ∗newPtr;
newPtr = (STACKSTPTR ∗)malloc(sizeof(STACKSTPTR));
newPtr –>st ptr = newstptr; /∗new state pointer is newstptr∗/
newPtr –>next = ∗topPtr; /∗new next stack pointer is current stack pointer∗/
∗topPtr = newPtr; /∗topPtr is at top∗/
}





popValue = (∗topPtr)–>st ptr;
∗topPtr = (∗topPtr)–>next; /∗top pointer now points to next stack∗/
free(tempPtr); /∗free previous top pointer∗/
return(popValue);
}
void po diag remove deadlock(fsmInOut)
FSM ∗fsmInOut;
{
int num states1, num states2;
ST LIST ∗currentst;
currentst = fsmInOut–>states;
if(currentst != NULL) /∗could have no states∗/
{
do{
num states1 = get NStates(fsmInOut); /∗ Get number of states initially in fsm ∗/
while(currentst)
{
if(currentst–>trans == NULL) /∗no transitions from current state so remove∗/
delete state(fsmInOut, currentst);
currentst = currentst –>next;
}
num states2 = get NStates(fsmInOut); /∗ After removing bad states find how many are left in FSM ∗/
}while((num states1–num states2)!= 0); /∗ Keep going until no states removed ∗/
}
}
/∗only care about cycles of (.,dump,–dump) for diagnosability∗/









/∗if state not (.,dump, notdump) delete∗/
commaptr = strchr(currentst–>name,(int)','); /∗second state after comma∗/




if((commaptr+1) == stateptr) /∗second state is dump∗/
{
if(strstr((stateptr + 5), “dump”) != NULL) /∗don’t want any other states to be dump∗/
delete state(fsmOut, currentst); /∗other states dump, so remove∗/
}
}





/∗put $ in front of state everywhere in fsm∗/
void po mark state(FSM ∗fsm mark, ST LIST ∗curr state)
{
ST LIST ∗temp pr;
TR LIST ∗temp trans;
char state name[MAX LENGTH], newstate name[MAX LENGTH];
if(!fsm mark)
prog abort(“po mark state: Null pointer passed as arg for FSM∗”);
if(!curr state)
prog abort(“po mark state: Invalid ST LIST∗ ”);
strcpy(state name, curr state–>name); /∗save state name for later∗/
/∗ Mark the state if not already∗/
if(∗(curr state–>name) != '$')
{
strcpy(newstate name, “$”);
strcat(newstate name, curr state–>name);
strcpy(curr state–>name, newstate name);
}
/∗ Now locate the above state at all the places in the next state
column so that these can be marked.∗/
temp pr = fsm mark–>states;
temp trans = temp pr–>trans;
while(temp pr) {
while(temp trans) {
if(strcmp(state name, temp trans–>next state–>name)==0) {
strcpy(temp trans–>next state–>name, newstate name);
} /∗ if ends ∗/
temp trans=temp trans–>next;
} /∗ while temp trans ends ∗/
temp pr = temp pr–>next;
} /∗ while temp pr ends ∗/
}




TR LIST ∗currenttr, ∗currenttrcheck;
STACKSTPTR ∗stackPtrSearch = NULL, ∗stackPtrCheck = NULL,
∗begin stack ptr = NULL, ∗end stack ptr = NULL, ∗current stack ptr = NULL,
∗next stack ptr = NULL;
int diag = 1;
char tr1name[MAX LENGTH], tr2name[MAX LENGTH], ∗commaptr;
size t length1, length2;
char trname[MAX LENGTH];
currentst = fsmIn–>states;
if(currentst != NULL) /∗could have no states∗/
{
while(diag) /∗do dfs until all states marked or not diagnosable∗/
{
while(∗(currentst–>name) == '$') /∗find non marked state∗/
{
currentst = currentst–>next;









else /∗non marked state found, mark and push on stack∗/
{
/∗need to mark the state, and the state in transition list∗/





/∗stack must have a state ptr, continue if haven’t found to be not diagnosable∗/
while(stackPtrSearch != NULL && diag && currenttr != NULL) /∗state could have no transitions∗/
{
if(∗(currenttr–>input) != '$') /∗current transition not marked∗/
{




if(∗(currenttr–>next state–>name) == '$') /∗transition leads to marked state, therefore is a loop∗/
{
po push(&stackPtrSearch, currenttr–>next state);/∗push next state on stack for search∗/
/∗put state ptr list into reverse order for check∗/
while(stackPtrSearch != NULL)
po push(&stackPtrCheck, po pop(&stackPtrSearch));
/∗do forward search to find the loop∗/
begin stack ptr = stackPtrCheck;
end stack ptr = stackPtrCheck–>next;
while(begin stack ptr–>st ptr != end stack ptr–>st ptr)
{
while(begin stack ptr–>st ptr != end stack ptr–>st ptr)
{
end stack ptr = end stack ptr–>next;
if(end stack ptr == NULL)
break; /∗can’t check end stack ptr–>st ptr if end stack ptr is NULL∗/
}
/∗if states didn’t match, advance∗/
if(end stack ptr == NULL)
{
begin stack ptr = begin stack ptr–>next;
end stack ptr = begin stack ptr–>next;
}
if(end stack ptr == NULL)
break;
}
/∗ if no states matched, only checking part of a cycle because other
part of cycle has already been checked (so check the whole stack)∗/
if(end stack ptr == NULL)
begin stack ptr = stackPtrCheck;
current stack ptr = begin stack ptr; /∗going from this state∗/
currenttrcheck = current stack ptr–>st ptr–>trans; /∗using a transition∗/
next stack ptr = begin stack ptr–>next; /∗to this next state∗/
while(next stack ptr != NULL && diag) /∗will always go to the end, unless found !diag∗/
{
/∗if statement to handle parallel transitions∗/
if(current stack ptr–>st ptr == currentst)
currenttrcheck = currenttr;
else{
/∗find transition that leads to correct state∗/
/∗transition must be marked. ∗/










/∗found the transition, now see if OK, note skip looking at mark $∗/
commaptr = strchr((currenttrcheck–>input +1),(int)',');
length1 = strlen(currenttrcheck–>input);
length2 = strlen(commaptr);
strncpy(tr1name, (currenttrcheck–>input+1), length1–length2–1); /∗first transition after $, before
∗comma∗/
strcpy(tr2name, (commaptr + 1)); /∗second transition after comma∗/
/∗don’t really need to look at second transition∗/
if(∗tr1name != '∗') /∗if first transition is != ∗, not diagnosable∗/
diag = 0;
current stack ptr = next stack ptr; /∗start from next state∗/
currenttrcheck = current stack ptr–>st ptr–>trans; /∗using a transition∗/
next stack ptr = current stack ptr–>next; /∗to the next next state∗/
}/∗end while∗/
/∗put state ptr list back into correct order for search∗/
while(stackPtrCheck != NULL)
po push(&stackPtrSearch, po pop(&stackPtrCheck));
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po pop(&stackPtrSearch); /∗don’t want to look at state reached in loop∗/
/∗point everything back to state before end of loop∗/
currentst = stackPtrSearch–>st ptr;
currenttr = currentst–>trans;
}/∗end find loop if next state marked∗/
else{
/∗transition leads to a non marked state∗/
/∗mark the state and push unto stack∗/
po mark state(fsmIn, currenttr–>next state);
po push(&stackPtrSearch, currenttr–>next state);
currentst = stackPtrSearch–>st ptr;
currenttr = currentst–>trans;
}
} /∗end current transition not marked if() ∗/
else{ /∗if transition is marked, skip∗/
currenttr = currenttr–>next;
}





/∗point everything to back step state∗/










if(stackPtrSearch == NULL) /∗could still have disjoint states to check∗/
currentst = fsmIn–>states;
} /∗end while, do dfs for non marked states∗/









FILE ∗fptest = fopen(“testout”,“w+”);
po diag create pertinent fsm(fsmIn, &fsmOut);












mmaskL = po read maskl(fp);
po delete maskl(mmaskL);
trnameL = po read tr nameL(“a,b,c,d”);
po delete tr nameL(trnameL);
}
/ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/




MASK LIST ∗tmp2, ∗∗anchor, ∗mask ptr;
char st12[MAX LENGTH], st22[MAX LENGTH];
/∗ Read in the masking information from the input file into masklist. ∗/
anchor = &masklist;
/∗ read in information corresponding to pair of "original"
and "masked" names from the input file ∗/
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while(fscanf(fp, “%s %s”, st12, st22) == 2) {
/∗ allocate space for a new element of mask list ∗/
tmp2 = (MASK LIST ∗) malloc(sizeof(MASK LIST));
/∗ copy information corresponding to the original and
masked names of the current event ∗/
strcpy(tmp2–>original, st12);
strcpy(tmp2–>masked, st22);







/ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
/∗free mask storage, taken from fsm mask∗/
void po delete mask(MASK LIST ∗mlist)
{
MASK LIST ∗mask ptr;
/∗ free the storage used for storing the masking information ∗/
while (mlist) {
mask ptr = mlist–>next;
free (mlist);
mlist = mask ptr;
}
}
/∗return mask value of transition∗/
char ∗M(char ∗trans, MASK LIST ∗mask list)
{
MASK LIST ∗mlistptr = mask list;
while(mlistptr){
if(strcmp(trans, mlistptr–>original)==0)
return(mlistptr–>masked); /∗found masked value now return∗/
mlistptr = mlistptr–>next;
}
return(trans); /∗if didn’t find masked value return original value∗/
}
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function : masked sync comp
This function constructs a state machine which is the
synchronous composition of two given state machines.
The resultant state machine accepts the language which is
the intersection of the languages accepted by the two input
state machines.
Arguments : fsm1 ptr – pointer to the first state machine
fsm2 ptr – pointer to the second state machine
fsm3 ptr – pointer to the resultant state machine
Return Type : void
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
void po masked sync comp(fsm1 ptr, fsm2 ptr, fsm3 ptr, masklist)




ST LIST ∗st1, ∗st2, ∗st3, ∗tmp;
TR LIST ∗tr1, ∗tr2, ∗tmptr1,∗tmptr2;
EQUIV LIST ∗list = NULL, ∗current pair;
int epstran1 = 0, epstran2 = 0; /∗keep track of epsilon transitions∗/
char trname[MAX LENGTH];
if (!fsm1 ptr || !fsm2 ptr || !fsm3 ptr)
prog abort(“fsm sync comp : NULL pointer passed as argument for (FSM ∗)”);
/∗ initialize pointers to point to the first state of each
of the two input state machines ∗/
st1 = fsm1 ptr–>states; st2 = fsm2 ptr–>states;
/∗ insert the initial state of the resultant state machine
which is a concatenation of the initial states of the
two input state machines ∗/
strcpy(name, st1–>name);
strcat(name, “,”);
/∗ check if the concatenation will result in a string which is
of length greater than the maximum allowed ∗/
if (strlen(name) + strlen(st2–>name) >= MAX LENGTH)
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prog abort(“fsm sync comp : length of string exceeds MAX LENGTH”);
strcat(name, st2–>name);
fsm3 ptr–>states = alloc state;
/∗fsm3 ptr–>states–>name = (char ∗) malloc(strlen(name) + 1);/∗static now∗/
strcpy(fsm3 ptr–>states–>name, name);
fsm3 ptr–>states–>marked = st1–>marked && st2–>marked;
/∗ no other states in this machine as yet ∗/
fsm3 ptr–>states–>next = NULL;
/∗ no transitions in this state as yet ∗/
fsm3 ptr–>states–>trans = NULL;
/∗ keep a list of the states inserted in the resultant
state machine ∗/
insert pair(&list, st1, st2);
/∗ Start from this initial state of the resultant state
machine and see if any other states need to be inserted
in the synchronous composition state machine. If such states
are found, they are also inserted in the resultant state
machine and then checked to see if they lead to other states
which need to be included. The routine ends when all the
candidate states have been processed and at that time, the
machine fsm3 contains the synchronous composition of fsm1
and fsm2 ∗/
current pair = list;
while (current pair) {
st1 = current pair–>first;
st2 = current pair–>second; /∗ the two states of the pair ∗/
tr1 = st1–>trans;




/∗ Handle epsilon transitions in the first state machine∗/
if (∗M(tr1–>input,masklist) == '∗')
{





/∗ first check if the length of the string exceeds the
maximum allowed ∗/
if (strlen(name) + strlen(st2–>name) >= MAX LENGTH)
prog abort(“fsm sync comp : length of string exceeds MAX LENGTH”);
strcat(name, st2–>name);
st3 = find state(fsm3 ptr, name);
}
/∗ Determine the name of the state which is the
resultant state for this transition in fsm3.
It is the concatenation of the names of the
resultant states in fsm1 and fsm2 ∗/
strcpy(name, tr1–>next state–>name);
strcat(name, “,”);
/∗ check length of string ∗/
if (strlen(name) + strlen(st2–>name) >= MAX LENGTH)
prog abort(“fsm sync comp : length of string exceeds MAX LENGTH”);
strcat(name, st2–>name);
/∗ insert this state in fsm3 ∗/
tmp = insert state(fsm3 ptr, name);
tmp–>marked = tr1–>next state–>marked && st2–>marked;
strcpy(trname, tr1–>input);
strcat(trname,“,∗”); /∗insert a transition pair, no trans in 2nd machine∗/
/∗ insert the transition from the current state to the new state ∗/
insert trans(fsm3 ptr, st3, trname, name);
/∗ since a new state has been inserted in the resultant
state machine, insert the corresponding pair in the
linked list used to keep track of the various states
of the resultant state machine ∗/




/∗ Handle epsilon transitions in the second state machine∗/
if (∗M(tr2–>input,masklist) == '∗')
{





/∗ first check if the length of the string exceeds the
maximum allowed ∗/
if (strlen(name) + strlen(st2–>name) >= MAX LENGTH)
prog abort(“fsm sync comp : length of string exceeds MAX LENGTH”);
strcat(name, st2–>name);
st3 = find state(fsm3 ptr, name);
}
/∗ Determine the name of the state which is the
resultant state for this transition in fsm3.
It is the concatenation of the names of the
resultant states in fsm1 and fsm2 ∗/
strcpy(name, st1–>name);
strcat(name, “,”);
/∗ check length of string ∗/
if (strlen(name) + strlen(tr2–>next state–>name) >= MAX LENGTH)
prog abort(“fsm sync comp : length of string exceeds MAX LENGTH”);
strcat(name, tr2–>next state–>name);
/∗ insert this state in fsm3 ∗/
tmp = insert state(fsm3 ptr, name);
tmp–>marked = st1–>marked && tr2–>next state–>marked;
strcpy(trname, “∗,”);
strcat(trname, tr2–>input); /∗insert a transition pair, no trans in 1st machine∗/
/∗ insert the transition from the current state to the new state ∗/
insert trans(fsm3 ptr, st3, trname, name);
/∗ since a new state has been inserted in the resultant
state machine, insert the corresponding pair in the
linked list used to keep track of the various states
of the resultant state machine ∗/
insert pair(&list, st1, tr2–>next state);
/∗break;∗/
}
/∗add transition when both states have the same transition∗/
if ((strcmp(M(tr1–>input,masklist), M(tr2–>input,masklist)) == 0) && ∗M(tr1–>input,masklist) !='∗' && ∗M(tr2
–>input,masklist) !='∗') {
epstran1 = epstran2 = 0;




/∗ first check if the length of the string exceeds the
maximum allowed ∗/
if (strlen(name) + strlen(st2–>name) >= MAX LENGTH)
prog abort(“fsm sync comp : length of string exceeds MAX LENGTH”);
strcat(name, st2–>name);
st3 = find state(fsm3 ptr, name);
}
/∗ Determine the name of the state which is the
resultant state for this transition in fsm3.
It is the concatenation of the names of the
resultant states in fsm1 and fsm2 ∗/
strcpy(name, tr1–>next state–>name);
strcat(name, “,”);
/∗ check length of string ∗/
if (strlen(name) + strlen(tr2–>next state–>name)
>= MAX LENGTH)
prog abort(“fsm sync comp : length of string exceeds MAX LENGTH”);
strcat(name, tr2–>next state–>name);
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/∗ insert this state in fsm3 ∗/
tmp = insert state(fsm3 ptr, name);
tmp–>marked = tr1–>next state–>marked &&
tr2–>next state–>marked;
strcpy(trname, tr1–>input);
strcat(trname,“,”); /∗insert a transition pair∗/
strcat(trname, tr2–>input);
/∗ insert the transition from the current state to
the new state ∗/
insert trans(fsm3 ptr, st3, trname, name);
/∗ since a new state has been inserted in the resultant
state machine, insert the corresponding pair in the
linked list used to keep track of the various states
of the resultant state machine ∗/
insert pair(&list, tr1–>next state, tr2–>next state);
/∗break;∗/
}








/∗ check all the pairs of states ∗/
current pair = current pair–>next;
}
/∗repeat1∗/
current pair = list;
while (current pair) {
st1 = current pair–>first;
st2 = current pair–>second; /∗ the two states of the pair ∗/
tr1 = st1–>trans;
tr2 = st2–>trans; /∗ transitions allowed from these states ∗/
st3 = NULL;
while(tr1){
/∗ Handle epsilon transitions in the first state machine∗/
if (∗M(tr1–>input,masklist) == '∗')
{





/∗ first check if the length of the string exceeds the
maximum allowed ∗/
if (strlen(name) + strlen(st2–>name) >= MAX LENGTH)
prog abort(“fsm sync comp : length of string exceeds MAX LENGTH”);
strcat(name, st2–>name);
st3 = find state(fsm3 ptr, name);
}
/∗ Determine the name of the state which is the
resultant state for this transition in fsm3.
It is the concatenation of the names of the
resultant states in fsm1 and fsm2 ∗/
strcpy(name, tr1–>next state–>name);
strcat(name, “,”);
/∗ check length of string ∗/
if (strlen(name) + strlen(st2–>name) >= MAX LENGTH)
prog abort(“fsm sync comp : length of string exceeds MAX LENGTH”);
strcat(name, st2–>name);
/∗ insert this state in fsm3 ∗/
tmp = insert state(fsm3 ptr, name);
tmp–>marked = tr1–>next state–>marked && st2–>marked;
strcpy(trname, tr1–>input);
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strcat(trname,“,∗”); /∗insert a transition pair, no trans in 2nd machine∗/
/∗ insert the transition from the current state to the new state ∗/
insert trans(fsm3 ptr, st3, trname, name);
/∗ since a new state has been inserted in the resultant
state machine, insert the corresponding pair in the
linked list used to keep track of the various states
of the resultant state machine ∗/





current pair = current pair–>next;
}
/∗repeat2∗/
current pair = list;
while (current pair) {
st1 = current pair–>first;
st2 = current pair–>second; /∗ the two states of the pair ∗/
tr1 = st1–>trans;
tr2 = st2–>trans; /∗ transitions allowed from these states ∗/
st3 = NULL;
while(tr2){
/∗ Handle epsilon transitions in the second state machine∗/
if (∗M(tr2–>input,masklist) == '∗')
{





/∗ first check if the length of the string exceeds the
maximum allowed ∗/
if (strlen(name) + strlen(st2–>name) >= MAX LENGTH)
prog abort(“fsm sync comp : length of string exceeds MAX LENGTH”);
strcat(name, st2–>name);
st3 = find state(fsm3 ptr, name);
}
/∗ Determine the name of the state which is the
resultant state for this transition in fsm3.
It is the concatenation of the names of the
resultant states in fsm1 and fsm2 ∗/
strcpy(name, st1–>name);
strcat(name, “,”);
/∗ check length of string ∗/
if (strlen(name) + strlen(tr2–>next state–>name) >= MAX LENGTH)
prog abort(“fsm sync comp : length of string exceeds MAX LENGTH”);
strcat(name, tr2–>next state–>name);
/∗ insert this state in fsm3 ∗/
tmp = insert state(fsm3 ptr, name);
tmp–>marked = st1–>marked && tr2–>next state–>marked;
strcpy(trname, “∗,”);
strcat(trname, tr2–>input); /∗insert a transition pair, no trans in 1st machine∗/
/∗ insert the transition from the current state to the new state ∗/
insert trans(fsm3 ptr, st3, trname, name);
/∗ since a new state has been inserted in the resultant
state machine, insert the corresponding pair in the
linked list used to keep track of the various states
of the resultant state machine ∗/






current pair = current pair–>next;
}
/∗ free the storage used to store the linked list of pairs
of states ∗/
while (list) {
current pair = list–>next;
free (list);
list = current pair;
}
}
/ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
void po graph(fsmG, fsmS, fsmGSbar, mmaskL)





TRANS LIST ∗tr ptr = NULL;
FILE ∗fptmp;
fptmp = fopen(“trlist”,“w+”);
fsm find sigma(fsmG, &tr ptr); /∗get list of events in plant should tr ptr not be pointer?∗/
while(tr ptr)
{ /∗TAG∗/
fprintf(fptmp, “%s\n”, tr ptr–>input); /∗ write events ONLY ∗TAG∗..and controllable information ∗/





fsm sync comp(fsmG, &fsmSbar, fsmGSbar); /∗look at what passing etc. fsmR should be result∗/
mmaskLptr = mmaskL;
do{ /∗was doing &fsmSbar, but want G||Sbar || S || S ...∗/













TR NAMEL ∗trnameL, ∗trnameLptr;
char ∗commaptr, ∗stateptr;
int obs = 1, same;
FILE ∗fcont;
char ∗uncontlist[MAX LENGTH];














if(strcmp(trnameL–>name, trnameLptr–>name) != 0)




po delete tr nameL(trnameL); /∗free list created for this transition∗/
if(same) /∗are all transitions equal?∗/
{
commaptr = strchr(currenttr–>next state–>name,(int)','); /∗second state after comma∗/
stateptr = strstr(currenttr–>next state–>name, “dump”);
if(stateptr != NULL)
{
if((commaptr+1) == stateptr) /∗second state is dump∗/
{
if(strstr((stateptr + 5), “dump”) == NULL) /∗don’t want any other states to be dump∗/
{
/∗add check here if any supervisor has control over trans. then ambiguous∗/
fcont = fopen(“clist0.tmp”, “r”);
po read cont file2(fcont, uncontlist); /∗del uncontlist later∗/
/∗currenttr–>input∗/
fclose(fcont);



















TR NAMEL ∗trnameL, ∗trnameLptr;
char ∗commaptr, ∗stateptr;
int norm = 1, same;
/∗now doing normality test∗/













while(trnameLptr && same) /∗note, should be same amount of masks as transitions∗/
{
if(strcmp(M(trnameL–>name, mmaskL–>masklist), M(trnameLptr–>name, mmaskLptr–>masklist)) != 0)
/∗does M(first trans) = M(next trans)∗/
same = 0;
mmaskLptr = mmaskLptr–>next; /∗use first mask for both first∗/
trnameLptr = trnameLptr–>next;
}
if(same) /∗are masked transitions equal?∗/
{
commaptr = strchr(currenttr–>next state–>name,(int)','); /∗second state after comma∗/
stateptr = strstr(currenttr–>next state–>name, “dump”);
if(stateptr != NULL)
{
if((commaptr+1) == stateptr) /∗second state is dump∗/
{
if(strstr((stateptr + 5), “dump”) == NULL) /∗don’t want any other states to be dump∗/














/ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Function: relabel()
Comments: This function replaces the "∗" or the internal transitions in
the converter.data file..which is the resultant converter FSM
by the original internal transition.
Input: fsm orig – original state machine
fsm pr – the state machine which was labelled as a result of a
call to LabelEvents().
fsm res – the state machine as a result of relabel.
Author: Sudhir Nelvagal
Advisor: Dr. Ratnesh Kumar
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/
void RelabelEvents(FSM ∗fsm orig, FSM ∗fsm pr, FSM ∗fsm res)
{
ST LIST ∗current, ∗orig ptr;
TR LIST ∗curr trans, ∗orig trans;
int num tran, orig num tran;
FILE ∗fp out;
if(!fsm orig)
prog abort(“RelabelEvents: Null pointer arg for FSM ∗”);
if(!fsm pr)
prog abort(“RelabelEvents: Null pointer arg for FSM ∗”);
if(!fsm res)
prog abort(“RelabelEvents: Null pointer arg for FSM ∗”);
fp out = fopen(“tmp”, “w+”);
orig ptr = fsm orig–>states; /∗ state ptr to the orig FSM ∗/
current = fsm pr–>states; /∗ state ptr to the preconv FSM ∗/
fprintf(fp out, “%d\n”, get NStates(fsm pr));
while(current) {
orig ptr = fsm orig–>states; /∗ state ptr to the orig FSM ∗/
while(orig ptr) {
/∗ If the state names in the converter and safetycheck output
match ∗/
if(strcmp(current–>name, orig ptr–>name)==0) {
curr trans = current–>trans;
num tran = get NTrans(current);
orig num tran = get NTrans(orig ptr);
fprintf(fp out, “\n%s\t%d\t%d\n”, current–>name,
current–>marked, num tran);
orig trans = orig ptr–>trans;
/∗ Important to have the original list in outer loop and current list in
inner loop to eliminate writing duplicates. This is inelegant but saves
making changes to the library for this ∗/
while(orig trans) {
curr trans = current–>trans;
while(curr trans) {
/∗ changed strcmp to strstr ∗/
if(strstr(curr trans–>next state–>name,
orig trans–>next state–>name)!=NULL) {
fprintf(fp out,“%s\t%s\n”,orig trans–>input,
curr trans–>next state–>name);
strcpy(curr trans–>input, orig trans–>input);
break;
}
curr trans= curr trans–>next;
}/∗while curr trans ends ∗/
orig trans = orig trans–>next;
} /∗while orig trans ends ∗/
} /∗ if strcmp ends ∗/
orig ptr = orig ptr–>next;
} /∗ while orig ptr ends ∗/
ﬄush(fp out);
current = current–>next;
} /∗ while current ends ∗/
fclose(fp out);
fsm copy(fsm pr, fsm res);
#ifdef X
Thereis some problem when an fsm read is done..correct this in final version ∗/
/∗ read it back into the fsm res structure ∗/
fp out = fopen(“tmp”, “r”);
fsm read(fp out, fsm res);
fclose(fp out);
#endif






Comments: This function returns the number of bad states (states which
are marked by "@$" in a fsm.











if(strstr(curr–>name, “@$”)!=NULL || strstr(curr–>name, “dump”)!=NULL) {
bad states++;
}




10.3 Source Code in Java/mainAnalyzer Directory
/∗ –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
File: Analyzer.java
Package: FSM Analyzer 2.0
Author: Dr. Ratnesh Kumar and Greg Stamp
V2.0 10/28/2006
Initial Developers: Bharath Oruganti
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––∗/
/∗
∗ Dr. Ratnesh Kumar, Greg Stamp.
∗ Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
∗ Iowa State University
∗ October, 2006.
∗
∗ Copyright (c) 2006










// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
// ∗ This class provides the Applet
// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
public class Analyzer extends Applet {
static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;
// For easy access to workingDirectory and fileSeparator values
public final static String fileSeparator = System.getProperty(
“file.separator”);
public final static String workingDirectory = System.getProperty(“user.dir”);
// Data members
static AnalyzerFrame appFrame = null;
Toolkit toolKit = Toolkit.getDefaultToolkit();
GraphicsEnvironment ge = GraphicsEnvironment.getLocalGraphicsEnvironment();
// this member controls all opened Environment windows
// made public for use by Environment.java
public static flap.MainMenu flapMainMenu = null;
TextArea taText;




String OPER; // the output file for currently chosen application function (refer to decada.c).
String VAR; // the parameter for currently chosen application function.
int INPUTSIZE; // the number of input files for currently chosen application function.
String HELPFILE; // the help file for currently chosen application function.
static String MI NEW = “New”,
MI OPEN = “Open”,
MI SAVE = “Save”,
MI SAVEAS = “Save As”,
MI EXIT = “Exit”, // putting in menu use upper right
MI SHOWGRAPHIC = “Show Graphic”,
MI RUN = “Run”,
MI REFRESH = “Refresh”,
CONT MASK TABLE = “Controllability/Masking Table”;
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Vector MENU = new Vector(2, 2);
MenuInfo m = new MenuInfo();
AddMenuFrame amf;
DeleteMenuFrame dmf;




COMP MA = “Complete User Manual”,
FSM AN = “DECADA Analysis”,
FSM DE = “DECADA Design”,
// added
DEV HELP = “For Developers”,




DEF FNAME = “Helvetica”,
DEF FSIZE = “14”,
NEW FILE = “untitled.txt”;
StringBuffer currFile = null;
boolean inAnApplet = true, Edited = false, showStatusMsgInBrowser = true;
Panel topPanel, fontPanel, buttonPanel;
Image iconImage;
// "main" invoked when run as an application
public static void main(String args[]) {
// Open AppSettings file
File file = new File(“AppSettings”);
BufferedReader inFile = null;
String line = null;
if (file.exists()) {
try {
inFile = new BufferedReader(new java.io.FileReader(file));
} catch (java.io.FileNotFoundException exp) {















if (args.length > 0) {
appFrame = new AnalyzerFrame(new Analyzer(), args[0]);
} else {
appFrame = new AnalyzerFrame(new Analyzer(), null);
}
}
// "init" invoked automatically when run as an
// applet or if directly called by another class
public void init() {
setBackground(new Color(225, 225, 225));
// Initialize variables
currFile = new StringBuffer(NEW FILE);
flapMainMenu = new flap.MainMenu(null, inAnApplet);
// all event listeners
AnalyzerActionListener allListener = new AnalyzerActionListener();
MyItemListener myItemListener = new MyItemListener();
// List of Font Names
cFontNames = new Choice();





// List of Font Sizes











// Font Tool Bar
// moving inline with buttons




// Push Button Tool Bar
buttonPanel = new Panel();
buttonPanel.setFont(new Font(“Helvetica”, Font.BOLD, 10));
Button showgraphicButton, runButton, refreshButton;
buttonPanel.add(runButton = new Button(MI RUN));
buttonPanel.add(showgraphicButton = new Button(MI SHOWGRAPHIC));





mylabel = new Label(“Current Application” +
“ ”));
mylabel.setBackground(new Color(150, 200, 255));
// Top of screen panel




// Text Editing Area




statusBar = new Label(NEW FILE, Label.LEFT);




super.enableEvents(AWTEvent.WINDOW EVENT MASK | AWTEvent.KEY EVENT MASK);
setTextFont();
}
// Set padding for fill3DRect() in paint()
public Insets getInsets() {
return new Insets(4, 4, 4, 4);
}
public void callProcessEvent(AWTEvent evt) {
processEvent(evt);
}
protected void processEvent(AWTEvent evt) {
if (evt.getID() == Event.WINDOW DESTROY) {
terminate(0);
} else if (evt.getSource() instanceof TextArea) {





protected void setTextFont() {
// Set TextArea to requested font
Integer i = new Integer(cFontSizes.getSelectedItem());
int style = Font.BOLD;
taText.setFont(
new Font(cFontNames.getSelectedItem(), style, i.intValue()));
}
protected void newFile() {
saveWarning();







protected void readFiletoVar(String filename) {
try {
new ReadFileVar(filename, MENU);
} catch (FileNotFoundException e) {
System.err.println(e.toString());




// Read a local file








} catch (FileNotFoundException e) {
showCatchError(e);






// Write to local file














protected void statusMsg(String msgText) {
statusBar.setText(msgText);












/∗ Ask if user wants to save file if it’s been modified.
Returns true if user chooses yes/no or file is not modified.
Retuns false if user cancels the action ∗/
protected boolean saveWarning() {
boolean retValue = true;
if (Edited == true) {
int choice = JOptionPane.showConfirmDialog(this,
“Data on text area is not yet saved. Do you want to save it?”,
“File is modified.”, JOptionPane.YES NO CANCEL OPTION);
if (choice == JOptionPane.YES OPTION) {
MenuItem dummyMI = new MenuItem(MI SAVE);
dummyMI.addActionListener(new AnalyzerActionListener());
dummyMI.dispatchEvent(
new ActionEvent(dummyMI, Event.ACTION EVENT, MI SAVE));
retValue = true;
} else if (choice == JOptionPane.NO OPTION) {
retValue = true;












class TextAreaKeyListener implements KeyListener {
public void keyTyped(KeyEvent ke) {
Edited = true;
}
public void keyPressed(KeyEvent ke) {}
public void keyReleased(KeyEvent ke) {}
}
class AnalyzerActionListener implements ActionListener {
String outputFile = null; // moved here for refresh option
String fileSeparator = System.getProperty(“file.separator”); //for running decada from commandline
boolean WindowsOS = (System.getProperty(“os.name”).toLowerCase().indexOf(“windows”) != –1);
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent evt) {
statusMsg("");
// Button or Menu item selected
if (evt.getSource() instanceof Button
|| evt.getSource() instanceof MenuItem) {
String menuLabel = evt.getActionCommand();





setEnabled(false); // Simulate modality
fd = new DoFileDialog(null, “Open a File”);
} else {
fd = new DoFileDialog(appFrame, “Open a File”);
}
if (fd.getPath() != null) {
readFile(fd.getPath());
}












} else if (menuLabel.equals(MI NEW)) {
newFile();
}
else if (menuLabel.equals(MI SAVE)) {
if ((currFile == null)
|| (currFile.toString().trim().equals("") == true)




setEnabled(false); // Simulate modality
fd = new DoFileDialog(null, “Save File As”,
FileDialog.SAVE);
} else {
fd = new DoFileDialog(appFrame, “Save File As”,
FileDialog.SAVE);
}
if (fd.getPath() != null) {
writeFile(fd.getPath());
}





















setEnabled(false); // Simulate modality
fd = new DoFileDialog(null, “Save File As”,
FileDialog.SAVE);
} else {
fd = new DoFileDialog(appFrame, “Save File As”,
FileDialog.SAVE);
}
if (fd.getPath() != null) {
writeFile(fd.getPath());
}












} else if (menuLabel.equals(MI SHOWGRAPHIC)) {
if ((currFile == null)
|| (currFile.toString().trim().equals(""))
|| (currFile.toString().equals(NEW FILE))) {
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(appFrame,
“No file is currently opened on the main window”,





} else if (menuLabel.equals(MI EXIT)) {
terminate(0);
} else if (menuLabel.equals(MI RUN)) {
saveWarning();
// VAR is set if user has specified an application function to be run
if (VAR != null)
{
StringBuffer runParam = null;
if(WindowsOS)
runParam = new StringBuffer(“decada ” + VAR);
else
runParam = new StringBuffer(“./decada ” + VAR);






int option = JOptionPane.showConfirmDialog(
parentFrame,
“Would you like to specify the input files\n”
+ “to the application function you want to run?\n”
+ “(Click \"No\" if you’d like to use default files)”);
if (option == JOptionPane.CANCEL OPTION) {
statusMsg(“Run is cancelled...”);
return;




“Please specify input files according to order\n”
+ “described in Help file\n”,
“See manual” + “ ..”
+ fileSeparator + “manual”
155
+ fileSeparator + “apps”
+ fileSeparator + HELPFILE,
JOptionPane.YES NO CANCEL OPTION);
for (int j = 0; j < INPUTSIZE; j++) {
if (inAnApplet) {
setEnabled(false);
} // Simulate modality
fd = new DoFileDialog(parentFrame,
“Pick a file”);
// ???What if cancel
runParam.append(“ ” + fd.getPath());
}
OPER = JOptionPane.showInputDialog(
“Please enter the name of output file (without extension)”
+“will be stored in data directory”,
“input file?”);
/∗ ???What if cancel






“ ..” + fileSeparator + “data”
+ fileSeparator + OPER + “.results”);
// would like to encapsulate filenames in quotes in case there are spaces in
// filenames
// this causes problems with running decada
}
try {
Runtime run1 = Runtime.getRuntime();
Process prcc1 = run1.exec(runParam.toString());
BufferedInputStream inStream = new BufferedInputStream(
prcc1.getInputStream());
BufferedInputStream errStream = new BufferedInputStream(
prcc1.getErrorStream());
int exitValue = prcc1.waitFor();
if (exitValue != 0) {
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(parentFrame,
“The executable file \"decada\" did not terminate properly. ”
+ “There might be error in the application run.”,
“Error”,
JOptionPane.ERROR MESSAGE);
int last = inStream.available();












// Moved to larger scope for refresh option String outputFile = null;
if (OPER != null) {
outputFile = new String(
“..” + fileSeparator + “data”
+ fileSeparator + OPER + “.results”);
readFile(outputFile);
/∗ The following functions do not return an FSM: reachability, normality,
observability,diagnosability,controllability
It would be better to handle this by introducing another variable to the
MenuItems file∗/
if (!(VAR.equals(“a”) || VAR.equals(“W”)
|| VAR.equals(“V”) || VAR.equals(“X”)
|| VAR.equals(“y”))) {
flapMainMenu.OpenFileAsGraphic(outputFile);
} // open output result as a graphic
} else {
System.out.println(
“Error in reading output file: OPER is null”);
return;
}




} else { // User hasn’t chosen application to run before clicking "Run" menuitem.





“Please choose an application function to be run before clicking \"Run\"”,
“Error”, JOptionPane.ERROR MESSAGE);
}
} else if (menuLabel.equals(MI REFRESH)) {
if (outputFile != null) { // Need to run an application before using refresh
readFile(outputFile); //Scenario where file opened but no app run?
}
} else if (menuLabel.equals(ADVANCED)) {
Analyzer.UserMode = 1;
File file = new File(“AppSettings”);
BufferedWriter inFile = null;
//REMOVEDString line = null;
if (file.exists()) {
try {
inFile = new BufferedWriter(
new java.io.FileWriter(file));















} // end advanced else if
else if (menuLabel.equals(BEGINNER)) {
Analyzer.UserMode = 0;
File file = new File(“AppSettings”);
BufferedWriter inFile = null;
//REMOVEDString line = null;
if (file.exists()) {
try {
inFile = new BufferedWriter(
new java.io.FileWriter(file));
















else if (menuLabel.equals(FSM DE)) {
mylabel.setText(“DECADA DESIGN”);
OtherTFrame ot = new OtherTFrame(new OtherT(),






} else if (menuLabel.equals(COMP MA)) {
mylabel.setText(“COMPLETE USER MANUAL”);
TutorialFrame tp = new TutorialFrame(new Tutorial(),







} else if (menuLabel.equals(FSM AN)) {
mylabel.setText(“DECADA ANALYSIS”);
OtherTFrame ot = new OtherTFrame(new OtherT(),






} else if (menuLabel.equals(DEV HELP)) {
mylabel.setText(“Help For Developers”);
OtherTFrame ot = new OtherTFrame(new OtherT(),





} else if (menuLabel.equals(STATE MACHINE)) {





new Event(new Button(), Event.ACTION EVENT,
flap.MainMenu.STR FSA));




} else if (menuLabel.equals(CONT MASK TABLE)) {
// opens a table in which user may put in controllability/masking information.
InputFileFrame iff = new InputFileFrame(appFrame);
} else if (evt.getSource() instanceof MenuItem) {
for (int i = 0; i < MENU.size(); i++) {
m = (MenuInfo) MENU.elementAt(i);
if (evt.getActionCommand().equals(m.gettitle())) {






int AppFrameRightEdge = appFrame.getX()
+ appFrame.getWidth(); // put pop–up windows to right of main window
// If UserMode = 0 (Beginner) then display default input files and help info
if (UserMode == 0) {
/∗close previously opened windows∗/
Frame[] frames = Frame.getFrames();







for (int j = 0; j < INPUTSIZE; j++) {
ip[j] = new InputFrame(
new Input(flapMainMenu),
“ Input Window-” + m.getinputstring(j),
“../data/” + m.getinputstring(j));






+ ip[j – 1].getHeight());
}
}
GuiIndexFrame gi = new GuiIndexFrame(
new GuiIndex(), “Help Window ”,
“../manual/apps/” + m.gethelpfile());











}// end of actionPerformed
}// end of AnalyzerActionListener class
class MyItemListener implements ItemListener {
public void itemStateChanged(ItemEvent evt) {
// Font name, style or size change
if (evt.getSource() instanceof Choice
|| evt.getSource() instanceof Checkbox) {
setTextFont();
}
}// end of itemStateChanged method
}// end of MyItemListener class
}
// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
// ∗ This provides a frame for the Applet
// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
class AnalyzerFrame extends JFrame {




super(“DECADA: Discrete-Event Control & Diagnosis Analyzer”);
teApplet = t;
teApplet.readFiletoVar(“MenuItems”);
// Build File Menu








// Build Applications Menu
Menu Ap1 = new Menu(“Applications”);
for (int i = 0; i < teApplet.MENU.size(); i++) {
teApplet.m = (MenuInfo) teApplet.MENU.elementAt(i);





Menu Dr = new Menu(“Draw”);
Dr.add(new MenuItem(Analyzer.STATE MACHINE));
Dr.add(new MenuItem(Analyzer.CONT MASK TABLE));
Dr.addActionListener(teApplet.new AnalyzerActionListener());
// Build Settings Menu
Menu Sg = new Menu(“Settings”);




// Move font settings here in future
Sg.addActionListener(teApplet.new AnalyzerActionListener());
Sg mode.addActionListener(teApplet.new AnalyzerActionListener());
// Build Help Menu




// moving developer help here
Hp.add(new MenuItem(Analyzer.DEV HELP));
Hp.addActionListener(teApplet.new AnalyzerActionListener());
// Add Menu Bar and Menu to Frame









// Call init() method as a browser would
teApplet.init();
getContentPane().add(“Center”, teApplet);
// Open a file if requested
if (openWithFile != null) {
teApplet.readFile(openWithFile);
}




protected void processEvent(AWTEvent evt) {
// Forward all events to Applet class







// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
// This reads a file into variables for
// automatic creation of menus
// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
class ReadFiletoVar {
StringBuffer sb = new StringBuffer();




sb = new StringBuffer();
fis = new FileInputStream(FileName);
int oneChar;
int i = 0;
while ((oneChar = fis.read()) != –1) {












class AddMenuFrame extends Frame {
static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;
TextArea tf;
String str = new String();
public AddMenuFrame() {
super(“Add a new menu item”);
GridBagLayout gridbag = new GridBagLayout();























public String getstring() {
return tf.getText();
}
public String getstringvalue() {
return str;
}
class buttonListener implements ActionListener {
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) {
Object o = e.getSource();
if (o instanceof Button) {
if (((Button) o).getLabel().equals(“Ok”)) {
str = “\n” + (tf.getText());
try {
new WriteFileVar(“MenuItems”, str, true);










}// end of if–elseif
}// end of outer if
}// end of actionPerformed
}// end of buttonListener
}
class DeleteMenuFrame extends Frame {




String string = new String();
public DeleteMenuFrame() {}
public DeleteMenuFrame(Vector v1) {
super(“Delete a new menu item”);
v2 = v1;
GridBagLayout gridbag = new GridBagLayout();




l1 = new java.awt.List(5, true);
for (int i = 0; i < v1.size(); i++) {




















boolean isContained(String str, String array[]) {
boolean flag = false;
for (int i = 0; i < array.length; i++) {







class buttonListener implements ActionListener {
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) {
Object o = e.getSource();
if (o instanceof Button) {
if (((Button) o).getLabel().equals(“Ok”)) {
boolean flag = false;
items = l1.getSelectedItems();
for (int i = 0; i < v2.size(); i++) {
MenuInfo m = (MenuInfo) v2.elementAt(i);
if (isContained(m.title, items) == false) {
string = "";
string += m.title + “(”;
for (int j = 0; j < m.input.size(); j++) {
string += (String) m.input.elementAt(j);
string += “,”;
}
string += m.output + “:” + m.helpfile + “@”
+ m.parameter + “);”;
try {
if (flag == false) {
new WriteFileVar(“MenuItems”, string, false);
flag = true;
} else {
new WriteFileVar(“MenuItems”, string, true);
}
} catch (Exception e1) {
System.out.println(e1.toString());
}
}// end of if (isContained...)








}// end of if–elseif
}// end of outer if
}// end of actionPerformed
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// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
// ∗ This loads a local file into a TextArea
// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
class ReadFile {
StringBuffer sb = new StringBuffer();




sb = new StringBuffer();
fis = new FileInputStream(FileName);
int oneChar;
162







// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
// ∗ This writes to a local file from a TextArea
// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
class WriteFile {
StringBuffer sb;
WriteFile(String FileName, TextArea taText)
throws IOException {
FileOutputStream fos;
sb = new StringBuffer();
sb.append(taText.getText());
int i;
fos = new FileOutputStream(FileName);






// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
// ∗ This provides the FileDialog services. If the
// ∗ parent frame is null, then it creates its own
// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗




String Title, int Mode)
throws AWTError {
f = null;
if (parent == null) {
f = new Frame(Title);
f.pack();
fd = new FileDialog(f, Title, Mode);
} else {














public DoFileDialog(Frame parent, String Title) {
this(parent, Title, FileDialog.LOAD);
}
public String getPath() {
if (fd != null && fd.getDirectory() != null && fd.getFile() != null) {
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// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
// ∗ This class provides the Applet
// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
public class Draw extends Applet {
// Data members
static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;
static DrawFrame appFrame = null;
Toolkit toolKit = Toolkit.getDefaultToolkit();
public TextArea taText;
public Frame parent;
boolean FileState = true;
Label statusBar;
String OPER;
static String MI NEW = “New”,
MI OPEN = “Open...”,
MI DRA = “Draw”,
MI SAVE = “Save”,
MI SAVEAS = “Save As...”,
MI CRT = “Create Text”,
MI CLOSE = “Close”,
DEF FNAME = “Courier”,
DEF FSIZE = “12”,
NEW FILE = “untitled.txt”;
StringBuffer currFile = null;
boolean inAnApplet = true, Edited = false, showStatusMsgInBrowser = true;
Panel topPanel, buttonPanel;
public void init() {
setBackground(Color.lightGray);
ButtonListener btListener = new ButtonListener();
// Initialize variables
currFile = new StringBuffer(NEW FILE);
// Push Button Tool Bar
buttonPanel = new Panel();
buttonPanel.setFont(new Font(“Helvetica”, Font.BOLD, 14));
buttonPanel.setLayout(new GridLayout(1, 40));
Button BtNew, BtOpen, BtDraw, BtSave, BtSaveas, BtCrt, BtClose;
buttonPanel.add(BtNew = new Button(MI NEW));
buttonPanel.add(BtOpen = new Button(MI OPEN));
buttonPanel.add(BtDraw = new Button(MI DRA));
buttonPanel.add(BtSave = new Button(MI SAVE));
buttonPanel.add(BtSaveas = new Button(MI SAVEAS));
buttonPanel.add(BtCrt = new Button(MI CRT));








// Top of screen panel
topPanel = new Panel();
topPanel.setLayout(new BorderLayout(1, 2));
topPanel.add(“Center”, buttonPanel);
// Text Editing Area (20 rows x 80 cols)
taText = new TextArea(34, 5);
taText.setBackground(Color.black);
// Status Bar
statusBar = new Label(NEW FILE, Label.LEFT);





super.enableEvents(AWTEvent.WINDOW EVENT MASK | AWTEvent.KEY EVENT MASK);
}
// Set padding for fill3DRect() in paint()
public Insets getInsets() {
return new Insets(4, 4, 4, 4);
}
public void paint(Graphics g) {
// Draw a 3D line below menu bar
if (!inAnApplet) {
g.setColor(getBackground());
g.fill3DRect(0, 0, getSize().width, 2, false);
} else {
g.draw3DRect(0, 0, getSize().width – 1, getSize().height – 1, false);
}
// Always set cursor in text area
taText.requestFocus();
}
public void callProcessEvent(AWTEvent evt) {
processEvent(evt);
}
protected void processEvent(AWTEvent evt) {
if (evt.getID() == Event.WINDOW DESTROY) {
// terminate(0);
parent.dispose();
} else if (evt.getSource() instanceof TextArea) {





protected void newFile() {
saveWarning();







// Read a local file








} catch (FileNotFoundException e) {
showCatchError(e);






// Write to local file














protected void statusMsg(String msgText) {
statusBar.setText(msgText);













protected void saveWarning() {
if (Edited == true) {
;
} // Add warning message here later
Edited = false;
}




class ButtonListener implements ActionListener {
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent evt) {
statusMsg("");
// Button or Menu item selected
if (evt.getSource() instanceof Button) {
String buttonLabel = evt.getActionCommand();





setEnabled(false); // Simulate modality
fd = new DoFileDialog(null, “Open a File”);
} else {
fd = new DoFileDialog(appFrame, “Open a File”);
}
if (fd.getPath() != null) {
readFile(fd.getPath());
}

















setEnabled(false); // Simulate modality
fd = new DoFileDialog(null, “Save File As”,
FileDialog.SAVE);
} else {
fd = new DoFileDialog(appFrame, “Save File As”,
FileDialog.SAVE);
}
if (fd.getPath() != null) {
writeFile(fd.getPath());
}












} else if (buttonLabel.equals(MI CLOSE)) {
parent.setVisible(false);
parent.dispose();
} else if (buttonLabel.equals(MI SAVE)) {






setEnabled(false); // Simulate modality
fd = new DoFileDialog(null, “Save File As”,
FileDialog.SAVE);
} else {
fd = new DoFileDialog(appFrame, “Save File As”,
FileDialog.SAVE);
}
if (fd.getPath() != null) {
writeFile(fd.getPath());
}





















}// end of ActionPerformed
}// end of ButtonListener
}
// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
// ∗ This provides a frame for the Applet
// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
class DrawFrame extends Frame {
static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;
Draw teApplet;




// Call init() method as a browser would
teApplet.init();
add(“Center”, teApplet);
teApplet.parent = (Frame) this;




protected void processEvent(AWTEvent evt) {
// Forward all events to Applet class
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// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
// ∗ This class provides the Applet
// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
public class GuiIndex extends Applet {
// Data members
static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;
static GuiIndexFrame appFrame = null;





static String MI NEW = “New”,
MI OPEN = “Open...”,
MI CLOSE = “Close”,
DEF FNAME = “TimesRoman”,
DEF FSIZE = “14”,
NEW FILE = “untitled.txt”;
StringBuffer currFile = null;
boolean inAnApplet = true, Edited = false, showStatusMsgInBrowser = true;
Panel topPanel, fontPanel, buttonPanel;
// "init" invoked automatically when run as an
// applet or if directly called by another class
public void init() {
setBackground(new Color(225, 225, 225));
// Initialize variables
currFile = new StringBuffer(NEW FILE);
// Text Editing Area (20 rows x 80 cols)
taText = new TextArea(10, 60);
taText.setBackground(Color.white);
// Status Bar
statusBar = new Label(NEW FILE, Label.LEFT);
// Add Panels to Applet (a Panel itself)
setLayout(new BorderLayout(1, 2));
add(“Center”, taText);
super.enableEvents(AWTEvent.WINDOW EVENT MASK | AWTEvent.KEY EVENT MASK);
}
// Set padding for fill3DRect() in paint()
public Insets getInsets() {
return new Insets(4, 4, 4, 4);
}
public void callProcessEvent(AWTEvent evt) {
processEvent(evt);
}
protected void processEvent(AWTEvent evt) {
if (evt.getID() == Event.WINDOW DESTROY) {
parent.dispose();
} else if (evt.getSource() instanceof TextArea) {





protected void newFile() {
saveWarning();






// Read a local file
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} catch (FileNotFoundException e) {
showCatchError(e);






// Write to local file














protected void statusMsg(String msgText) {
statusBar.setText(msgText);












protected void saveWarning() {
if (Edited == true) {
;
} // Add warning message here later
Edited = false;
}




class MyActionListener implements ActionListener {
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent evt) {
statusMsg("");
// Button or Menu item selected
if (evt.getSource() instanceof Button
|| evt.getSource() instanceof MenuItem) {
String menuLabel = evt.getActionCommand();





setEnabled(false); // Simulate modality
fd = new DoFileDialog(null, “Open a File”);
} else {
fd = new DoFileDialog(appFrame, “Open a File”);
}
if (fd.getPath() != null) {
readFile(fd.getPath());
}













} else if (menuLabel.equals(MI NEW)) {
newFile();






}// end of actionPerformed
}// end of myActionListener
}
// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
// ∗ This provides a frame for the Applet
// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
class GuiIndexFrame extends Frame {
static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;
GuiIndex teApplet;





// Call init() method as a browser would
teApplet.init();
add(“Center”, teApplet);
teApplet.parent = (Frame) this;
// Open a file if requested
if (openWithFile != null) {
teApplet.readFile(openWithFile);
}




protected void processEvent(AWTEvent evt) {
// Forward all events to Applet class
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// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
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// ∗ This class provides the Applet
// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
public class Input extends Applet {
// Data members
static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;
static InputFrame appFrame = null;




static InputFileFrame ipff = null;//added
String OPER;
static String MI NEW = “New”,
MI OPEN = “Open”,
MI SAVE = “Save”,
MI SAVEAS = “Save As”,
MI SHOWGRAPHIC = “Show Graphic”,
DEF FNAME = “Courier”,
DEF FSIZE = “16”,
NEW FILE = “untitled.txt”;
StringBuffer currFile = null;
boolean FileState = true, inAnApplet = true, Edited = false, showStatusMsgInBrowser = true;
Panel topPanel, buttonPanel;
flap.MainMenu flapMainMenu = null;
public Input(flap.MainMenu fMainMenu) {
flapMainMenu = fMainMenu;
}
public void init() {
setBackground(new Color(225, 225, 225));
// Initialize variables
currFile = new StringBuffer(NEW FILE);
// Push Button Tool Bar
buttonPanel = new Panel();
buttonPanel.setFont(new Font(“Helvetica”, Font.BOLD, 10));
buttonPanel.setLayout(new GridLayout(1, 5));
Button btNew, btOpen, btSave, btSaveAs, btShowGraphic;//REMOVED btClose,
buttonPanel.add(btNew = new Button(MI NEW));
buttonPanel.add(btOpen = new Button(MI OPEN));
buttonPanel.add(btSave = new Button(MI SAVE));
buttonPanel.add(btSaveAs = new Button(MI SAVEAS));






// Top of screen panel
topPanel = new Panel();
topPanel.setLayout(new BorderLayout(1, 2));
topPanel.add(“Center”, buttonPanel);
// Text Editing Area (20 rows x 80 cols)
taText = new TextArea(11, 1);
taText.setBackground(Color.white);
// Status Bar
statusBar = new Label(NEW FILE, Label.LEFT);




super.enableEvents(AWTEvent.WINDOW EVENT MASK | AWTEvent.KEY EVENT MASK);
}
// Set padding for fill3DRect() in paint()
public Insets getInsets() {
return new Insets(4, 4, 4, 4);
}
public void callProcessEvent(AWTEvent evt) {
processEvent(evt);
}
protected void processEvent(AWTEvent evt) {
if (evt.getID() == Event.WINDOW DESTROY) {
parent.dispose();
} else if (evt.getSource() instanceof TextArea) {






protected void newFile() {
saveWarning();






// Read a local file








} catch (FileNotFoundException e) {
showCatchError(e);






// Write to local file














protected void statusMsg(String msgText) {
statusBar.setText(msgText);












protected void saveWarning() {
if (Edited == true) {
;
} // Add warning message here later
Edited = false;
}




class MyActionListener implements ActionListener {
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent evt) {
statusMsg("");
// Button or Menu item selected
if (evt.getSource() instanceof Button) {
String buttonLabel = evt.getActionCommand();
if (buttonLabel.equals(MI SHOWGRAPHIC)) {




ipff = new InputFileFrame(flapMainMenu,currFile.toString());
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}





setEnabled(false); // Simulate modality
fd = new DoFileDialog(null, “Open a File”);
} else {
fd = new DoFileDialog(appFrame, “Open a File”);
}
if (fd.getPath() != null) {
readFile(fd.getPath());
}

















setEnabled(false); // Simulate modality
fd = new DoFileDialog(null, “Save File As”,
FileDialog.SAVE);
} else {
fd = new DoFileDialog(appFrame, “Save File As”,
FileDialog.SAVE);
}
if (fd.getPath() != null) {
writeFile(fd.getPath());
}












} else if (buttonLabel.equals(MI SAVE)) {
writeFile(currFile.toString());





}// end of actionPerformed
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// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
// ∗ This provides a frame for the Applet
// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
public class InputFrame extends Frame {
static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;
Input teApplet;




// Call init() method as a browser would
teApplet.init();
add(“Center”, teApplet);
teApplet.parent = (Frame) this;
// Open a file if requested
if (openWithFile != null) {
teApplet.readFile(openWithFile);
}




protected void processEvent(AWTEvent evt) {
// Forward all events to Applet class
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// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
// ∗ This loads an image in a Canvas area which
// ∗ paints itself as necessary.
// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
public class LoadImag extends java.awt.Canvas {
static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;
Image currImg;
int width = 32, height = 32;
public LoadImag(Image imageFile) {
currImg = imageFile;
}





public void paint(java.awt.Graphics g) {
if (currImg != null) {
174
g.drawImage(currImg, 0, 0, width, height, getBackground(), this);
}
}
public Dimension getMinimumSize() {
return new Dimension(width, height);
}
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// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
// ∗ This class provides the Applet
// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
public class OtherT extends Applet {
// Data members
static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;
static OtherTFrame appFrame = null;





static String MI NEW = “New”,
MI OPEN = “Open...”,
MI CLOSE = “Close”,
DEF FNAME = “TimesRoman”,
DEF FSIZE = “14”,
NEW FILE = “untitled.txt”;
StringBuffer currFile = null;
boolean inAnApplet = true, Edited = false, showStatusMsgInBrowser = true;
Panel topPanel, fontPanel, buttonPanel;
// "init" invoked automatically when run as an
// applet or if directly called by another class
public void init() {
setBackground(new Color(225, 225, 225));
// Initialize variables
currFile = new StringBuffer(NEW FILE);
// Font Tool Bar
fontPanel = new Panel();
fontPanel.setLayout(new FlowLayout(FlowLayout.LEFT));
// Push Button Tool Bar
buttonPanel = new Panel();
buttonPanel.setFont(new Font(“TimesRoman”, Font.BOLD, 14));
buttonPanel.setLayout(new GridLayout(1, 40));




// Text Editing Area (20 rows x 80 cols)




statusBar = new Label(NEW FILE, Label.LEFT);




super.enableEvents(AWTEvent.WINDOW EVENT MASK | AWTEvent.KEY EVENT MASK);
}
// Set padding for fill3DRect() in paint()
public Insets getInsets() {
return new Insets(4, 4, 4, 4);
}
public void callProcessEvent(AWTEvent evt) {
processEvent(evt);
}
protected void processEvent(AWTEvent evt) {
if (evt.getID() == Event.WINDOW DESTROY) {
parent.dispose();
} else if (evt.getSource() instanceof TextArea) {





protected void newFile() {
saveWarning();






// Read a local file








} catch (FileNotFoundException e) {
showCatchError(e);






// Write to local file














protected void statusMsg(String msgText) {
statusBar.setText(msgText);













protected void saveWarning() {
if (Edited == true) {
;
} // Add warning message here later
Edited = false;
}




class MyActionListener implements ActionListener {
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent evt) {
statusMsg("");
// Button or Menu item selected
if (evt.getSource() instanceof Button
|| evt.getSource() instanceof MenuItem) {
String menuLabel = evt.getActionCommand();





setEnabled(false); // Simulate modality
fd = new DoFileDialog(null, “Open a File”);
} else {
fd = new DoFileDialog(appFrame, “Open a File”);
}
if (fd.getPath() != null) {
readFile(fd.getPath());
}












} else if (menuLabel.equals(MI NEW)) {
newFile();






}// end of actionPerformed
}// end of MyActionListener
}
// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
// ∗ This provides a frame for the Applet
// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
class OtherTFrame extends Frame {
static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;
OtherT teApplet;





// Call init() method as a browser would
teApplet.init();
add(“Center”, teApplet);
teApplet.parent = (Frame) this;
// Open a file if requested
if (openWithFile != null) {
teApplet.readFile(openWithFile);
}





protected void processEvent(AWTEvent evt) {
// Forward all events to Applet class
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String parameter = new String();
Vector input = new Vector(2, 2);
String output = new String();
String title = new String();
String helpfile = new String();
public MenuInfo() {}









public void settitle(String s) {
title = s;
}
public String gettitle() {
return title;
}
public String getoutput() {
return output;
}
public String gethelpfile() {
return helpfile;
}
public String getparameter() {
return parameter;
}
public int getinputsize() {
return input.size();
}
public String getinputstring(int i) {
String str = new String();
str = (String) input.elementAt(i);
return str;
}




public void setoutput(String s) {
output = s;
}
public void sethelp(String s) {
helpfile = s;
}
public void addtoinput(StringBuffer s) {
input.addElement(new String(s.toString()));
}
public void showinput() {
String str = new String();
for (int i = 0; i < input.size(); i++) {




public void Clear() {








public void showparameter() {
System.out.print(parameter + “\n”);
}
public void showhelp() {
System.out.print(helpfile + “\n”);
}




public class ReadFileVar {
MenuInfo m = new MenuInfo();
StringBuffer sb = new StringBuffer();




fis = new FileInputStream(FileName);
int oneChar;
while ((oneChar = fis.read()) != –1) {
if (oneChar == '(' || oneChar == ',' || oneChar == ':'
|| oneChar == ')' || oneChar == ';' || oneChar == '∗'
|| oneChar == '@') {
if (oneChar == '(') {
m.settitle(sb.toString());
}
if (oneChar == ')') {
m.setparameter(sb.toString());
}
if (oneChar == ':') {
m.setoutput(sb.toString());
}
if (oneChar == '@') {
m.sethelp(sb.toString());
}
if (oneChar == ',') {
m.addtoinput(sb);
}








if (((char) oneChar) != '\n') {
sb.append((char) oneChar);
}









fos = new FileOutputStream(FileName, flag);
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// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
// ∗ This class provides the Applet
// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
public class Tutorial extends Applet {
// Data members
static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;
static TutorialFrame appFrame = null;





static String MI NEW = “New”,
MI OPEN = “Open...”,
MI CLOSE = “Close”,
COMPMA = “About F.S.M Analysis”,
FIL = “File Menu”,
APPL = “Applications Menu”,
RN = “Run Menu”,
DF = “Data File Windows”,
RS = “Results File Window”,
INTROV = “Introduction & Overview”,
IOF = “I/O Format and Data Structures”,
ALLF = “All The Functions”,
TPF = “Top Level Functions”,
LLF = “Lower Level Functions”,
ANF = “Additional New Functions”,
RSV = “Reserved Words & Error Msgs”,
CONC = “Conclusions”,
DEF FNAME = “TimesRoman”,
DEF FSIZE = “14”,
NEW FILE = “untitled.txt”;
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StringBuffer currFile = null;
boolean inAnApplet = true, Edited = false, showStatusMsgInBrowser = true;
Panel topPanel, fontPanel, buttonPanel;
// "init" invoked automatically when run as an
// applet or if directly called by another class
public void init() {
setBackground(Color.lightGray);
// Initialize variables
currFile = new StringBuffer(NEW FILE);
// Font Tool Bar
fontPanel = new Panel();
fontPanel.setLayout(new FlowLayout(FlowLayout.LEFT));
// Push Button Tool Bar
buttonPanel = new Panel();
buttonPanel.setFont(new Font(“TimesRoman”, Font.BOLD, 14));
buttonPanel.setLayout(new GridLayout(1, 40));
// Top of screen panel




// Text Editing Area (20 rows x 80 cols)
taText = new TextArea(35, 58);
taText.setBackground(Color.white);
// Status Bar
statusBar = new Label(NEW FILE, Label.LEFT);




super.enableEvents(AWTEvent.WINDOW EVENT MASK | AWTEvent.KEY EVENT MASK);
}
// Set padding for fill3DRect() in paint()
public Insets getInsets() {
return new Insets(4, 4, 4, 4);
}
public void callProcessEvent(AWTEvent evt) {
processEvent(evt);
}
protected void processEvent(AWTEvent evt) {
if (evt.getID() == Event.WINDOW DESTROY) {
// terminate(0);
parent.dispose();
} else if (evt.getSource() instanceof TextArea) {





protected void newFile() {
saveWarning();






// Read a local file








} catch (FileNotFoundException e) {
showCatchError(e);







// Write to local file














protected void statusMsg(String msgText) {
statusBar.setText(msgText);












protected void saveWarning() {
if (Edited == true) {
;
} // Add warning message here later
Edited = false;
}




class MyActionListener implements ActionListener {
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent evt) {
statusMsg("");
// Button or Menu item selected
if (evt.getSource() instanceof Button
|| evt.getSource() instanceof MenuItem) {
String menuLabel = evt.getActionCommand();





setEnabled(false); // Simulate modality
fd = new DoFileDialog(null, “Open a File”);
} else {
fd = new DoFileDialog(appFrame, “Open a File”);
}
if (fd.getPath() != null) {
readFile(fd.getPath());
}












} else if (menuLabel.equals(MI NEW)) {
newFile();
} else if (menuLabel.equals(MI CLOSE)) {
parent.setVisible(false);
parent.dispose();
} else if (evt.getSource() instanceof MenuItem) {
if (evt.getActionCommand().equals(COMPMA)) {
readFile(“../manual/intro.tex”);
} else if (evt.getActionCommand().equals(INTROV)) {
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readFile(“../manual/intro.tex”);
} else if (evt.getActionCommand().equals(IOF)) {
readFile(“../manual/io.tex”);
} else if (evt.getActionCommand().equals(ALLF)) {
readFile(“../manual/all func.tex”);
} else if (evt.getActionCommand().equals(TPF)) {
readFile(“../manual/tl func.tex”);
} else if (evt.getActionCommand().equals(LLF)) {
readFile(“../manual/ll func.tex”);
} else if (evt.getActionCommand().equals(ANF)) {
readFile(“../manual/add func.tex”);
} else if (evt.getActionCommand().equals(RSV)) {
readFile(“../manual/rsv.tex”);
} else if (evt.getActionCommand().equals(CONC)) {
readFile(“../manual/conc.tex”);
}
}// if it’s a menu item
}// end of outer if
taText.requestFocus();
}// end of actionPerformed
}// end of MyActionListener
}
// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
// ∗ This provides a frame for the Applet
// ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
class TutorialFrame extends Frame {
Tutorial teApplet;
static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;




// Build Book Sections Menu






















// Add Menu Bar and Menu to Frame




// Call init() method as a browser would
teApplet.init();
add(“Center”, teApplet);
teApplet.parent = (Frame) this;
// Open a file if requested
if (openWithFile != null) {
teApplet.readFile(openWithFile);
}





protected void processEvent(AWTEvent evt) {
// Forward all events to Applet class







10.4 Source Code in Java/flap Directory
/∗ –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
File: ContMaskTableWindow.java
Initial Developer: Yana Ong
Description : This class contains the window used to enter
the controllability/masking information.
User always has to at least specify controll–
ability info. If masking is to be entered,
it will ask for #of supervisors. The events
label is provided automatically from reading








public class ContMaskTableWindow extends JFrame {
static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;
Frame parentFrame = null;
StringBuffer filename = new StringBuffer();
LinkedList Supervisorlist = new LinkedList();
Vector theEventsVect; // to store the parsed transitions vector.
int NoOfSupervisor = 1;
Vector theComponents = new Vector(); // to store the JCheckBox(es) and JTextFields that contain the controllability and
// masking information.
Panel upanel, bpanel, cpanel;
/∗ this constructor is called if cont/mask table is
∗opened from fsm analyzer frame.
∗/
public ContMaskTableWindow(Frame pFrame, String fName, int noOfSupervisor, Machine mach) {
super(fName + “ events”);
parentFrame = pFrame;
filename.append(fName + “ events”);
NoOfSupervisor = noOfSupervisor;
if (mach == null) {
try {
MyFileReader fileReader = new MyFileReader();
fileReader.read(fName);
if (fileReader.a != null) { // just in case...
parseEventVector(fileReader.a.d.theTransitions);
}









//added for reading table
public ContMaskTableWindow(Frame pFrame, String fName)
{
super(fName + “ events”);
parentFrame = pFrame;
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filename.append(fName + “ events”);
try {
MyFileReader fileReader = new MyFileReader();
fileReader.read(fName);
if (fileReader.a != null) { // just in case...
parseEventVector(fileReader.a.d.theTransitions);
}




File file = new File(fName+ “ events”);
BufferedReader inFile = null;
String line = null;
StringTokenizer st = null;
int noofevents = 0;
//moved to larger scope LinkedList Supervisorlist = new LinkedList();
String event name = null;
int contvalue = 2;
String maskvalue = null;
if (file.exists()) {
try {
inFile = new BufferedReader(new java.io.FileReader(file));
} catch (java.io.FileNotFoundException exp) {
exp.printStackTrace();
}
try { //not the most efficient way to read file
line = inFile.readLine();
st = new StringTokenizer(line);
NoOfSupervisor = Integer.valueOf(st.nextToken()).intValue();
noofevents = Integer.valueOf(st.nextToken()).intValue();
inFile.mark(1000000); //readAheadLimit needs adjustment..limits filesize
for(int s = 0; s < NoOfSupervisor; s++){
inFile.reset();
LinkedList link = new LinkedList();




}while((line != null) &&(line.equals(""))); //ignore blank lines
st = new StringTokenizer(line, “: \t\n\r\f”);
}while(!st.hasMoreTokens()); //ignore lines that have just blanks, tabs, etc.
event name = st.nextToken(); //extract event name
for(int adv = 0; adv < s∗2; adv++)
{st.nextToken();} //skip past other supervisor info
contvalue = Integer.valueOf(st.nextToken()).intValue();
maskvalue = st.nextToken();





} catch (java.io.IOException exp) {











protected void initializeFrame(boolean fileread) {
bpanel = new Panel();
bpanel.setLayout(new GridLayout(1, 3));
this.getContentPane().add(“South”, bpanel);
JButton saveButton = new JButton(“Save”);














/∗ this helper method is used to set the event input table according to the user specification.
∗ according to no. of events/transitions, whether or not masking info is provided, and no.
∗ of supervisors, the table changes.
∗/
protected void setEventTable(boolean fileread) {
int noOfColumns = 4;
theComponents.removeAllElements(); // reset everytime this method is called– to keep the components updated.
cpanel = new Panel();
this.getContentPane().add(“Center”, cpanel);
cpanel.setLayout(new GridLayout(theEventsVect.size() + 2, 1));
noOfColumns = NoOfSupervisor ∗ 3 + 1;
/∗ labeling panels ∗/
Panel ctpanel1 = new Panel();
ctpanel1.setLayout(new GridLayout(1, NoOfSupervisor));
JLabel dummylbl = new JLabel(“Event Name”);
ctpanel1.add(dummylbl);
for (int j = 1; j <= NoOfSupervisor; j++) {




Panel ctpanel2 = new Panel();
ctpanel2.setLayout(new GridLayout(1, noOfColumns));
dummylbl = new JLabel("");
ctpanel2.add(dummylbl);
for (int j = 0; j < NoOfSupervisor; j++) {
dummylbl = new JLabel(“UnControllable? ”);
ctpanel2.add(dummylbl);
dummylbl = new JLabel(“Mask: Id?”);
ctpanel2.add(dummylbl);




/∗ inputs panel ∗/
for (int i = 0; i < theEventsVect.size(); i++) {
Panel cbpanel = new Panel();
cbpanel.setLayout(new GridLayout(1, noOfColumns));
JLabel label = new JLabel(theEventsVect.elementAt(i).toString());
cbpanel.add(label);
for (int j = 0; j < NoOfSupervisor; j++) {
JCheckBox jcb = new JCheckBox(); // controllability info
LinkedList elist = null;
boolean b = false;





for(int z = 0; z < theEventsVect.size(); z++)
{
EventInfo einfo = (EventInfo)elist.get(z);
if(einfo.get eventname().equals(theEventsVect.elementAt(i).toString()))
{
b =(einfo.get cont()!=0); //convert int to bool
maskval = einfo.get maskname();
jcb.setSelected(!b); //checked if 0
break;
}

























}// end of setEventTable
/∗ this helper method is used to parse parameter vector such that theEventsVect vector contains unique
∗ event/transition found in parameter vector, origVect.
∗/
protected void parseEventVector(Vector origVect) {
theEventsVect = new Vector(origVect.size(), 1);
for (Enumeration et = origVect.elements(); et.hasMoreElements();) {
Transition t = (Transition) et.nextElement();





protected void close() {
this.dispose();
}
class CheckBoxListener implements ItemListener {
public void itemStateChanged(ItemEvent ie) {
Object source = ie.getItemSelectable();
int idx = theComponents.indexOf(source);
int eventIdx = idx / (NoOfSupervisor ∗ 3);
if (ie.getStateChange() == ItemEvent.SELECTED) { // user wants identity mask
((JTextField) theComponents.elementAt(idx + 1)).setText(
theEventsVect.elementAt(eventIdx).toString()); // sets mask value to be identical of event label
} else {
((JTextField) theComponents.elementAt(idx + 1)).setText("");
}// if deselect, mask value should be reset to null
}
}// end of CheckBoxListener class
class ButtonListener implements ActionListener {
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent ae) {
String buttonLabel = ae.getActionCommand();
if (buttonLabel.equals(“Save”)) { // saving the cont/mask info in a "FSMfilename.ext events" file.
try {
FileOutputStream out = new FileOutputStream(
filename.toString());
PrintStream ps = new PrintStream(out);
// file should start with "#ofSupervisors #ofEvents" ...
ps.println(NoOfSupervisor + “ ” + theEventsVect.size());
int theComponentIdx = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < theEventsVect.size(); i++) {
String event = theEventsVect.elementAt(i).toString();
ps.println();
ps.print(event);
for (int j = 0; j < NoOfSupervisor; j++) {
// Controllability information is expected...(checked means event is not controllable, and
// vice versa)
Object ob = theComponents.elementAt(
theComponentIdx++);
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if (ob instanceof JCheckBox) { // control info
ps.print(“ ”);







“Error1: component received is not the expected JCheckBox”);
return;
}
// Masking Id checkbox is expected
ob = theComponents.elementAt(theComponentIdx++);
if (!(ob instanceof JCheckBox)) {
System.out.println(
“Error2: component received is not expected mask id checkbox”);
return;
}
// JTextField containing masking value is expected
ob = theComponents.elementAt(theComponentIdx++);
if (ob instanceof JTextField) { // masking info
ps.print(“::”);
String inputStr = ((JTextField) ob).getText();
if ((inputStr == null)
|| (inputStr.trim().equals(""))) {
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null,
“Please make sure the masking value for each event and \
supervisor”





// deleting the incomplete file...








“Error3: component received is not the expected JTextField”);
return;
}
}// end of NoOfSupervisor loop





} catch (Exception e) {
System.out.println(e.getMessage());
}





}// end of ButtonListener class..
}// end of ContMaskTableWindow class.











public String get eventname(){ return eventname; }
public int get cont() { return cont; }
public String get maskname() { return maskname; }
public void set eventname(String ein) {this.eventname = ein; }
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public void set cont(int contin) { this.cont = contin; }
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∗ This is the canvas where the machines are built and displayed.
∗ It is the main class involved in the interface part of
∗ the different
∗ machines. The lists of transitions and states are kept here,





∗ @author Magda & Octavian Procopiuc
∗ @version 1.0, 15 July 1996
∗/
public class Desktop extends Canvas {
static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;
/∗∗
∗ The start state of the machine.
∗/
public State initialState = null;
/∗∗








∗ The list of states currently on the desktop.




∗ The list of transitions currently on the desktop.




∗ Becomes true when the current machine is modified in any way.
∗/
public boolean modified = false;
/∗∗




∗ When the user sets the auto relabel option,
∗ this flag becomes true, and the states are
∗ automatically relabeled each time one of them is removed.
∗/
boolean autoRelabel = false;
/∗∗
∗ The state label counter.
∗/
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int currentId = 0;
/∗∗
∗ The transition label counter.
∗/
int currenttrId = 0;
/∗∗
∗ The x distance between the mouse pointer
∗ and the center of the state circle, when
∗ dragging a state.
∗/
protected int x offset = 0;
/∗∗
∗ The x distance between the mouse pointer
∗ and the center of the state circle, when
∗ dragging a state.
∗/
protected int y offset = 0;
protected Color backcolor = Params. d backcolor;
protected Popup menu;
protected boolean menuOn = false;
/∗∗
∗ used to retain the beginning state when dragging.
∗/
protected State firstState = null;
/∗∗
∗ used when dragging.
∗/
protected Transition firstTransition = null;
protected Point drag = null;
protected int draggingWhat;
/∗∗
∗ the tokenized label of the current transition.
∗/
protected String[] sublabel = new String[6];
/∗∗
∗ the currently selected sublabel in the current
∗ transition.
∗/
protected int selectedSublabel = 0;
/∗∗
∗ The number of sublabels in a label.
∗/
protected int fieldCounter = 1;
/∗∗
∗ The separators between the sublabels in a label.
∗/
protected String[] separator = new String[6];
/∗∗
∗ the tokenized label of the current transition.
∗/
protected String[] ssublabel = new String[6];
/∗∗
∗ the currently selected sublabel in the current
∗ transition.
∗/
protected int sselectedSublabel = 0;
/∗∗
∗ The number of sublabels in a label.
∗/
protected int sfieldCounter = 1;
/∗∗
∗ The separators between the sublabels in a label.
∗/
protected String[] sseparator = new String[6];
/∗∗
∗ What are we currently dragging.
∗/
final static int DG NOTHING = 0;
final static int DG STATE = 1;
final static int DG TRANS = 2;
final static int DG LABEL = 3;
/∗∗




final static String EMPTY STR = “-----”;
/∗∗
∗ the offscreen image.
∗/
private Image offscr = null;
/∗∗
∗ the graphics context of the offscreen image.
∗/
private Graphics offg = null;
private int count = 0;
private int off = 0;
private int offr = 4;
private int voff1 = 4;
private int voff2 = 2;
private int hoff1 = 2;
private int hoff2 = 3;
private int arrow length = 12;
private int arrow width = 10;
/∗∗
∗ distance factor between transitions
∗/
private double df = 1.5;
/∗∗
∗ Builds a new Desktop with the specified type.
∗ @param type the type of the machine represented on the desktop.
∗/
public Desktop() {
theStates = new Vector(10, 1);
theTransitions = new Vector(30, 1);
menu = new Popup(this);
fieldCounter = 1;
separator[fieldCounter – 1] = "";
}




if (selectedTransition == null && selectedState == null) {
return super.keyDown(e, key);
}
if (selectedTransition != null && selectedTransition.rename) // user chooses to rename a transition
{
if (key >= 32 && key <= 126) {




} else if (key == 8 || key == 127) // backspace or delete
{
if ((len = selectedTransition.label.length()) > 1) {









} else if (selectedState != null && selectedState.rename) // user chooses to rename a state
{
if (key >= 32 && key <= 126) {




} else if (key == 8 || key == 127) // backspace or delete
{
if ((len = selectedState.label.length()) > 1) {














public boolean mouseDown(Event e, int x, int y) {
State s;
Transition t;
if (selectedTransition != null) {
selectedTransition.rename = false;
}





case Event.ALT MASK: // middle button down.
case Event.SHIFT MASK:
if ((s = isInState(x, y)) != null) {
draggingWhat = Desktop.DG STATE;
firstState = s;
x offset = x – s.p.x;
y offset = y – s.p.y;
modified = true;
} else if (isGoodLocation(x, y)) {
s = addState(x, y);
if (theStates.size() == 1) {
initialState = s;
}
draggingWhat = Desktop.DG STATE;
firstState = s;
x offset = 0;
y offset = 0;
modified = true;
} else {
draggingWhat = Desktop.DG NOTHING;
}
break;
// end of case ALT MASK...
case 0: // left button down.
if ((t = isInTransition(x, y)) != null) {
draggingWhat = Desktop.DG LABEL;
firstTransition = t;
Point pp = locateLabel(t);
x offset = x – pp.x;
y offset = y – pp.y;
selectedTransition = t; // Modified by Yana – renaming of transition can only be done thru pop–up menu
} else if ((s = isInState(x, y)) != null) {
draggingWhat = Desktop.DG TRANS;
firstState = s;
drag = new Point(x, y);
} else {
draggingWhat = Desktop.DG NOTHING;
}
break;
// end of case 0





if ((t = isInTransition(x, y)) != null) {
menu.setTransition(t);




// end of case Event.MET..
default:
break;
} // end of switch
repaint();
return super.mouseDown(e, x, y);
} // end of method MouseDown.
public boolean mouseDrag(Event e, int x, int y) {
if (selectedTransition != null) {
selectedTransition.rename = false;
}





case Event.ALT MASK: // middle mouse down.
case Event.SHIFT MASK:
if (draggingWhat == Desktop.DG STATE) {
firstState.setLocation(x – x offset, y – y offset);
} else {}
break;
// end of case ALT MASK...
case 0: // left mouse down.
if (draggingWhat == Desktop.DG TRANS) {
drag.setLocation(x, y);
} else if (draggingWhat == Desktop.DG LABEL) {
if (firstTransition.from == firstTransition.to) {




// end of case 0
case Event.META MASK:
case Event.CTRL MASK:
if (x >= menu.p.x && x <= menu.p.x + menu.width) {
int idx = (int) Math.floor((y – menu.p.y) / menu.height);









} // end of switch.
repaint();
return super.mouseDrag(e, x, y);
} // end of method MouseDrag.




case Event.ALT MASK: // middle button up.
case Event.SHIFT MASK:
if (draggingWhat == Desktop.DG STATE) {
draggingWhat = Desktop.DG NOTHING;
// what if there’s another state here???
firstState.setLocation(x – x offset, y – y offset);
x offset = 0;




// end of case ALT MASK...
case 0: // left button up.
if (draggingWhat == Desktop.DG LABEL) {
draggingWhat = Desktop.DG NOTHING;
if (firstTransition.from == firstTransition.to) {
moveLoop(firstTransition, x – x offset, y – y offset);
}
x offset = 0;
y offset = 0;
firstTransition = null;
} else if (draggingWhat == Desktop.DG TRANS) {
if ((s = isInState(x, y)) != null) {
t = addTransition(firstState, s);
selectedTransition = t;
if (firstState == s) { // for loop transitions
Transition tt = sameStatesTransition(t);
if (tt == null) {















} // end of switch
if (menuOn) { // it’s not under switch due to differences in events on







return super.mouseUp(e, x, y);
} // end of method MouseUp.
/∗∗
∗ Moves the label of a transition having
∗ the same from and to states.
∗/
private void moveLoop(Transition t, int x, int y) {
boolean done = false;
Transition tt = null;
int sz = theTransitions.size();
int i = 0;
while (!done && i < sz) {
tt = (Transition) theTransitions.elementAt(i);






if (tt == t) {
for (Enumeration ee = theTransitions.elements(); ee.hasMoreElements();) {
tt = (Transition) ee.nextElement();
if (tt.from == firstTransition.from





} // end of method moveLoop.
/∗∗
∗ Returns the first transition in the list of transitions
∗ which has the same from and to states with the given transition t,
∗ but is different from it.
∗/
private Transition sameStatesTransition(Transition t) {
boolean done = false;
Transition tt = null;
int sz = theTransitions.size();
int i = 0;
while (!done && i < sz) {
tt = (Transition) theTransitions.elementAt(i);






return (done) ? tt : null;
} // end of method sameStatesTransition
/∗∗
∗ Sets the transition field of a given State to be the list
∗ of transitions having that state as the from state.
∗ @param s the state.
∗ @param tokenize whether or not to tokenize a FSA label.
∗/
void setTransitions(State s, boolean tokenize) {
Transition t;
s.transitions.removeAllElements();
for (Enumeration et = theTransitions.elements(); et.hasMoreElements();) {
t = (Transition) et.nextElement();
if (t.from == s) {
if (tokenize) {
StringTokenizer stk = new StringTokenizer(t.label, “,”,
false);
while (stk.hasMoreTokens()) {
String label = stk.nextToken().trim();
s.transitions.addElement(










public void paint(Graphics g) {
Dimension d = getSize();
g.setColor(backcolor);
g.fillRect(0, 0, d.width, d.height);
g.setColor(Params. d forecolor);
g.draw3DRect(0, 0, d.width – 1, d.height – 1, true);
for (Enumeration e = theTransitions.elements(); e.hasMoreElements();) {
paintLine(g, (Transition) e.nextElement());
}
// although it’s very time–consuming to draw everything when dragging,
// it seems the only reliable solution. For whatever reason,
// setXORMode is not working properly.
if (drag != null) {
g.setColor(Params. t selectedcolor);
g.drawLine(firstState.p.x, firstState.p.y, drag.x, drag.y);
}
for (Enumeration e = theStates.elements(); e.hasMoreElements();) {
paintState(g, (State) e.nextElement());
}




for (Enumeration e = theTransitions.elements(); e.hasMoreElements();) {
paintTransition(g, (Transition) e.nextElement());
}
if (selectedTransition != null) {







} // end of method paint.
public void update(Graphics g) {
Dimension d = getSize();
if (offscr == null) {
offscr = createImage(d.width, d.height);
offg = offscr.getGraphics();
}
if (offscr.getWidth(this) != d.width
|| offscr.getHeight(this) != d.height) {
offscr = createImage(d.width, d.height);
offg = offscr.getGraphics();
}




g.drawImage(offscr, 0, 0, null);
}
} // end of method update.
/∗∗
∗ Paints the line of a transition.
∗/
private void paintLine(Graphics g, Transition t) {
// old int hw = 5;
int hw = 8;
Color tc = ((t == selectedTransition)
? Params. t selectedcolor
: ((t.st == Transition.NORMAL)
? Params. t normalcolor
: Params. t focusedcolor));
g.setColor(tc);
// maybe test the counter for multiple lines
if (t.from == t.to) {








∗ Computes the points of the little triangle which shows
∗ the direction of the transition.
∗ @param t the transition
∗ @param pl the upper left corner of the transition’s label.
∗ @param xpoints the x coordinates of the points representing the arrow.
∗ @param ypoints the y coordinates of the points representing the arrow.
∗/
private void computeArrow(Transition t, Point pl, int[] xPoints, int[] yPoints) {
int x1 = t.from.p.x;
int y1 = t.from.p.y;
int x2 = t.to.p.x;
int y2 = t.to.p.y;
if (Math.abs(x2 – x1) > Math.abs(y2 – y1)) {
off = hoff1 + arrow length + 2;
if (x2 > x1) { // right–arrow
xPoints[0] = xPoints[1] = pl.x + hoff1;
xPoints[2] = pl.x + hoff1 + arrow length;
yPoints[0] = pl.y + voff1;
yPoints[1] = pl.y + voff1 + arrow width;
yPoints[2] = pl.y + voff1 + (int) (arrow width / 2);
} else { // left–arrow
xPoints[0] = xPoints[1] = pl.x + hoff1 + arrow length;
xPoints[2] = pl.x + hoff1;
yPoints[0] = pl.y + voff1;
yPoints[1] = pl.y + voff1 + arrow width;
yPoints[2] = pl.y + voff1 + (int) (arrow width / 2);
}
} else {
off = hoff2 + arrow width + 2;
if (y2 > y1) { // down–arrow
xPoints[0] = pl.x + hoff2;
xPoints[1] = pl.x + hoff2 + arrow width;
xPoints[2] = pl.x + hoff2 + (int) (arrow width / 2);
yPoints[0] = yPoints[1] = pl.y + voff2;
yPoints[2] = pl.y + voff2 + arrow length;
} else { // up–arrow
xPoints[0] = pl.x + hoff2;
xPoints[1] = pl.x + hoff2 + arrow width;
xPoints[2] = pl.x + hoff2 + (int) (arrow width / 2);
yPoints[0] = yPoints[1] = pl.y + voff2 + arrow length;
yPoints[2] = pl.y + voff2;
}
}
} // end of method computeArrow.
/∗∗
∗ Paints the label of a transition.
∗/
private void paintTransition(Graphics g, Transition t) {
int cx;
FontMetrics fm = g.getFontMetrics();
int promptLength = (t == selectedTransition) ? fm.stringWidth(“ ”) : 0;
Color tc = ((t == selectedTransition)
? Params. t selectedcolor
: ((t.st == Transition.NORMAL)
? Params. t normalcolor
: Params. t focusedcolor));
Point pl = locateLabel(t);
int h = fm.getAscent();
int[] xPoints = new int[3];
int[] yPoints = new int[3];
computeArrow(t, pl, xPoints, yPoints);
g.setColor(Params. t interiorcolor);
g.fillRect(pl.x, pl.y,




fm.stringWidth(t.label) + off + offr + promptLength,
Params. t height);
if (t.from == t.to) {




int yStrBase = (int) (pl.y – 2 + (Params. t height + h) / 2);
if (t != selectedTransition) {
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g.drawString(t.label, pl.x + off, yStrBase);
} else {




} // end else.
} // end of method paintTransition
/∗∗
∗ Paints a state. Since we use it only in the desktop, we figured it’s
∗ a good idea to put it here.
∗/
private void paintState(Graphics g, State s) {
int diameter = 2 ∗ Params. s radius;
int off = 2; // for outer circle of marked state
Color sc = (s.ss == State.NORMAL)
? Params. s normalcolor
: Params. s focusedcolor;
g.setColor(sc);
g.fillOval(s.p.x – Params. s radius, s.p.y – Params. s radius, diameter,
diameter);
g.setColor(Params. s forecolor);
g.drawOval(s.p.x – Params. s radius, s.p.y – Params. s radius, diameter,
diameter); // outer ring of state
g.setFont(Params. s font);
FontMetrics fm = g.getFontMetrics();
String str = “q” + Integer.toString(s.id);
if (s.label == "" && !s.rename) { // if not labelled, displays its id for the first time.
s.label = str;
}
int l = fm.stringWidth(str);
int h = fm.getAscent();
if (selectedState != null) {
String str2 = s.label; // babu
g.drawString(str2, s.p.x – ((int) l / 2), s.p.y + ((int) h / 2));
str2 = "";
} else {
g.drawString(s.label, s.p.x – ((int) l / 4), s.p.y + ((int) h / 2));
}
if (s.isFinal) {
g.drawOval(s.p.x – Params. s radius – off,
s.p.y – Params. s radius – off, diameter + 2 ∗ off,




∗ Paints the triangle that represents the initial state.
∗/
private void paintInitial(Graphics g, State s) {
int r = Params. s radius;
int xPoints[] = { s.p.x – r, s.p.x – 2 ∗ r, s.p.x – 2 ∗ r, s.p.x – r};





∗ Paints the popup menu.
∗/




g.fill3DRect(menu.p.x, menu.p.y – 5, menu.width,
menu.height ∗ menu.itemsCounter + 10, true);




menu.p.y + 1 + menu.hasFocus ∗ menu.height,
menu.width – 10, menu.height – 2);
}
}
/∗ NEW CODE BY Yana – modified to display different color for different set of menu items ∗/
g.setColor(
Params. p foreStateColor);
int j = 0;
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∗ Creates a new state and adds it to the list of states.
∗/
public State addState(int x, int y) {





∗ Checks to see if the given position is in a state.
∗ To speed it up, we check if the position is in the
∗ rectangle surrounding the state’s circle.
∗ @return the state found, or null, if none was found.
∗/
public State isInState(int x, int y) {
State s = null;
boolean found = false;
Enumeration e = theStates.elements();
while ((e.hasMoreElements()) && (!found)) {
s = (State) e.nextElement();
if ((Math.abs(s.p.x – x) < Params. s radius)









} // end of method isInState.
/∗∗
∗ Creates a new transition and adds it to the list of transitions.
∗/
public Transition addTransition(State from, State to) {
String label = "";





∗ Removes the given transition from the list of transitions.
∗/
public void removeTransition(Transition t) {






∗ Returns the position of the label of the given transition.
∗/
public Point locateLabel(Transition t) {
int idx = theTransitions.indexOf(t);
Transition tt;
int x1 = t.from.p.x;
int y1 = t.from.p.y;
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int x2 = t.to.p.x;
int y2 = t.to.p.y;
int x, y;
count = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < idx; i++) {
tt = (Transition) theTransitions.elementAt(i);




if (t.from == t.to) {
y = (int) (y1 – t.distance + count ∗ Params. t height ∗ df);
y = Math.min(y, y1 – Params. t distance);
x = x1;
} else {
double len = Math.sqrt((x2 – x1) ∗ (x2 – x1) + (y2 – y1) ∗ (y2 – y1));
double d = (t.distance + count ∗ (Params. t height ∗ df));
d = Math.min(d, (len / 2 – Params. t height / 2 + 1));
d = d / len;
x = (int) (d ∗ x2 + (1 – d) ∗ x1);
y = (int) (d ∗ y2 + (1 – d) ∗ y1);
/∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗/






} // end of method locateLabel.
/∗∗
∗ Checks to see if the given position is in a label.
∗ @return the transition found, or null if none was found.
∗/
public Transition isInTransition(int x, int y) {
Transition t = null;
boolean found = false;
int tx, ty;
Point pl;
FontMetrics fm = getFontMetrics(Params. t font);
Vector rt = new Vector(theTransitions.size()); // will keep trans. in reversed order.
for (Enumeration e = theTransitions.elements(); e.hasMoreElements();) {
rt.insertElementAt(e.nextElement(), 0);
}
Enumeration e = rt.elements();
while ((e.hasMoreElements()) && (!found)) {




if (((x – tx) <= fm.stringWidth(t.label) + off + offr)
&& ((x – tx) >= 0) && ((y – ty) <= Params. t height)









} // end of method isInTransition.
/∗∗
∗ Checks to see if the given position is a good
∗ location for a new state. Not implemented.
∗/
boolean isGoodLocation(int x, int y) {
return true;
} // end of method isGoodLocation.
/∗∗
∗ Changes the aspect of the desktop.
∗ It becomes faded when fade is true, and unfaded when fade is false.
∗/
public void changeAspect(boolean fade) {
State s;
if (fade) { // upper window on; faded desktop
selectedTransition = null;
backcolor = Params. d fadedbackcolor;
} else { // upper window closed; sharp desktop
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backcolor = Params. d backcolor;
for (Enumeration e = theStates.elements(); e.hasMoreElements();) {





} // end of method changeAspect
/∗∗
∗ Relabels the states to have consecutive labels.
∗/
public void relabel() {
int newid = 0;
int newtrid = 0;
State s = null;
Transition t = null;
for (Enumeration e = theStates.elements(); e.hasMoreElements();) {




for (Enumeration e = theTransitions.elements(); e.hasMoreElements();) {




} // end of method relabel.
/∗∗
∗ Removes the highlights from all the states.
∗/
public void unfocusAll() {
State s = null;
for (Enumeration e = theStates.elements(); e.hasMoreElements();) {





∗ Returns a string representing the tabular form of the current machine.
∗ It is the only method we could find to print the machine on all platforms.
∗/
public String toTabular() {
int cols = theStates.size() + 1;
int rows = theTransitions.size() + theStates.size();
String[][] table = new String[rows][cols];
String[] header = new String[cols];
int[] colWidth = new int[cols];
int currentCol = 0;
int currentRow = 0;
int rowSpan = 0;
State s;
Transition t;
String answer = "";
String finalstates = “Final States: ”;
String initialstate = “Start state: ”
+ ((initialState != null) ? “q” + initialState.id : "");
if (theStates.size() == 0) {
return “ ”;
}
for (int i = 0; i < cols; i++) {
for (int j = 0; j < rows; j++) {




for (Enumeration e1 = theStates.elements(); e1.hasMoreElements();) {
s = (State) e1.nextElement();
if (s.isFinal) {
finalstates += “ q” + s.id;
}
table[currentRow][0] = “q” + s.id + “\t|”;
rowSpan = 1;
setTransitions(s, false);
for (Enumeration e2 = s.transitions.elements(); e2.hasMoreElements();) {
t = (Transition) e2.nextElement();
currentCol = theStates.indexOf(t.to) + 1;
if (t.label.length() > colWidth[currentCol]) {
colWidth[currentCol] = t.label.length();
}
int i = 0;
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while (!table[currentRow + i][currentCol].equals(EMPTY STR)) {
i++;
table[currentRow + i][0] = “\t|”;
}
table[currentRow + i][currentCol] = t.label.trim();
if (i + 1 > rowSpan) {







int totalWidth = 0;
answer = "";
answer += initialstate + “\n”;
answer += finalstates + “\n”;
answer += “Transition function: ” + “\n”;
answer += “\n\t ”;
for (Enumeration e1 = theStates.elements(); e1.hasMoreElements();) {
s = (State) e1.nextElement();
str = “q” + s.id;
currentCol = theStates.indexOf(s) + 1;
header[currentCol] = “ ” + toLength(str, colWidth[currentCol]) + “ ”;
answer += header[currentCol];








for (int i = 0; i < rows; i++) {
if (!table[i][0].equals(“\t|”) && (i > 0)) {
answer += “\t|”;





answer += “ ” + table[i][0];
for (int j = 1; j < cols; j++) {











} // end of method toTabular.
/∗∗
∗ Makes the String str have length length by adding white spaces.
∗ Used in method toTabular.
∗/
protected String toLength(String str, int length) {
String answer = new String(str);
int actuall = Math.max(3, length);
if (answer.equals(EMPTY STR)) {
answer = “-”;
}
int l = answer.length();
for (int i = l; i < actuall; i++) {





∗ Tokenizes the given label.
∗ The result is stored in the sublabel array.
∗ @see sublabel
∗/
protected void tokenizeIt(String label) {
String separators = "";
for (int i = 0; i < fieldCounter; i++) {
separators += separator[i];
}
StringTokenizer stk = new StringTokenizer(label, separators, false);
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for (int i = 0; i < fieldCounter; i++) {
sublabel[i] = stk.nextToken();
}
} // end of method tokenizeIt.
} // end of class Desktop.
/∗∗
∗ This class implements the popup menu that appears on the canvas
∗ when the right mouse is kept down. It doesn’t have a graphic context,
∗ so the actual painting of the menu is done in the Desktop class.
∗ Maybe make it extend Window and be independent...
∗
∗ @author Octavian Procopiuc
∗ @version 1.0 15 July 96
∗/
class Popup {
final static int MAKE INITIAL = 0;
final static int MAKE FINAL = 1;
final static int MAKE NONFINAL = 2;
final static int RENAME STATE = 3;
final static int REMOVE STATE = 4;
final static int RENAME TRANSITION = 5;
final static int REMOVE TRANSITION = 6;
static int NO OF TRANS ITEMS = 2;
static int NO OF STATE ITEMS = 5;
Desktop parent;
int offx = 9;
int offy = 5;
String[] theItems = {
“Make This State Initial”, “Make This State Final”,
“Make This State Non-Final”, “Rename This State”, “Remove This State”,
“Rename This Transition”, “Remove This Transition”};
boolean[] isValid;
int stateItemsCounter; // # of menu items for state
int transItemsCounter; // # of menu items for transition
int itemsCounter; // the # of items.
int height; // the hight of an item.
int width; // the width of the menu.
int hasFocus; // the item that has the focus.
Point p; // the upper left point of the menu.
State s = null;
Transition t = null;




stateItemsCounter = NO OF STATE ITEMS;
transItemsCounter = NO OF TRANS ITEMS;
isValid = new boolean[itemsCounter];
width = Params. p width;
p = new Point(0, 0);
height = Params. p height;
invalidateAll();
}
public void setState(State s) {
this.s = s;
if (s.isFinal) {
isValid[MAKE NONFINAL] = true;
} else {
isValid[MAKE FINAL] = true;
}
if (s != parent.initialState) {
isValid[MAKE INITIAL] = true;
}
isValid[REMOVE STATE] = true;
isValid[RENAME STATE] = true;
}
public void setTransition(Transition t) {
this.t = t;
isValid[RENAME TRANSITION] = true;
isValid[REMOVE TRANSITION] = true;
}









public boolean takeAction() {

























if (isValid[REMOVE STATE] && s != null) {
int i = 0;
while (i < parent.theTransitions.size()) {
tt = (Transition) parent.theTransitions.elementAt(i);
































case RENAME TRANSITION: // addition by Yana







if (s != null) {
s.rename = false;
}




// comment ended here
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} // end of switch hasFocus.
return answer;
}




public Point writeHere(int index) {
int x = p.x + offx;
int y = p.y + (index + 1) ∗ height – offy;
return new Point(x, y);
}
} // end of class Popup.
/∗ –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
File: DialogThread.java
Package: FSM Analyzer 1.0
Author: Dr. Ratnesh Kumar and Bharath Oruganti
V1.0 10/02/97.
Initial Developers: Magda & Octavian Procopiuc
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––∗/
/∗
∗ Dr. Ratnesh Kumar, Bharath S. Oruganti.
∗ Electrical Engineering Department.
∗ University of Kentucky.
∗ October, 1997.
∗
∗ Copyright (c) 1997




public class DialogThread extends Thread {
Frame env; // the Frame where threadAction() is defined
int id; // thread id; used to determine what type
// dialog this thread is created for
ThreadDialog dg; // the dialog for which the thread is created
/∗∗
∗ Creates a thread with the given id.
∗ This thread’s run() will call threadAction(id) which is
∗ defined in env.
∗/




∗ Creates a thread with the given id.
∗ This thread’s run() will call threadAction(id) which is
∗ defined in env.
∗/





public void run() {
if (env instanceof Environment) {
((Environment) env).threadAction(id);








Author: Dr. Ratnesh Kumar and Greg Stamp
V2.0 10/28/2006
Initial Developers: Yana Ong, Bharath Oruganti and Magda & Octavian Procopiuc
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––∗/
/∗
∗ Dr. Ratnesh Kumar, Greg Stamp.
∗ Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering




∗ Copyright (c) 2006









∗ This is the main window associated with each machine that the user
∗ opens. It contains the Desktop in the middle –– where the machine
∗ is displayed and
∗ edited ––, a status bar at the bottom, an input string bar
∗ above the Desktop, and a menu bar at the top.
∗ It also contains the actual machine.
∗/
public class Environment extends Frame {
static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;
/∗∗




∗ The name of the file containing the current machine.
∗/


















∗ The Container which opened this Environment.




∗ The current directory for opening/saving.
∗/
public String currentDir = null;
/∗∗
∗ When isApplet is set, some items in the menu bar are disabled.
∗/
public boolean isApplet = false;
boolean done = false;
public final static String CLOSE STR = “Close”;
public final static String QUIT STR = “Quit Designer”;
public final static String HLP STATE STR = “States”;
public final static String HLP TRANSITION STR = “Transitions”;
public final static String HLP OVERVIEW STR = “Overview”;
public final static String HLP TRACEWINDOW STR = “Trace Window”;
public final static String NO FILE NAME = “(no name)”;
final static String SAVE STRING = “Save”;
final static String NOTSAVE STRING = “Don’t Save”;
final static String CANCEL STRING = “Cancel”;
final static String[] SAVE BUTTONS = {
SAVE STRING, NOTSAVE STRING,
CANCEL STRING};
final static int NEW = 0;
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final static int OPEN = 1;
final static int FASTRUN = 2;
final static int PRINT = 3;
final static int CLOSE = 4;
final static int SHOWNONDETS = 5;
final static int OPENGRAPHIC = 6;
final static int SAVE = 7;
final static int SAVEAS = 8;
final static int SHOWASTEXT = 9;
final static int CONTMASKTABLE = 10;
final static int QUIT = 11;
final static int NONE = 99;
static String MI NEW = “New”,
MI OPEN = “Open As Text...”,
MI OPEN GRAPHIC = “Open As Graphic...”,
MI SAVE = “Save”,
MI SAVEAS = “Save As...”,
MI SHOWASTEXT = “Show Text”,
CONT MASK TABLE = “Controllability/Masking Table”;
private Menu filemenu;
/∗ constructor modified to include Desktop – this is used by FileReader to pass desktop it already created – Yana. ∗/
public Environment(String aFileName, Container mainmenu, boolean isApplet, Desktop desktop) {
super();




if (desktop == null) {





a = new FSA(d);
statusLine = new Label("", Label.LEFT);
add(“South”, statusLine);
Panel inputLine = new Panel();
add(“North”, inputLine);
putMenuBar();
if (!aFileName.equals(NO FILE NAME)) {





updateStatus(“Mail any bugs or comments to: rkumar@iastate.edu”);
} catch (Exception e) {





/∗ this is the old constructor – modified to just call above constructor with desktop=null – Yana. ∗/
public Environment(String aFileName, Container mainmenu, boolean isApplet) {
this(aFileName, mainmenu, isApplet, null);
}
public Dimension getgetPreferredSize() {
return new Dimension(Params. e width, Params. e height);
}
/∗∗
∗ Constructs the menu bar.
∗/
private void putMenuBar() {































m = new Menu(“View”);





m = new Menu(“Table”);













} // end of method putMenuBar.
public boolean handleEvent(Event e) {
Thread actionThread;
if (e.id == Event.WINDOW DESTROY) {
actionThread = new DialogThread(this, CLOSE);
actionThread.start();





public boolean action(Event e, Object arg) {
Thread actionThread;
if (e.target instanceof CheckboxMenuItem) {
if (arg.equals(“Auto re-label states”)) {
d.autoRelabel = ((CheckboxMenuItem) e.target).getState();
d.relabel();
}
} else if (e.target instanceof MenuItem) {
if (arg.equals(MI NEW)) {
actionThread = new DialogThread(this, NEW);
actionThread.start();
} else if (MI OPEN.equals(arg)) {
actionThread = new DialogThread(this, OPEN);
actionThread.start();
} else if (MI OPEN GRAPHIC.equals(arg)) {
actionThread = new DialogThread(this, OPENGRAPHIC);
actionThread.start();
} else if (MI SAVEAS.equals(arg)) {
actionThread = new DialogThread(this, SAVEAS);
actionThread.start();
} else if (MI SAVE.equals(arg)) {
actionThread = new DialogThread(this, SAVE);
actionThread.start();
} else if (QUIT STR.equals(arg)) {
actionThread = new DialogThread(this, QUIT);
actionThread.start();
} else if (CLOSE STR.equals(arg)) {
actionThread = new DialogThread(this, CLOSE);
actionThread.start();
} else if (MI SHOWASTEXT.equals(arg)) {
actionThread = new DialogThread(this, SHOWASTEXT);
actionThread.start();
} else if (CONT MASK TABLE.equals(arg)) {
if ((fileName != null)
&& (fileName.toString().trim().equals("") == false)
&& (fileName.toString().equals(NO FILE NAME) == false)) {





“A FSM file has to be opened before running this.”,
“No FSM file”, JOptionPane.ERROR MESSAGE);
}
} else if (“Re-label states”.equals(arg)) {
relabel();
} else if (HLP STATE STR.equals(arg)) {
help(HelpDialog.STATE );
} else if (HLP TRANSITION STR.equals(arg)) {
help(HelpDialog.TRANSITION);
} else if (HLP OVERVIEW STR.equals(arg)) {
help(HelpDialog.OVERVIEW);
} else {







} // end of method action.
/∗∗
∗ Relabels the states by calling relabel from the Desktop.
∗/













d = new Desktop();
a = new FSA(d);
}
/∗∗
∗ Shows the help dialog.
∗/
public void help(int helpOnWhat) {





∗ Shows a FileDialog and tries to open the selected file as text.
∗/
public boolean openText(String filename) {
boolean answer = true;
InputFrame ip;




if (filename == null) // if no filename is specified, ask user for one
{
FileDialog fd = new FileDialog(this, “Open ” + “FA”,
FileDialog.LOAD);
fd.setBackground(Params. dg backcolor);









String strFile = fd.getFile();
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String strDir = fd.getDirectory();
if (strDir == null || strFile == null) {
return false;
}
if (strFile.endsWith(“.∗.∗”)) { // ugly bug in JDK 1.0.2 for win32.






filename = strDir + strFile;
}
if (filename.equals(NO FILE NAME)) {
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(this, “No file is opened.”, “Error”,
JOptionPane.ERROR MESSAGE);
} else {
ip = new InputFrame(new Input(Analyzer.flapMainMenu), filename,
filename);




/∗ Open a file as graphic – Yana
∗ @param filename filename of text file to be opened as graphic
∗/




FileDialog fd = new FileDialog(this, “Open ” + “FA”,
FileDialog.LOAD);
fd.setBackground(Params. dg backcolor);









String strFile = fd.getFile();
String strDir = fd.getDirectory();
if (strDir == null || strFile == null) {
return false;
}
if (strFile.endsWith(“.∗.∗”)) { // ugly bug in JDK 1.0.2 for win32.





String aName = strDir + strFile;
MyFileReader fileReader = new MyFileReader();
try {
fileReader.read(aName);














}// end of OpenGraphic
/∗ Ranga Code ∗/
public void writefiletoTextArea(String aName) throws Exception {}
/∗∗
∗ Tries to open the given file in graphic format.
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∗/
public void open(String aName) throws Exception {
MyFileReader fr = new MyFileReader();
fr.read(aName);








∗ Tries to save the current machine.
∗/
public boolean save() {
String error = a.checkMachine();
if (error != null) {
OKDialog dg = new OKDialog(error + “\nOperation canceled.”, this,











∗ Opens a FileDialog and tries to save the current machine
∗ in the specified file.
∗/
public boolean saveAs() {
FileDialog fd = new FileDialog(this, “Save ” + “FA”,
FileDialog.SAVE);










String strFile = fd.getFile();
String strDir = fd.getDirectory();
if (strDir == null || strFile == null) {
return false;
}
if (strFile.endsWith(“.∗.∗”)) { // ugly bug in JDK 1.0.2 for win32.










∗ Tries to save the current machine in the file given
∗ by the name.
∗/
public boolean save(String aName) {
boolean answer = false;
FileWriter fw = new FileWriter(a);
try {
if (aName.trim().endsWith(MainMenu.fileSeparator)) {









} catch (IOException e) {
OKDialog dg = new OKDialog(
“I/O Error.\nFile not saved.\n” + e.getMessage(), this,
“FA” + “ Save Error”);
dg.setVisible(true);
} catch (NoSuchElementException e) {
OKDialog dg = new OKDialog(
“Tokenizer Error.\nFile not saved.\n” + e.getMessage(), this,
“FA” + “ Save Error”);
dg.setVisible(true);
} catch (Exception e) {
OKDialog dg = new OKDialog(
“File Error.\nFile not saved.\n” + e.getMessage(), this,




} // end of method save(String).




public void quit() {
mainmenu.postEvent(new Event(this, Event.ACTION EVENT, QUIT STR));
}




mainmenu.postEvent(new Event(this, Event.ACTION EVENT, CLOSE STR));
}
/∗∗
∗ Updates the title and the status line.
∗/
public void updateStatus() {
String typeInTitle = “Finite State Automaton”;
String strModified = (a.d.modified) ? “(modified)” : "";




∗ Updates the title and the status line.
∗ @param message the new status line.
∗/





∗ Tests if the current machine is modified,
∗ asks to save it if it is modified.
∗ @return false if the user pushed the cancel button, true otherwise.
∗/
public boolean testSavedAndProceed() {
boolean answer = true;
if (isApplet) {
answer = true;
} else if (a.d.modified) {
TextInDialog dg = new TextInDialog(“Current machine is not saved”,
SAVE BUTTONS, this, “FA” + “ Warning”);
Thread dt = Thread.currentThread();
dg.setDialogThread(dt);
dg.setLocation(mainmenu.getX() + 65, 100); // added
dg.setVisible(true);
if (dg.getPushedButton().equals(ThreadDialog.NOT YET)) {
dt.suspend();
}
String pushed = dg.getPushedButton();










} // end of method testSavedAndProceed.
/∗∗
∗ Should be removed when the bug regarding non–modal
∗ dialogs is fixed.
∗/
public void threadAction(int id) {
switch (id) {
case OPEN:





























System.out.println(“threadAction is called with id = ” + id);
break;
}
} // end of method threadAction
} // end of class Environment.
class ShowOutputFile extends Frame // using inputframe now...
{
static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;
TextArea tf;
String str = new String();
StringBuffer currFile = new StringBuffer();
public ShowOutputFile(String FileName) {
super(“Textual Representation of State Machine:” + FileName);
GridBagLayout gridbag = new GridBagLayout();










protected String parseFileName(String fullPathName) {
int idx = fullPathName.lastIndexOf(mainAnalyzer.Analyzer.fileSeparator);
return fullPathName.substring(idx + 1);
}
// Read a local file






} catch (IOException e) {
System.out.println(“Exception in readFile: ” + e.toString());
} catch (Exception e1) {
System.out.println(“Exception in readFile: ” + e1.toString());
}
}
public boolean handleEvent(Event evt) {






}// end of class ShowOutputFile
class ReadFile {
StringBuffer sb = new StringBuffer();




fis = new FileInputStream(FileName);
int oneChar;









Package: FSM Analyzer 1.0
Author: Dr. Ratnesh Kumar and Bharath Oruganti
V1.0 10/02/97.
Initial Developers: Magda & Octavian Procopiuc
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––∗/
/∗
∗ Dr. Ratnesh Kumar, Bharath S. Oruganti.
∗ Electrical Engineering Department.
∗ University of Kentucky.
∗ October, 1997.
∗
∗ Copyright (c) 1997






∗ This class is used to write a given machine in a given
∗ file.
∗/
public class FileWriter {
public Machine a;




∗ Tries to write the machine in the specified file.
∗/
public void write(String fileName) throws Exception {
FileOutputStream out = null;
out = new FileOutputStream(fileName);
PrintStream ps = new PrintStream(out);
if (a.d.theStates.size() > 0) {
ps.println(a.d.theStates.size());
ps.println();
State s1 = a.d.initialState;
if (s1 == null) {
throw new Exception(
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“Failure in writing a machine state without initial state!”);
}
ps.println(transitionsFrom(s1));
for (Enumeration e = a.d.theStates.elements(); e.hasMoreElements();) {
State s2 = (State) e.nextElement();






“Failure in writing a machine state with zero state!”);
}
ps.close();
} // end of method write.
/∗ returns the string describing state s (argument) and transition starting from s.
∗ the returned string follows the file format (see user manual) and is used to
∗ write to file when saving a state machine from the graphic to file.
∗/
private String transitionsFrom(State s) {









answer = “\n” + s.label + “\t” + i + “\t” + s.transitions.size() + “\n”;
for (Enumeration e = s.transitions.elements(); e.hasMoreElements();) {
t = (Transition) e.nextElement();
answer += ((t.label.trim().equals("")) ? “∗” : t.label.trim())
+ “\t” + t.to.label + “\n”;
}
return answer;
} // end of method transitionsFrom.
} // end of class FileWriter.
/∗ –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
File: FSA.java
Package: JFLAP Version 1.0
Author: Magda & Octavian Procopiuc V1.0 07/15/96
Description of Contents: Contains class FSA.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––∗/
/∗
∗ Susan H. Rodger, Magda Procopiuc, Octavian Procopiuc
∗ Computer Science Department
∗ Duke University
∗ June 1996
∗ Supported by National Science Foundation DUE–9596002 and DUE–9555084.
∗
∗ Copyright (c) 1996
∗ All rights reserved.
∗
∗ Redistribution and use in source and binary forms are permitted
∗ provided that the above copyright notice and this paragraph are
∗ duplicated in all such forms and that any documentation,
∗ advertising materials, and other materials related to such
∗ distribution and use acknowledge that the software was developed
∗ by the author. The name of the author may not be used to
∗ endorse or promote products derived from this software without
∗ specific prior written permission.
∗ THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ‘‘AS IS’’ AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR
∗ IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED




∗ This class simulates the behavior of a
∗ (non)deterministic finite state automaton.
∗
∗ @author Magda & Octavian Procopiuc
∗ @version 1.0 15 July 1996
∗/
public class FSA extends Machine {
/∗∗
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∗ Creates FSA corresponding to its desktop image.
∗/
public FSA(Desktop d) {
super(d);
}




Author: Dr. Ratnesh Kumar and Greg Stamp
V2.0 10/28/2006
Initial Developers: Bharath Oruganti and Magda & Octavian Procopiuc
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––∗/
/∗
∗ Dr. Ratnesh Kumar, Greg Stamp.
∗ Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
∗ Iowa State University
∗ October, 2006.
∗
∗ Copyright (c) 2006






∗ This is the dialog that appears when the user
∗ chooses one of the items in the Help menu.
∗ All the text is displayed in a TextArea,
∗ which has its own scroll bars.
∗/
public class HelpDialog extends Dialog {
static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;
final static int OVERVIEW = 0;
final static int STATE = 5;
final static int TRANSITION = 15;
final static int UPPERWINDOW = 20;
final static int TRACEWINDOW = 25;
final static int MENUBAR = 30;
protected String[] allText = new String[40];
protected String text = “nothing”;
protected int helpOnWhat;
protected TextArea textArea;








Panel p = new Panel();




p = new Panel();
p.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
p.add(“Center”,






public boolean action(Event e, Object arg) {




} // end of method action.
/∗∗
∗ This method is supposed to format the text
∗ to fit in the window. It’s not totally reliable.
∗/
protected String parseText() {
String answer = "";
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StringTokenizer st = new StringTokenizer(text, “ \t\n\r”, true);
int cmax = textArea.getColumns();
int c = 0;
String buffer = "";
while (st.hasMoreTokens()) {
buffer = st.nextToken();












} // end of method parseText.
/∗∗
∗ Sets the actual text in the allText array.
∗/
protected void setAllText() {
allText[OVERVIEW] = // for the FSA.
“\tOverview\n\n”
+ “This application is a graphical tool for the creation and simulation of finite state automaton.\n\n”
+ “The mouse is used to draw the transition graph of the automaton on the canvas. The canvas is the large \
rectangular region which is initially blank. States are represented as circles, while transitions are labeled arcs connecting two states.\n\
\n”
+ “The states of an automaton may be moved about on the canvas once they have been created, to make the \
layout more eye-pleasing. See the HELP on STATES to find out how to do that.\n\n”
+ “ See HELP on TRANSITIONS to find out how to draw and create them.”;
allText[STATE] = allText[STATE + 1] = allText[STATE + 2] = allText[STATE + 3] = “\tHelp on: STATES\n\n”
+ “Rule of thumb: The states are handled with the CENTER MOUSE BUTTON (if you use a three-button mouse) or \
with SHIFT & LEFT BUTTON\n\n”
+ “To CREATE a state click the center button on a clear area of the canvas.\n\n”
+ “To MOVE a state, drag it holding the center button down.\n\n”
+ “To RELABEL a state, REMOVE a state or make a state INITIAL or FINAL, ”
+ “place the cursor within the state, and hold the RIGHT button ”
+ “(or CTRL & LEFT button) down while selecting the desired operation ”
+ “from the popup menu, then release the button.\n\n”;
allText[TRANSITION] = // for the FSA
“\tHelp on: TRANSITIONS\n\n”
+ “Rule of thumb: The transitions are handled with the LEFT MOUSE BUTTON.\n\n”
+ “To create a transition press and hold the LEFT button within the origin state, and release it within the \
destination state.\n\n”
+ “To DELETE a transition, place the cursor within transition label, press and hold the RIGHT mouse button \
(or CTRL & LEFT button) while selecting the desired item in the popup menu, then release the button.\n\n”
+ “To EDIT a transition label, place the cursor within transition label, then press and hold the RIGHT mouse \
button (or CTRL & LEFT button) while selecting ’Rename this transition’ in the popup menu. Then edit its contents using the keyboard.”
+ “ An epsilon transition is created by simply leaving the contents blank. ”;
} // end of method setAllText().




Author: Dr. Ratnesh Kumar and Greg Stamp
V2.0 10/28/2006
Initial Developers: Yana Ong
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––∗/
/∗
∗ Dr. Ratnesh Kumar, Greg Stamp.
∗ Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
∗ Iowa State University
∗ October, 2006.
∗
∗ Copyright (c) 2006







public class InputFileFrame extends JFrame {
static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;
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Frame parentFrame = null;
String fileName = null;
TextField inputFile = new TextField("", 50);
Button browseButton = new Button(“Browse”);
Button okButton = new Button(“OK”);
Button cancelButton = new Button(“Cancel”);
TextField supervCountField;
Machine machine = null;
int noOfSuperv = 1;
boolean ReadFile = false;
public InputFileFrame(Frame parent) {
parentFrame = parent;
machine = null;
initializeFrame(null, false); //added 0
}




initializeFrame(fName, false); //added 0
}
//added
public InputFileFrame(Frame pFrame, String fName) {
parentFrame = pFrame;
//in this instance, should read file to determine number of supervisors!
//remove events frome filename because this is added in contmasktablewindow
fileName = fName.substring(0,fName.lastIndexOf(' '));
initializeFrame(fName, true); //added 1
}
private void initializeFrame(String fName, boolean read file) {
ReadFile = read file; //added, see if reading a file 1 = yes
if (fName == null) {
this.getContentPane().setLayout(new BorderLayout(3, 1));
Panel firstPanel = new Panel();
JLabel lbl = new JLabel(









if(!ReadFile)//if not reading a file then ask for number of supervisors
{
Panel thirdPanel = new Panel();
thirdPanel.add(new JLabel(“Number of Supervisors :”));










setLocation(parentFrame.getX() + 10, parentFrame.getY() + 10);
setDefaultCloseOperation(WindowConstants.DISPOSE ON CLOSE);
this.pack();
super.enableEvents(AWTEvent.WINDOW EVENT MASK | AWTEvent.KEY EVENT MASK);






//calling alternate function to read file




class ButtonListener implements ActionListener {
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) {
String buttonLabel = e.getActionCommand();
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if (buttonLabel.equals(“Browse”)) {
DoFileDialog dfd = new DoFileDialog(InputFileFrame.this,
“Please select a file”);
inputFile.setText(dfd.getPath());
} else if (buttonLabel.equals(“OK”)) {
InputFileFrame.this.dispose();
parentFrame.setEnabled(true);





“No plant file is specified”, “No Input Provided!”,
JOptionPane.ERROR MESSAGE);
} else {
ContMaskTableWindow contmaskWin = new ContMaskTableWindow(
parentFrame, fileName, noOfSuperv, machine);
contmaskWin.setLocationRelativeTo(parentFrame);
}






}// end of ButtonListener class
class TextFieldListener implements TextListener {
public void textValueChanged(TextEvent e) {
try {
noOfSuperv = Integer.parseInt(supervCountField.getText());
} catch (NumberFormatException nfe) {
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(parentFrame,
“Please input \"Number of Supervisors\" in proper format (Integer format).”,




}// end of TextFieldListener class..
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∗ This class implements the concept of a machine
∗ in the sense used in the automata theory.
∗/
abstract public class Machine {
/∗∗
∗ Types of messages displayed while doing a step or fast run
∗/
final static int NO FINAL STATE MSG = 0;
final static int NO MORE CONFIGS MSG = 1;
final static int MAXNCONFIGS MSG = 2;
final static int MAXCOUNT MSG = 3;
final static int ACCEPTED MSG = 4;
final static int NO MESSAGE = 5;
/∗∗





∗ Number of configurations generated thus far
∗ (i.e. size of current configuration tree)
∗/
int nConfigs = 0;
/∗∗
∗ Number of configurations generated in the current expand step




∗ Maximum number of configurations the program should generate.
∗ Can be interactively modified up to capacity.
∗/
public int maxNConfigs = 100;
/∗∗
∗ Capacity of the machine (biggest acceptable value for maxNConfigs).
∗/
public static int capacity = Params. ma capacity;
/∗∗










public String input = "";
/∗∗





∗ Creates machine corresponding to its desktop image.
∗/
public Machine(Desktop d) {
this.d = d;
currentConfigs = new Vector();
}
/∗∗
∗ Checks if machine is valid (i.e. has initial state).
∗ Will be rewritten in TM1 and TM2, to also check if transition
∗ labels are valid.
∗ @return Message string (null if machine is OK).
∗/
public String checkMachine() {
if (d.initialState == null) {
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∗ The initial menu which enables the user to open
∗ as many Environment windows as he/she wants
∗ with the desired machine type. Basically,
∗ it contains one button for each machine type
∗ and an exit button.
∗/
public class MainMenu extends Frame {
static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;
Vector windows = new Vector(1, 1);
String paramsFileName = “.flaprc”;
boolean isApplet = false;
Environment target;
public final static String STR FSA = “FSM Designer”;
public final static String STR QUIT = “QUIT”;
public final static String osName = System.getProperty(“os.name”);
public final static String fileSeparator = System.getProperty(
“file.separator”);
public static String workingDirectory = System.getProperty(“user.dir”);
static {
if (workingDirectory == null) {
workingDirectory = "";









Color color = Params. mm backcolor;
add(c = new Button(STR FSA));
c.setBackground(color);
add(c = new Button(STR QUIT));
c.setBackground(color);




public boolean handleEvent(Event e) {





public boolean action(Event e, Object arg) {
Environment f;
DialogThread actionThread;
if (e.target instanceof Button) {
if (STR QUIT.equals(arg)) {
target = null;





f = createEnvironment(Environment.NO FILE NAME);
f.setVisible(true);
}
} else if (e.target instanceof Environment) {
if (Environment.CLOSE STR.equals(arg)) {
f = (Environment) e.target;
windows.removeElement(f);
f.setVisible(false);
} else if (Environment.QUIT STR.equals(arg)) {
target = (Environment) e.target;







public Dimension getPreferredSize() {
return new Dimension(Params. mm width, Params. mm height);
}
/∗∗
∗ Checks if the user wants to save all the unsaved machines and
∗ exits if the user didn’t cancel the operation.
∗/
public boolean quit(Object first) {
Environment f;
if (first != null) {








int i = 0;
while (i < windows.size()) {











} // end of method quit.
/∗∗
∗ Parses the command line arguments.
∗/
void parseArgs(String args[]) {
int i = 0;
String arg;
String fileName = Environment.NO FILE NAME;
while (i < args.length) {
if (args[i].startsWith(“-”)) {
arg = args[i++];
if (i == 1) {
if (arg.equalsIgnoreCase(“-p”)) {


















} // end of method parseArgs.
/∗∗
∗ Reads the parameters from the parameters file.
∗/
protected void readParams() {
FileInputStream fis;
Properties params = new Properties();
try {
fis = new FileInputStream(paramsFileName);
params.load(fis);
fis.close();
} catch (Exception e) {










protected Environment createEnvironment(String aFileName) {
Environment f;
setCursor(Frame.WAIT CURSOR);
f = new Environment(aFileName, (Container) this, isApplet);
f.setSize(Params. e width + 30, Params. e height + 30);
windows.addElement(f);





∗ Shows all the Environment windows.
∗/
public void showWindows() {
Environment f;
for (Enumeration e = windows.elements(); e.hasMoreElements();) {








∗ Helper file available for outside class; used to open a
∗ state machine file in graphic.
∗/
public void OpenFileAsGraphic(String aFileName) {
Environment ev = createEnvironment(aFileName);
ev.setVisible(true);
}
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∗ This class is used to read and parse the data from a given
∗ file, and to construct a machine using this data.
∗/
/∗ We’re only reading file for Machine.FSA – Yana ∗/
public class MyFileReader {
public Machine a = null;
protected Desktop d = null;
protected BufferedReader dis = null;
/∗∗
∗ Tries to read a machine from the given file.
∗/
public void read(String fileName) throws Exception {
FileInputStream in = null;
in = new FileInputStream(fileName);
setStream(in);
parseStream();








public void setStream(InputStream is) {
dis = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(is));
}
/∗∗
∗ Reads data from the current input stream
∗ and parses it, building a new machine.
∗/
public void parseStream() throws Exception {
String line;
Vector transitionLines = new Vector(4, 1);
/∗ We’re only reading from FSA machine ∗/
line = readNextLine(); // # of states.
if (line == null) {
throw (new EOFException(“Wrong File Format”));
}
int stateCount = Integer.parseInt(line);
d = new Desktop();
if (stateCount == 0) {
throw (new Exception(“No Initial State”));
}
for (int i = 0; i < stateCount; i++) {
State s = new State();
s.id = i;
line = readNextLine();
if (line == null) {
throw (new EOFException(“Wrong File Format”));
}
String token;
StringTokenizer st = new StringTokenizer(line);
if (st.countTokens() != 3) {
throw (new EOFException(“Wrong File Format”));
}
// State’s information
token = st.nextToken(); // State name
s.SetStateLabel(token);
token = st.nextToken();






s.transitionCount = Integer.parseInt(token); // # of outgoing transitions
d.theStates.addElement(s);
if (i == 0) {
d.initialState = s;
} // Initial state
for (int j = 0; j < s.transitionCount; j++) { // skip transition inputs and place into transitionLines vector
line = readNextLine();
if (line == null) {




}// finished adding states
// adding transitions
int id = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < stateCount; i++) {
State fromState = (State) d.theStates.elementAt(i);
for (int j = 0; j < fromState.transitionCount; j++) {
line = (String) transitionLines.remove(0);
if (line == null) {
throw (new Exception(




StringTokenizer st = new StringTokenizer(line);
if (st.countTokens() != 2) {
throw (new EOFException(“Wrong File Format”));
}
Transition t = new Transition(++id, fromState, null, null); // start transition id from 1
// transition’s information




if ((t.to = getStateWithLabel(token)) == null) {
throw(new EOFException(“Wrong File Format”));
}
t.distance = (t.to != t.from)
? Params. t distance
: Params. t ltheight;
d.theTransitions.addElement(t);
}
}// finished adding transitions
d.currentId = d.theStates.size() + 1;
d.currenttrId = d.theTransitions.size() + 1;
dis.close();
a = new FSA(d);
setStatePosition();
} // end of method read.
/∗ helper function that finds and returns the next non–null line – Yana ∗/
protected String readNextLine() {
try {
String tryLine = dis.readLine();
while (dis.ready() && (tryLine.trim().equals(""))) {
tryLine = dis.readLine();
} // find the next non–space line to be returned
return tryLine;
} catch (Exception e) {
System.err.println(





∗ Arrange position for newly created states – Yana
∗/
protected void setStatePosition() {
int statesPerLine = (int) Math.sqrt((double) d.theStates.size());
int width = (Params. s radius ∗ statesPerLine)
+ (Params. t distance ∗ (statesPerLine – 1));
int height = (Params. s radius ∗ statesPerLine)
+ (Params. t ltheight ∗ (statesPerLine – 1));
int currX = 0, currY = 0, startX = 30, startY = 55; // added start position to move initial state from border
int startingPoint = Params. s radius;
d.setSize(width, height);
for (int i = 0; i < d.theStates.size(); i++) {
currX = startX + startingPoint
+ (i % statesPerLine)
∗ (2 ∗ Params. s radius + Params. t distance); // next state coordinate is as far as one state
// diameter
currY = startY + startingPoint
+ (i / statesPerLine)
∗ (2 ∗ Params. s radius + Params. t ltheight);






∗ Return the State with the same label as lbl
∗ @param lbl the state label to be compared/found
∗/
protected State getStateWithLabel(String lbl) {
for (int i = 0; i < d.theStates.size(); i++) {








} // end of class FileReader.
/∗ –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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∗ A TextInDialog with only an OK button.
∗/
public class OKDialog extends TextInDialog {
static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;
final static private String OK STRING = “ OK ”;
final static private String[] OKButtonStr = { OK STRING};
/∗∗
∗ @param message Text to be displayed
∗ parent Parent frame of dialog
∗ title Title of the dialog window
∗/
public OKDialog(String message, Frame parent, String title) {
super(message, OKButtonStr, parent, title);
}
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∗ This class is a wrapper for the parameters used
∗ in the flap package.
∗
∗ @author Magda & Octavian Procopiuc
∗ @version 1.0 15 July 1996
∗/
public class Params {
private static Color cafeAuLait0 = new Color(0xd8d2c0);
private static Color cafeAuLait1 = new Color(0xe5e0ce);
private static Color cafeAuLait2 = new Color(0xeae4d2);
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private static Color tomato1 = new Color(0xff6347);
private static Color chat = new Color(0x7FFF00);
private static Color yellow2 = new Color(0xeeee00);
private static Color gray63 = new Color(0xa1a1a1);
private static Color maroon = new Color(0x800000);
private static Color lightpurple = new Color(140, 120, 255); // added




public static int e width = 500; // changed
public static int e height = 600; // changed
public static int e inputfieldlength = 30; // doesn’t apply to TM2.
public static Color e backcolor = cafeAuLait1;
public static String e xwdcommand = “/usr/local/X/bin/xwd -nobdrs”;




public static Color d backcolor = Color.white;
public static Color d fadedbackcolor = cafeAuLait1;




public static Color s forecolor = Color.black;
public static Color s normalcolor = chat;
public static Color s focusedcolor = tomato1;
public static int s radius = 24; // changed




public static Color t interiorcolor = yellow2;
public static Color t normalcolor = Color.black;
public static Color t focusedcolor = tomato1; // transition menu items color
public static Color t selectedcolor = tomato1; // transition line color
// added
public static Color t makecontcolor = Color.blue;
public static Color t makeuncontcolor = maroon;
public static Font t font = new Font(“TimesRoman”, Font.BOLD, 10); // changed
public static int t distance = 35;
public static int t height = 18;
public static int t ltheight = 70; // loop transition height.
// Parameters for graphic drawn from text file
public static int t distancep = 15;
public static int t heightp = 10;




public static int c height = 85;
public static int c width = 150;
public static Color c confcolor = cafeAuLait1;
public static Color c backcolor = Color.white;
public static Color c forecolor = Color.black;
public static Font c font = new Font(“System”, Font.PLAIN, 12);
/∗
∗ Upper window parameters (this is the step run window):
∗/
public static int uw height = 410;
public static int uw width = 660;
public static Color uw backcolor = cafeAuLait1;
/∗
∗ Trace window parameters:
∗/
public static int tw width = 215;
public static int tw height = 190;
public static int tw voffset = 27; // the vert. offset of the config.
public static int tw hoffset = 5; // the horiz. offset of the config.
public static Font tw font = new Font(“System”, Font.PLAIN, 14);
public static Color tw backcolor = cafeAuLait1;
/∗
∗ Popup menu parameters (this is the menu you get with the
∗ right mouse button, or CTRL–button):
∗/
public static int p width = 170;
public static int p height = 25;
public static Color p backcolor = darkgray; // menu background color cafeAuLait1
public static Color p foreStateColor = s normalcolor;
public static Color p foreTransColor = t focusedcolor;
public static Color p forecolor = Color.black;
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public static Color p focusedcolor = lightpurple; // changed from tomato1
public static Color p invalidcolor = gray63;
public static Font p font = s font;
/∗
∗ Menu bar parameters:
∗/
public static Font m font = new Font(“TimesRoman”, Font.BOLD, 12);
/∗
∗ Main menu parameters:
∗/
public static int mm width = 185;
public static int mm height = 190;








public static Font dg font = new Font(“TimesRoman”, Font.PLAIN, 14); // changed
public static Color dg backcolor = cafeAuLait2;
public static Color dg forecolor = Color.black;
public static int dg width = 240; // changed
public static int dg height = 120; // changed
/∗
∗ Help dialog parameters:
∗/
public static int h rows = 18;
public static int h columns = 72;
public static Font h font = new Font(“TimesRoman”, Font.PLAIN, 14);




public static Color bt backcolor = cafeAuLait0;
/∗
∗ Types of systems on which the application runs:
∗/
public static String sys win95 = “Windows 95”;
public static String sys macos = “macos”;
public static String sys solaris = “solaris”; // not actually used.
static Color flake color = new Color(0x98f5ff);
// bitmaps:
static byte[] crossImageData = {
0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1,
1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1,
1, 2, 2, 0, 0, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,
2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2,
2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,
1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2,
2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2,
0, 0, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2,
0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2,
2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 1, 1,
2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2,
2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 2, 0,
};
static int[] crossImageColors = { 0, 0xff0000, 0xb22222};
static int crossImageWidth = 25;
static int crossImageHeight = 22;
static byte[] flakeImageData = {
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 0,
1, 2, 2, 0, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 1, 2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 0, 1,
2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1,
1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 0,
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0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 2, 2, 0,
0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 0,
0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 0, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1,
1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 0, 1, 2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 0,
0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0,
1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2,
2, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2,
0, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0,
1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
};
static int[] flakeImageColors = { 0, 0x8db6cd, flake color.getRGB()};
static int flakeImageWidth = 23;
static int flakeImageHeight = 25;
static byte[] iconImageData = {
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0,
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,
1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0,
1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
228
0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1,
2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 1, 2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2,
2, 2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
1, 2, 2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2,
1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
229
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
};
static int[] iconImageColors = { 0xFFFFFF, 0x0, s normalcolor.getRGB()};
static int iconImageWidth = 64;
static int iconImageHeight = 64;
/∗
∗ Images appearing in the program:
∗/
public static Image img flake = generateImage(flakeImageData,
flakeImageColors, flakeImageWidth, flakeImageHeight);
public static Image img cross = generateImage(crossImageData,
crossImageColors, crossImageWidth, crossImageHeight);
public static Image img icon = generateImage(iconImageData, iconImageColors,
iconImageWidth, iconImageHeight);
/∗∗
∗ Generates an Image object from a byte array
∗/
public static Image generateImage(
byte[] imageData, int[] colors, int width, int height) {
int count = colors.length;
byte[] red = new byte[count];
byte[] green = new byte[count];
byte[] blue = new byte[count];
for (int i = 0; i < count; i++) {
red[i] = (byte) (colors[i] >> 16);
green[i] = (byte) ((colors[i] & 0x00ff00) >> 8);
blue[i] = (byte) (colors[i] & 0x0000ff);
}
IndexColorModel model = new IndexColorModel(8, count, red, green, blue,
0);
MemoryImageSource memImage = new MemoryImageSource(width, height, model,
imageData, 0, width);




∗ Loads the parameters from the given Properties object
∗/




if ((color = readAColor(“state.background.normal”, params)) != null) {
Params. s normalcolor = color;
}
if ((color = readAColor(“state.background.focused”, params)) != null) {
Params. s focusedcolor = color;
}
// Added new colors for the transitions....
if ((color = readAColor(“transition.background.focused”, params))
!= null) {
Params. s focusedcolor = color;
}
if ((color = readAColor(“state.background.focused”, params)) != null) {
Params. s focusedcolor = color;
}
if ((color = readAColor(“state.foreground”, params)) != null) {
Params. s forecolor = color;
}
if ((color = readAColor(“transition.background”, params)) != null) {
Params. t interiorcolor = color;
}
if ((color = readAColor(“transition.foreground.normal”, params)) != null) {
Params. t normalcolor = color;
}
if ((color = readAColor(“transition.foreground.selected”, params))
!= null) {
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Params. t selectedcolor = color;
}
if ((color = readAColor(“mainwindow.background”, params)) != null) {
Params. e backcolor = color;
}
if ((color = readAColor(“canvas.background.normal”, params)) != null) {
Params. d backcolor = color;
}
if ((color = readAColor(“canvas.background.faded”, params)) != null) {
Params. d fadedbackcolor = color;
}
if ((color = readAColor(“dialog.background”, params)) != null) {
Params. dg backcolor = color;
}
if ((color = readAColor(“configuration.background”, params)) != null) {
Params. c confcolor = color;
}
if ((color = readAColor(“configuration.foreground”, params)) != null) {
Params. c forecolor = color;
}
if ((color = readAColor(“steprunwindow.background”, params)) != null) {
Params. uw backcolor = color;
}
if ((color = readAColor(“steprunwindow.canvas.background”, params))
!= null) {
Params. c backcolor = color;
}
if ((color = readAColor(“canvas.popup.background.normal”, params))
!= null) {
Params. p backcolor = color;
}
if ((color = readAColor(“canvas.popup.background.focused”, params))
!= null) {
Params. p focusedcolor = color;
}
if ((color = readAColor(“canvas.popup.foreground.normal”, params))
!= null) {
Params. p forecolor = color;
}
if ((color = readAColor(“canvas.popup.foreground.nonselectable”, params))
!= null) {
Params. p invalidcolor = color;
}
if ((color = readAColor(“button.background”, params)) != null) {
Params. bt backcolor = color;
}
if ((color = readAColor(“helpdialog.background”, params)) != null) {
Params. h backcolor = color;
}
if ((color = readAColor(“tracewindow.background”, params)) != null) {
Params. tw backcolor = color;
}
if ((color = readAColor(“snowflake.color”, params)) != null) {
Params. flake color = color;
}
if ((i = readAnInt(“mainwindow.width”, params)) >= 1) {
Params. e width = i;
}
if ((i = readAnInt(“mainwindow.height”, params)) >= 1) {
Params. e height = i;
}
if ((i = readAnInt(“state.radius”, params)) >= 1) {
Params. s radius = i;
}
if ((i = readAnInt(“transition.height”, params)) >= 1) {
Params. t height = i;
}
if ((i = readAnInt(“transition.distance”, params)) >= 1) {
Params. t distance = i;
}
if ((i = readAnInt(“steprunwindow.width”, params)) >= 1) {
Params. uw width = i;
}
if ((i = readAnInt(“steprunwindow.height”, params)) >= 1) {
Params. uw height = i;
}
if ((i = readAnInt(“dialog.width”, params)) >= 1) {
Params. dg width = i;
}
if ((i = readAnInt(“dialog.height”, params)) >= 1) {
Params. dg height = i;
}
if ((i = readAnInt(“mainwindow.inputfield.length”, params)) >= 1) {
Params. e inputfieldlength = i;
}
if ((i = readAnInt(“machine.capacity”, params)) >= 1) {
Params. ma capacity = i;
}
if ((i = readAnInt(“tracewindow.width”, params)) >= 1) {
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Params. tw width = i;
}
if ((i = readAnInt(“tracewindow.height”, params)) >= 1) {
Params. tw height = i;
}
if ((i = readAnInt(“tracewindow.configuration.hoffset”, params)) >= 1) {
Params. tw hoffset = i;
}
if ((i = readAnInt(“tracewindow.configuration.voffset”, params)) >= 1) {
Params. tw voffset = i;
}
if ((str = params.getProperty(“print.xwd.command”)) != null) {
Params. e xwdcommand = str;
}
if ((str = params.getProperty(“print.xpr.command”)) != null) {
Params. e xprcommand = str;
}
}
private static Color readAColor(String key, Properties params) {
Color color = null;
String buf = params.getProperty(key);
if (buf != null) {
try {
color = new Color(Integer.parseInt(buf, 16));






private static int readAnInt(String key, Properties params) {
int answer = –1;
String buf = params.getProperty(key);
if (buf != null) {
try {
answer = Integer.parseInt(buf);
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∗ This class implements a state of a machine.
∗ The painting of a state is done in the Desktop class.
∗/
public class State {
int id;
boolean isFinal;
Point p; // the position relative to the desktop
int ss; // NORMAL or FOCUSED
Vector transitions;
String label;
int transitionCount; // total number of transitions – Yana
boolean rename = false; // true if user chooses to rename its label – Yana
final static int NORMAL = 0;
final static int FOCUSED = 1;
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/∗∗
∗ Constructs a new State with the specified label, isFinal flag,
∗ and position.
∗/




transitions = new Vector(0);





∗ Construct a new, uninitialized, state.
∗ Used when reading a machine from a file.
∗/
public State() {
this(–1, false, –1, –1);
}
void setLocation(int x, int y) {
p.setLocation(x, y);
}
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∗ This is a modal Dialog in which some centered text is displayed
∗ and a number of buttons are placed at the bottom. When one of these
∗ buttons is pressed, the dialog is hidden and the label of the pressed
∗ button can be obtained by calling getPushedButton.
∗/
public class TextInDialog extends ThreadDialog {
static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;
/∗∗




∗ Width of dialog window
∗/
protected int width = Params. dg width;
/∗∗
∗ Height of dialog window
∗/
protected int height = Params. dg height;
/∗∗




∗ Creates a modal dialog containing a text message and some buttons.
∗/
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public TextInDialog(String message, String[] buttons, Frame parent, String title) {
this(message, buttons, parent, title, true);
}
/∗∗
∗ Creates a dialog containing a text message and some buttons.
∗ If parameter modal is true, the dialog is modal.
∗/







Panel p = new Panel();
if (buttons != null) {
Button b = null;
for (int i = 0; i < buttons.length; i++) {









∗ Paints the message line by line.
∗/
public void paint(Graphics g) {
String str;
Dimension d = size();
g.setColor(Params. dg backcolor);
g.fillRect(0, 0, d.width – 1, d.height – 1);
g.setColor(Params. dg forecolor);
int i = 0;
StringTokenizer st = new StringTokenizer(message, “\n”, false);
int count = st.countTokens();
FontMetrics fm = g.getFontMetrics();
while (st.hasMoreTokens()) {
str = st.nextToken();
g.drawString(str, d.width / 2 – fm.stringWidth(str) / 2,
d.height / 2 – fm.getHeight() / 2
– fm.getHeight() ∗ (count / 2 – i++));
}
}
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public class ThreadDialog extends Dialog {
static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;
static String NOT YET = “(notyet)”;
String thePushedButton = NOT YET;
// the thread which calls setVisible(true) for this dialog.
DialogThread dialogThread = null;
/∗∗
∗ Creates a modal dialog to be shown from within a new thread.
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∗/




∗ Creates a dialog to be shown from within a new thread.
∗ If parameter modal is true, the dialog will be modal.
∗/




∗ @return the button pushed by user.
∗/




∗ Sets the thread from which this dialog’s setVisible(true) is called.
∗/
public void setDialogThread(Thread dt) {
thePushedButton = NOT YET;
dialogThread = (DialogThread) dt;
}
public boolean action(Event e, Object arg) {
if (e.target instanceof Button) {
thePushedButton = (String) arg;
setVisible(false);





} // end of method action.
public boolean handleEvent(Event e) {
if (e.id == Event.WINDOW DESTROY) {
setVisible(false);
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∗ This class implements the transition function of a machine.
∗/
public class Transition {




public int distance; // the dist. label–>from
public int st; // NORMAL or FOCUSED
public boolean rename = false; // true if user chooses to rename transition label
final static int NORMAL = 0;
final static int SELECTED = 1;
final static int FOCUSED = 2;
/∗∗
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∗ Creates a transition with the given
∗ from and to states and with the given label.
∗/





distance = (from != to) ? Params. t distance : Params. t ltheight;
}
/∗∗
∗ Creates a transition with the given
∗ from and to states.
∗/
public Transition(int id, State from, State to) {
this(id, from, to, "");
}
public void setLocation(int x, int y) {
if (from == to) {




∗ Returns the slope of the line between the from and to states.
∗/
public double slope() {
if (to.p.x != from.p.x) {
return (double) (((double) from.p.y – to.p.y) / (from.p.x – to.p.x));






} // end of class Transition.
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